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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Permafrost landscapes exhibit unique hydrology that is linked both chemically and 

physically to nutrient cycling and geochemical processes. Permafrost thaw is expected to 

result in a positive feedback to Earth’s climate system through carbon release to the 

atmosphere; this potential demands better understanding of hydrologic pathways in 

permafrost landscapes in the face of global change. The work that follows is divided into 

two main bodies of research that explore both carbon dynamics and isotope geochemistry 

of river waters draining permafrost catchments in the Yukon River Basin (YRB). The 

first study uses in-vitro incubations of stream water from seven permafrost regions to 

investigate how biolabile carbon additions (acetate) and inorganic nutrients (nitrogen and 

phosphorus) “prime” water-column dissolved organic carbon (DOC) decomposition. No 

priming effect from biolabile carbon addition was evident through changes in DOC 

concentrations or compositional transformations, but consumption of added acetate was 

correlated with ambient nutrient concentrations. Sites with fine-textured, ice-rich 

substrate and proximal thermokarst features had higher ambient DOC and nutrient 

concentrations, and consequently the fastest rates of acetate consumption. We conclude 

that the fate of biolabile DOC released from degrading permafrost will depend largely on 

inorganic nutrient availability in receiving waterbodies. The second part of this thesis 

focuses on hydrology of intermediate-sized catchments in the YRB. We evaluate uranium 

isotope activity ratios ([234U/238U]) as tracers of groundwater-surface water connection in 

thawing permafrost landscapes. Streams draining loess-mantled areas had [234U/238U] 

values moderately increased relative to meteoric values. Streams draining low-order 

catchments with rocky substrate and surface disturbance exhibit dramatically increased 

[234U/238U] values, consistent with groundwater connection. In addition, we observed 

higher DOC concentrations both in areas influenced by recent thaw and where flow is 

restricted by ice-rich silt. The transformation of northern stream chemistry will likely 

continue as northern permafrost environents warm, with greatest resilience of ground ice 

in loess-blanketed areas not subject to thermal erosion by groundwater. As subsurface 

storage expands and groundwater exchange intensifies, ecosystems within and connected 

to northern streams will also be transformed, with implications for resource managers 

concerned with fish and wildlife management in these systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 The Arctic circle lies at 66°34’N latitude; the area north of this line is defined as 

the Arctic. While this vast area is shared by only eight countries (United States, Canada, 

Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Russia), its contribution to global 

biogeochemical cycles (carbon, nitrogen, water, and more) merits increased attention 

with warming climate conditions that are enhanced in the north (Houghton 2007). The 

Arctic and sub-Arctic north encompass an enormous area that is host to a wide variety of 

ecosystems (Prowse et al. 2015; Wrona et al. 2016; Vihma et al. 2016; Bring et al. 2016). 

In the work that follows, we focus on stream chemistry in permafrost landscapes of the 

Arctic and sub-Arctic north to gain insight into the interactions between terrestrial and 

aquatic ecosystems that drive mobilization and transformation of permafrost-derived 

carbon. This thesis opens with a literature review in chapter 2 that considers 

biogeochemical processes in permafrost ecosystems and touches upon our current 

understanding of the potential impacts and future effects brought about by global and 

regional climate variation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

LITERATURE REVIEW:  INVESTIGATING BIOGEOCHEMICAL PROCESSES  

 

IN PERMAFROST ENVIRONMENTS 

 

 

1.1 Permafrost and the Global Carbon Cycle 

 

Permafrost is defined as soil or ground that remains below ≤ 0°C for two or more 

consecutive years (French & Shur 2010; Ping et al. 2015) which largely occurs in the 

polar regions and some high-altitude areas like the Tibetan Plateau (Zhang et al. 2008). 

However, in the context of the work that follows, the recognition of permafrost is not 

only in a strict definition of temperature, but rather the hydrological constraints imposed 

by ice-rich subsurface layers, or solid state soil layers that impede hydrologic infiltration 

(Walvoord & Kurylyk 2016). In this sense, permafrost can be formed both 

syngenetically, where aggrading ice-rich substrate forms during sediment deposition, or 

epigenetically, where infiltrating fluid freezes in pore spaces within previously deposited 

sediment or geologic material (Shur et al. 2004). In either case, most permafrost is old, 

formed during the Last Glacial Maximum in the late Pleistocene (Ping et al. 2015; Ewing 

et al. 2015; Kanevskiy et al. 2011), and has a polygenetic origin of combined syngenetic 

and epigenetic processes (Shur et al. 2004). Permafrost-affected soils are subject to 

physical processes that uplift ground (frost heaving), deform and mix stratified horizons 

(cryoturbation), and form cryostructures (ice morphologies that are characteristic of 

freezing circumstances)(French & Shur 2010). Permafrost is dynamic, and the uppermost 

zone of soil that overlies it is referred to as the “active layer” which thaws and refreezes 
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seasonally. Below the active layer are the transient and intermediate layers, which 

undergo freeze-thaw on decadal and century scales, respectively (Ping et al. 2015). 

Below these layers is what may be considered “true” permafrost (Kanevskiy et al. 2011), 

because it has been consistently frozen for centuries to millennia.  

 

1.1.1 Permafrost Distribution and Landscapes 

 

 Permafrost distribution is closely related to latitude, and its control on mean 

annual soil temperatures above or below 0°C. For this reason, in the highest latitudes 

permafrost occurrence is spatially continuous (>90% land area), and below this zone 

permafrost is spatially discontinuous (50-90% land area) (Zhang et al. 2008). Permafrost 

occurs in various geomorphic settings, characterized by relations to the hosting geologic 

substrate (O’Donnell et al. 2016; Jorgenson et al. 2013). Characteristic processes in 

permafrost landscapes include the process of “thermokarst,” which refers to uneven 

ground settling resulting from thaw of ground ice. For example, the North Slope of 

Alaska comprises continuous permafrost on steppe-tundra environments that taper into a 

vast network of thermokarst lakes towards to coast (Abbott et al. 2014). The term 

thermokarst refers to uneven ground produced through thermal degradation of ground ice, 

leading to collapse or subsistence of previously frozen ground (Shiklomanov et al. 2013; 

Olefeldt et al. 2016). In interior Alaska, permafrost landscapes are discontinuous and 

hosted in boreal forests on unglaciated mountains near the Yukon River (Schirrmeister et 

al. 2013). In Yukon Territory of northwestern Canada, permafrost is hosted in glacial till 

and is degrading via thermokarst on a large scale (Lacelle et al. 2015; Kokelj et al. 2017). 

The second chapter of this thesis combines study locations from a collaboration of 
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research groups positioned across the circumpolar north in order to capture a variety of 

permafrost landscapes. These study regions include northern, western, and central 

Alaska, northwestern Canada, Northern Siberia, central Finland, and the Qinghai Tibet 

Plateau.  

The third chapter of this thesis looks more closely at the interior Alaska region in 

the discontinuous permafrost zone. This region is also known as the Yukon-Tanana 

Uplands (YTU), a mountainous region in central Alaska and western Yukon Territory 

located south of the Yukon River, between the Brooks Range and the Alaska Range in 

central Alaska, and between the Ogilvie Mountains and the Wrangell and Saint Elias 

Mountains in eastern Alaska and western Yukon. The YTU remained unglaciated during 

Last Glacial Maximum in the late Pleistocene, preserving and further accumulating a 

sedimentological record of the area known as Beringia (Froese et al. 2009; Schirrmeister 

et al. 2013). The Tintina and Denali strike-slip fault systems border the YTU on the north 

and south, respectively. During glacial periods, loess production in the nearby mountain 

ranges was high, while during interstadials, the Tanana Lowlands received and 

accumulated the glaciogenic sediment produced during the previous glacial period (Muhs 

et al. 2003; Porter et al. 2016). This geomorphic process and environmental setting led to 

the formation of syngenetic permafrost (Ewing et al. 2015; Kanevskiy et al. 2011; French 

& Shur 2010), and the accompanied burial and storage of organic matter (OM). The 

duration of ground-ice preservation in permafrost environments during recent earth 

history is debated (Reyes et al. 2010; Froese et al. 2008; Froese et al., 2009), but the 

present climate is too warm to promote any widespread permafrost formation. The relic 
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permafrost in existence today is maintained by cold-climates in the highest latitudes 

(Jorgenson et al. 2018; Olefeldt et al. 2016; Vonk et al. 2015) and ecosystem properties 

that provide insulation and resilience to thaw (Jorgenson et al. 2013; Shur & Jorgenson 

2007). However, ongoing rates of warming are expected to be greatest in the polar 

regions due to polar amplification (IPCC 2014), and permafrost ecosystems are likely to 

experience rapid change with implications for disrupting human infrastructure (Vincent et 

al. 2017), as well as ecological and biogeochemical processes that regulate a stable global 

environment (Grosse et al. 2011; Melillo et al. 1993; McGuire et al. 2009; Kasischke et 

al. 2010). 

 

1.1.2 Positive Feedback to the Carbon Cycle 

 

Permafrost landscapes are experiencing significant transformations brought on 

through climate variability (Biskaborn et al. 2019; Grosse et al. 2011; Schuur et al. 2008). 

Increased ground-surface temperatures and a deepening of the “active layer” 

(Romanovsky et al. 2010; Nitze et al. 2018; Nicolsky & Romanovsky 2018), more 

frequent fires (Minsley et al. 2016; Harden et al. 2000; Kasischke et al. 2010), and greater 

thermokarst occurrence (Abbott et al. 2015; Lacelle et al. 2015; Kokelj et al. 2013; 

Jorgenson & Grosse 2016; Olefeldt et al. 2016; Tanski et al. 2017), all aid in mobilizing 

the vast stores of soil organic carbon (SOC) currently stored in permafrost. A growing 

body of work is refining our understanding of permafrost thaw (Vonk et al. 2015; 

Walvoord & Kurylyk 2016) and mobilization of the northern circumpolar SOC stocks 

could result in a positive feedback to climate warming by increasing greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere (Grosse et al. 2011; Schuur et al. 2008; Koven et al. 2011; Zimov et al. 
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2006; McGuire et al. 2009). There is a clear and pressing need to better understand the 

hydrology and biogeochemical processes that control the fate of SOC in permafrost 

environments.  

Permafrost contains an estimated 1035 ± 50 Pg soil organic carbon (SOC) 

(Hugelius et al. 2014), revised from previous estimations of 1672 Pg SOC with 1466 Pg 

SOC occurring in perennially frozen soils (Tarnocai et al. 2009). This is over half of the 

global SOC pool and nearly double the amount of carbon (C) currently in the atmosphere 

(Hugelius et al. 2014; Schuur et al. 2008; Tarnocai et al. 2009; Palmtag et al. 2016).  This 

enormous SOC pool occurs because organic matter decomposition rates are slowed in 

permafrost environments. Factors influencing decomposition rates in permafrost 

environments include: 1) soil that remain frozen all year, generally limiting the zone in 

which biogeochemical processes and decomposition occurs to the thin seasonally thawed 

“active layer”(Olefeldt et al. 2016; Palmtag et al. 2016), 2) ice-rich frozen ground can be 

largely impermeable when ice content is high (Carey & Woo 2001; Walvoord et al. 

2012), leading to poorly drained soil conditions where anaerobic processes dominate 

(slower decomposition rates) (Duddleston et al. 2002; Ping et al. 2015), and 3) a 

combination of cold temperatures and anaerobic conditions slows overall decomposition 

rates (Schmidt et al. 2011; Frey et al. 2013); however, the latter is suggested to be less of 

a direct function of temperature and more related to how cold climates influence factors 

(1) and (2) (Davidson & Janssens 2006). These restricting factors above can result in 

“apparent temperature sensitivity”, but other factors such as the “intrinsic” properties,  
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such as molecular structure, size, and complexity of organic matter also determine 

decomposition rates (Davidson & Janssens 2006).  

 

1.1.3 Priming of DOC Loss with Permafrost Thaw 

 

The flux of SOC from terrestrial to aquatic ecosystems is important because 

downstream ecosystems depend on the flux of allochthonous material and autochthonous 

organisms depend on light that may be reduced through increased turbidity. SOC is 

delivered from terrestrial ecosystems to aquatic ecosystems as either particulate or 

dissolved organic carbon (DOC), both altering the C “budget” of streams and 

downstream ecosystems (Cole et al. 2007). The soil organic matter from which the DOC 

originates has a rich and diverse composition, containing thousands of molecular 

compounds (Schmidt et al. 2011). The “intrinsic” properties of complex molecular 

structures in DOC also control reactivity with degradative enzymes (Davidson & 

Janssens 2006; Schmidt et al. 2011; Hansell 2013). Yet a substantial portion of DOC in 

permafrost can be highly biolabile (Drake et al. 2015; Stephanie A Ewing et al. 2015; 

Vonk et al. 2013; Wickland et al. 2012; Spencer et al. 2009). Permafrost waterways 

already transport a globally relevant flux of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and 

nutrients to Arctic estuaries and coastal zones (Holmes et al. 2012; McClelland et al. 

2014), receiving 32 Tg C yr-1 (Kicklighter et al. 2013) of mainly modern C (fixed since 

1950s) from the surrounding environment. Any addition of biolabile DOC (BDOC) and 

nutrients from permafrost degradation could influence the uptake and mineralization of 

the ambient (background) DOC pool via priming (Bianchi 2012) and nutrient effects 

(Mutschlecner et al. 2018). 
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Priming and nutrient effects were initially observed and reported in terrestrial 

environments and soil microcosm experiments during the last century (Löhnis 1926; 

Broadbent 1947; Bingemann et al. 1953; Jenkinson et al. 1985; Fontaine et al. 2004; 

Blagodatsky & Richter 1998; Kuzyakov 2002; Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov 2008), but 

until recently, have been largely unappreciated in aquatic research (Guenet et al. 2010). 

However, the emergence of aquatic priming studies has produced conflicting results that 

both support arguments for aquatic priming effects (Guenet et al. 2014; Bianchi et al. 

2015) and also negate them (Textor et al. 2018; Bengtsson et al. 2015; Catalán et al. 

2015). Textor et al. (2018) describe issues relating to the inconsistent results and state 

that a universal definition of priming is critical to understanding aquatic priming effects 

and how they influence the fate of riverine DOM. For this reason, an increase in 

background DOC mineralization via N and P additions would not be considered a 

priming effect but rather alleviation of nutrient limitation and hence referred to as 

“nutrient effects” (Textor et al. 2018). Work from a broad scope of permafrost affected 

regions, where aquatic priming effects are likely to occur, may help to clarify the 

importance of aquatic priming in respect to global carbon budgets.  

 

1.2 Permafrost Hydrology 

 

 

Permafrost hydrology can be complex, as frozen ground acts as a nearly 

impermeable subsurface layer when ice content is high (Carey & Woo 2001; Walvoord & 

Kurylyk 2016), and subsurface water movement is restricted to shallow soil horizons that 

lie above the permafrost table (suprapermafrost aquifer) (Figure 1.1). Permafrost soils are 
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cold, wet environments that support C-rich surface horizons with limited decomposition, 

leading to high dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations in shallow pore waters 

and adjacent streams (Jorgenson et al. 2013; Ping et al. 2015; O’Donnell et al. 2016). 

These hydrologic settings are common in Arctic wetlands and tundra underlain by 

continuous permafrost, which is made apparent by the numerous thermokarst lakes and 

polygonal ground that form under these conditions. However, in the discontinuous 

permafrost zone, the heterogeneous distribution of frozen ground creates unique drainage 

patterns where streams and rivers are a mixture of upwelling groundwater from below the 

permafrost table (subpermafrost aquifer) (Figure1.1) and shallow runoff sources and 

subsurface inputs from the suprapermafrost aquifer (Koch et al. 2013; Koch et al. 2014; 

Koch et al. 2017). Groundwater contribution to streamflow has been inferred in 

catchments with varying permafrost coverage using concentrations of dissolved inorganic 

ions (Petrone et al. 2006; Dornblaser & Striegl 2015; O’Donnell et al. 2010). Higher 

inorganic solute concentrations and low DOC concentration can be interpreted as 

reflecting greater vertical infiltration through soils, increased mineral weathering and 

reduced surface runoff. This latter hydrologic pattern is observed in upland settings 

where groundwater flow paths converge with runoff in the soil substrate that fills valley 

bottoms of rocky hillslopes (Koch, Ewing, et al. 2013; Jorgenson et al. 2013). These 

broadly defined hydrologic settings provide a basis for characterizing aquatic-terrestrial 

connectivity that drives C transport, but permafrost ecosystems can be much more 

dynamic and complex. 
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A number of recent studies have focused on changing permafrost hydrology in a 

warming climate and observed increased groundwater signals in the Yukon River and 

larger (81,326-116,550 km2) tributaries within the Yukon River basin (YRB) (Striegl et 

al. 2005; Walvoord & Striegl 2007; Kraemer & Brabets 2012; Toohey et al. 2016). 

Striegl et al. (2005) observed a decrease in DOC and an increase in DIC delivered to the 

Arctic Ocean by the Yukon River, and proposed that this change is the result of reduced 

surface runoff and increased infiltration into deeper groundwater. Walvoord and Striegl 

(2007) observed an increase in groundwater contribution using hydrograph analysis of 

long-term streamflow records (>30yr) at gauges along the Yukon River. Toohey et al. 

(2016) analyzed solute chemistry of the Yukon River from the past several decades and 

found that concentrations of mineral weathering products, mainly Mg and sulfate (SO4), 

have been steadily increasing over the multidecadal period. Thus, in these and other 

recent studies of arctic and subarctic rivers (McGuire et al. 2010; Vonk et al. 2015) 

changing surface water solute composition are interpreted as increases in groundwater 

contributions to surface flow over decadal timescales (Walvoord & Striegl 2007; 

Dornblaser & Striegl 2015; Toohey et al. 2016; Walvoord & Kurylyk 2016; Callegary et 

al. 2013). While this conclusion is important to understanding combined large-scale 

effects on arctic river chemistry (Kicklighter et al. 2013), it misses the finer-scale 

processes occurring in headwater to intermediate-sized catchments, the zone where 

permafrost C is processed and mineralized (Drake et al. 2015; Mann et al. 2015; Vonk et 

al. 2013). Working in smaller tributaries (5-6164 km2) of the Yukon River, O’Donnell et 

al. (2012) observed similar signals for increased groundwater in the form of decreased 
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DOC concentrations, changes in the proportion of the hydrophilic fraction to the 

hydrophobic fraction of organic compounds, and altered optical properties of DOC all 

during winter low flows. In this paper, we test the prediction that hydrogeologic signals 

of permafrost thaw effects will be most evident at catchment scales between headwaters 

and larger mainstems within smaller to intermediate-sized catchments of the Yukon-

Tanana Uplands. 

Permafrost degradation can influence global biogeochemical cycles through 

changing hydrologic flow regimes and subsequent delivery of DOC to aquatic and marine 

environments. A modern perspective on how we view rivers in terms of biogeochemical 

processes and nutrient cycling has emerged. We no longer think of rivers as “passive 

pipelines” but rather as characteristic domains of biogeochemical processes and nutrient 

cycling (Aufdenkampe et al. 2011; Cole et al. 2007; Aiken & Cotsaris 1995). It is well 

known that spring freshet (high streamflow due to snowmelt) delivers a substantial pulse 

of potentially degradable DOC to aquatic systems (Carey 2003; Neff et al. 2006; Holmes 

et al. 2008). However, the seasonal proportion of inorganic nitrogen is critical to DOC 

degradability and is highest in winter in Arctic rivers, with greatest degradability 

occurring before the spring freshet (Wickland et al. 2012). The seasonality of DOC 

degradability in smaller streams is critical to better understanding these seasonal patterns 

in larger rivers. 
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1.3 Natural Geochemical Tracers 

 

Traditional hydrologic tracers, such as natural solutes (calcium (Ca2+), sodium 

(Na+), sulphate (SO4
2+), and magnesium (Mg2+)), can be effective in characterizing 

shallow aquifer sources and hydrologic flow paths as described above. However, 

complications can arise using these natural solute tracers due to biological and physical 

processes (uptake/immobilization, photo-oxidation, adsorption, etc.) that occur in surface 

waters and also lack of resolution in these solute concentrations for factors such as 

residence time. The naturally occurring isotopic tracers used in Chapter 3 are uranium 

(U) activity ratios ([234U/238U], where square brackets denote activity) and strontium (Sr) 

isotope ratios (87Sr/86Sr). [234U/238U] in environmental waters signals water-rock contact 

at timescales of thousands to hundreds of thousands of years (Andersen et al. 2017; Paces 

& Wurster 2014), and have been interpreted as reflecting groundwater influence in the 

Yukon River and major tributaries (Kraemer & Brabets 2012). In weathering reactions 

and preferential dissolution of susceptible mineral phases, groundwaters inherit the 

87Sr/86Sr values of the dissolved minerals providing a likely hydrologic path and origin of 

source waters contributing to surface flow (Bataille & Bowen 2012; Maher et al. 2006; 

Brennan et al. 2014). In order to test for subpermafrost groundwater in rivers and 

streams, we use these tracers that are sensitive to the character of bedrock lithologies and 

overlying surficial sediments. 
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1.3.1 Strontium Geochemistry 

 

A review by (Capo et al. 1998) describes the utility of Sr isotope ratios as an 

environmental tracer in terrestrial environments, providing an excellent foundation for 

understanding the behavior of Sr isotopes. More recently, Cook & Herczeg (2000) review 

applications of Sr isotopes in groundwaters and emphasize the potential to misinterpret 

the radiogenic 87Sr source when used alone. For this reason, Sr isotopes may be more 

effectively used in conjunction with other geochemical tracers.  

Sr is a trace element found in a wide variety of rocks. Sr bears similar chemical 

properties to calcium (Ca) in that is has a similar ionic radius (Sr – 1.18Å vs. Ca – 1.00Å) 

as well as being a divalent cation (i.e., charge of +2). These similarities allow Sr to 

substitute for Ca in the formation of Ca-bearing minerals such as plagioclase feldspar, 

gypsum, and carbonates. Furthermore, Sr has four naturally occurring stable isotopes: 

88Sr (82.53% of naturally occurring isotopes), 87Sr (7.04%),86Sr (9.87%), and 84Sr 

(0.56%), but the fraction of 87Sr varies due to beta-decay of 87Rb (half life = 48.8 x 109 

yr). Like many trace metals, 87Rb can be substituted into minerals for a geochemically 

similar element, in this case potassium (K). Over time 87Rb decays to 87Sr, increasing the 

87Sr/86Sr ratio and giving a rock a unique Sr isotope ratio as a function of both time and 

composition. For example, granites contain K-feldspar but lack Ca bearing minerals. This 

results in low Sr concentrations but high 87Sr/86Sr ratios. In contrast, aragonite, a 

secondary carbonate mineral has high Sr concentrations, but has low 87Sr/86Sr ratios 

(Cook & Herczeg 2000). Older rocks, which have had more time for the radioactive 

decay of 87Rb will have higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios than younger rocks. These properties make 
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87Sr/86Sr ratios a useful tool in discerning the geochemical origin of weathered materials 

in surface water and groundwater. 

Brennan et al. (2014) conducted a pilot study on the Sr isotopic variation in 

surface waters of Alaska to assess fish migration patterns relating fish bone composition 

to river composition. Tooth enamel and bone apatite both contain Sr, and their 87Sr/86Sr 

ratios reflect local source materials consumed by animals, which could yield information 

about migratory patterns of select species. This study collected 87Sr/86Sr ratios from 61 

streams in AK to characterize carbonate vs silicate weathering. Streams north of the 

Denali Fault were found to have a more radiogenic Sr signal (higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios) than 

those found south of the Denali Fault. They attribute this relationship to the chemical 

composition of the young mafic rocks of which the volcanic island arc in the Northern 

Pacific. By coupling elemental ratios (Sr, Ca, Mg, Na, and K) with 87Sr/86Sr ratios, 

Brennan et al. (2014) conclude that carbonate weathering dominates the 87Sr/86Sr signal 

in high-relief watersheds whereas silicate weathering is most influential in low relief 

basins. Lehn et al. (2017) also found that carbonate weathering was most influential to 

the 87Sr/86Sr ratio in high-relief watersheds in the Brooks Range, AK. 

 

1.3.2 234U/238U Activity Ratios 

 

Uranium exists most commonly as the isotope 238U (99.27%) but also as 234U 

(0.005%), a radioactive daughter product in the 238U decay chain. In rocks older than one 

million years, these two isotopes in the decay chain are in secular equilibrium, meaning 

the ratio of their activities (decay rates), here termed 234U/238U activity ratio [234U/238U], 

is equal to 1.0 (Osmond et al. 1968). When rocks are physically weathered to expose 
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surface area, this equilibrium is lost at mineral surfaces and in surrounding fluids (Figure 

1.2). Local destruction within the crystal lattice of U-bearing minerals by the process of 

alpha recoil upon alpha decay of 234U makes it more susceptible to weathering at mineral 

surfaces (Porcelli & Swarzenski 2003). Alternatively, alpha recoil directly injects the 

daughter isotope into the surrounding material if close enough to the mineral surface 

(Bourdon et al., 2003). Consequently, 234U is preferentially increased in waters that have 

been in contact with mineral surfaces, resulting in [234U/238U] values higher than 1.0.  

[234U/238U] values reflect rock geochemical composition and the character of pore 

spaces and susceptibility to weathering, but also surface area, water-rock ratio, and the 

time of water contact with bedrock or soil - hence the duration of hydrologic flow paths 

when geochemistry and hydrology are constrained (Paces et al. 2002; Maher et al. 2006; 

Riotte & Chabaux 1999). Considered in geologic and hydrologic context, [234U/238U] 

values can indicate that stream water originates from older groundwater ([234U/238U] > 

2.5), younger soil water ([234U/238U] ≈ 1.2-1.6), or from thawing of ice-rich mineral 

substrate ([234U/238U] = 1.5 – 2.0) (Ewing et al. 2015). In Alaska surface waters, its been 

argued that limited weathering results in low [234U/238U] values (1.1-2.6; Kraemer & 

Brabets 2012). In warmer more arid climates like Yucca Mountain, Nevada, low water 

rock ratios and long timescales have resulted in unsaturated zone [234U/238U] values of 

8.06 (Paces et al. 2002).  
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1.4 Overarching Goals and Thesis Structure 

 

 The chapters that follow are written as two stand-alone manuscripts targeting 

appropriate peer-review journals for the subject matter. The overarching goal of these 

studies is to specifically target aquatic priming effects in permafrost river networks and 

more generally address hydrological characteristics of several permafrost bound 

watersheds within the YTU. These focus areas address two key aspects of a rapidly 

changing northern cryosphere landscape.  

 The following chapter briefly outlines the history of priming effects and the recent 

controversy over priming in aquatic settings. The conclusions are useful for studies in an 

array of permafrost landscapes that are expected to elicit priming effects due to the large 

pulse of bio-labile DOC being released with permafrost thaw. The framework and results 

from this work helps to resolve previous aquatic priming studies that present conflicting 

results about priming effects. 

 The third chapter combines geochemical results from recent interior Alaska 

stream sampling in August 2017, with a larger composite dataset from multiple sampling 

events in the YTU starting in 2008. This work focuses on detecting groundwater in 

permafrost catchments while considering the effects of geologic substrate (i.e. loess, soil, 

bedrock) and implications for DOC mobilization pathways. Groundwater signals are 

inferred using the natural geochemical tracers described above (U and Sr isotope ratios). 
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual diagram illustrating suprapermafrost aquifers (1-3) and subpermafrost aquifers (4-5). Modified from Koch et 

al. 2014. 
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Figure 1.2: Conceptual diagram illustrating U isotope fractionation via preferential 

weathering of 234U relative to 238U. Modified from DePaolo et al. 2006. 
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2.1 Abstract 

 

Degrading permafrost delivers bioavailable dissolved organic matter (DOM) and 

inorganic nutrients to surface water networks. While these permafrost subsidies typically 

represent a small portion of total fluvial DOM and nutrient budgets, they may influence 

mineralization of stable DOM via priming or nutrient effects, enhancing their impact on 

food webs and net ecosystem carbon balance. We investigated how addition of biolabile 

carbon (acetate) and inorganic nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) affected water-column 

DOM decomposition through in-vitro incubations of stream water from seven 

circumpolar Arctic or subarctic regions. No priming effect was evident in dissolved 

organic carbon (DOC) concentrations or DOM compositional transformations. Within 

our study regions, acetate consumption was strongly correlated with ambient nutrient 

concentrations. Sites with fine-textured, ice-rich substrate and proximal thermokarst 

features had higher ambient DOC and nutrient concentrations and consequently the 

fastest rates of acetate consumption. Despite diverse climate, geography, and vegetation, 

DOM from all locations showed compositional similarity. We conclude that the fate of 

biolabile DOM released from degrading permafrost will depend largely on inorganic 

nutrient availability in receiving waterbodies. 
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2.2 Introduction 

 

 

High-latitude climate change is degrading permafrost at continental scales (Nitze 

et al. 2018; Olefeldt et al. 2016; Jorgenson et al. 2018; Biskaborn et al. 2019), causing 

widespread release of dissolved organic matter (DOM) and inorganic nutrients (nitrogen 

(N) and phosphorous (P)) to streams, lakes, and coastal zones (Wickland et al. 2018; 

O’Donnell et al. 2016a; Tanski et al. 2017; Abbott et al. 2014; Treat et al. 2016; Vonk et 

al. 2015a). Permafrost-derived DOM is often old (Pleistocene to early Holocene in 

origin), highly biolabile (Vonk et al. 2013; Ewing et al. 2015; Drake et al. 2015; Littlefair 

et al. 2017), and can be rapidly mineralized in headwater streams (Spencer et al. 2015; 

Mann et al. 2015; Drake et al. 2015; Wickland et al. 2012; Vonk et al. 2015b). In many 

permafrost catchments, watershed drainage is often limited to the shallow active layer 

(Walvoord & Kurylyk 2016) thereby rapidly delivering inorganic nutrients and terrestrial 

DOM to streams via lateral hydrologic transport through soils (Koch et al. 2013a; 2014). 

Permafrost waterways already transport a globally relevant flux of dissolved organic 

carbon (DOC) and nutrients to Arctic estuaries and coastal zones (Holmes et al. 2012; 

Mcclelland et al. 2014), receiving 32 Tg C yr-1 (Kicklighter et al. 2013) of mainly modern 

C (fixed since 1950s) from the surrounding environment. Any addition of biolabile DOC 

(BDOC) and nutrients from permafrost could influence the uptake and mineralization of 

the ambient (background) DOC pool via priming (Bianchi 2012) and nutrient effects 

(Mutschlecner et al. 2018), however these effects have not been widely quantified in 

permafrost environments. 
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Stream DOM that has low reactivity and is resistant to further microbial 

decomposition is often described as stable (Aufdenkampe et al. 2011; Battin et al. 2009; 

Hansell 2013; Hansen et al. 2016). However, some research suggests that the stable 

fraction of DOM in streams could be subject to further mineralization and transformation, 

provided that decomposers are “primed” by added BDOC or inorganic nutrients (Guenet 

et al. 2010; Bianchi 2012; Kuzyakov et al. 2000; Rosemond et al. 2015; Mutschlecner et 

al. 2018). These effects were initially observed and reported in terrestrial environments 

and soil microcosm experiments during the last century (Löhnis 1926; Broadbent 1947; 

Bingemann et al. 1953; Jenkinson et al. 1985; Fontaine et al. 2004; Blagodatsky & 

Richter 1998; Kuzyakov 2002; Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov 2008), but until recently, 

have been largely unappreciated in aquatic research (Guenet et al. 2010). However, the 

emergence of aquatic priming studies has produced conflicting results that both support 

arguments for aquatic priming effects (Guenet et al. 2014; Bianchi et al. 2015) and also 

negate them (Textor et al. 2018; Bengtsson et al. 2015; Catalán et al. 2015). Textor et al. 

(2018) describe issues relating to the inconsistent results and state that a universal 

definition of priming is critical to understanding aquatic priming effects and how they 

influence the fate of riverine DOM. In this study, we define a priming effect as an 

increase in mineralization or uptake of background DOC over a month-long incubation 

period (28 days) by enhanced microbial activity through biolabile carbon additions. An 

increase in background DOC mineralization via N and P additions will not be considered 

a priming effect but rather alleviation of nutrient limitation and referred to as “nutrient 

effects” (Textor et al. 2018). The results from a broad scope of permafrost affected 
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regions, where aquatic priming effects are likely to occur, may help to clarify the 

importance of priming in respect to global carbon budgets.  

Here, we report results from an international collaborative experiment that 

investigates the occurrence of priming effects in high-latitude streams with teams from 

seven Arctic and subarctic regions, including Alaska, Canada, Siberia, Finland, and 

Tibet. Our primary objectives were to: 1) determine the expression and magnitude of 

priming effects in Arctic and subarctic stream ecosystems; 2) determine the extent of 

carbon (C) and nutrient limitations on water-column DOC mineralization in these 

systems, and; 3) examine environmental factors that could influence priming and nutrient 

limitation across Arctic and subarctic streams. We hypothesized that in-stream microbial 

communities, when provided biolabile carbon substrate (acetate), will mineralize 

background DOC or transform background DOC into bioavailable compounds. 

Accordingly, we predicted that biolabile carbon additions to stream water would trigger a 

priming effect, thus increasing microbial decomposition of background DOC. To test 

these effects, each regional team performed incubations with and without acetate and 

inorganic nutrients (N and P) to promote biodegradation of background DOC and hence 

potential priming and nutrient effects. Priming and nutrient effects were evaluated by 

measuring DOC drawdown and DOM optical properties during water-column 

incubations with and without acetate and inorganic nutrients. By investigating a diverse 

range of waters from across the cryosphere, we sought to identify large-scale patterns of 

DOC transformation in permafrost environments. 
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2.3 Methods 

 

2.3.1 Sampling Design and Study Regions 

Stream samples were collected between August to September 2016 from six 

permafrost regions in Alaska, Canada, Siberia, the Qinghai Tibet Plateau, and one non-

permafrost Finnish region in September 2017 (Figure 1 and Table 1). Samples were 

collected during the late summer season because potential permafrost thaw is at a 

maximum. Each team visited their respective study areas and collected water from three 

or more river locations. When possible, we sought to collect from a longitudinal sample 

regime to reflect a range of catchment sizes and stream orders and capture changes in 

stream chemistry (Battin et al. 2009; Aufdenkampe et al. 2011). Nested samples within a 

stream network were collected in all regions except the interior Alaska region, where the 

three sites were independent headwater or low order streams. A second exception to the 

three-site longitudinal design was the four sites in western Alaska. In this region, WA1 

was upstream of WA2 in one reach, and WA3 was upstream of WA4 in a second and 

separate reach, thus capturing two separate longitudinal regimes. Due to the large scale of 

this circumpolar study, specific site locations are non-distinct in Figure 1, but data in 

Table 1 is organized to illustrate increasing stream order. 

We characterized these seven regions for metrics predicted to influence the fate of 

stream DOM and nutrients upon permafrost degradation, whether that be mineralization 

or stream export. First, watershed area was calculated using the ArcHydro tool in 

ArcGIS, except for the Tibetan Plateau sites which were roughly estimated using Google 

Earth. Second, we determined physical and textural properties of lithologic substrate 
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using surface geologic maps and descriptions from the literature. Third, we identified the 

permafrost zone (Brown et al. 1997) corresponding to each site (e.g., continuous zone = > 

90% land area underlain by permafrost vs. discontinuous zone = 50-90% land area 

underlain by permafrost). Lastly, the Circumpolar Arctic Vegetation Map (CAVM) 

(Walker et al. 2018) was used to identify the dominant vegetation when applicable; 

vegetation in regions outside the CAVM extent is based on the referenced literature 

(Table 1). 

 

2.3.2 Characterization of Study Regions 

The seven sampled regions represent broad variation in climate, geology, 

topography, and vegetation (Table 1). Mean annual air temperatures (MAAT) range from 

-5 to -10.5°C across the permafrost-affected sites and 3.3°C at the non-permafrost 

Finnish sites, and mean annual precipitation (MAP) ranges from 140 to 600 mm (Table 

1). Permafrost degradation in these settings is observed via thermokarst (retrogressive 

thaw slumps (RTS), thermo erosional gullies and channels, and thermokarst lakes). Other 

forms of permafrost degradation that are not necessarily observable through surface 

disturbance are active layer thickening and talik formation (Vonk et al. 2015a). Three of 

the seven regions target abrupt thaw features: northwestern Canada, interior Alaska, and 

the Tibetan Plateau. The northwestern Canada sites NC1 and NC2 are underlain by 

glacial tills and drain watershed areas downstream of a RTS (Littlefair et al. 2017), while 

site NC3 is in the higher order Peel River main stem that drains both of these sites. The 

interior Alaska sites IA1 and IA2 are adjacent to a thawing pingo and thermokarst 

channel, respectively, in Yedoma (thick ice-rich Pleistocene silt) (Koch et al. 2013a; 
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Ewing et al. 2015), while site IA3 is a gravel bedded stream draining a partially-burned 

watershed having limited loess cover and some thermokarst features (Koch et al. 2014). 

The Tibetan Plateau sites are characterized by a thermo-erosional gully in a silt 

dominated alpine swamp meadow (Liu et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2018).  

Three other regions target watersheds that are underlain by permafrost, but where 

sample sites are not immediately adjacent to thermokarst or thermal erosion features: 

northern Siberia, western Alaska, and northern Alaska. Observational and modeling 

studies indicate that permafrost ground temperatures in these regions have warmed in 

recent decades, and widespread thawing through active layer thickening and thermokarst 

development is observed in some regions (Shiklomanov et al. 2013) and projected for the 

coming decades out to 2100 (Romanovsky et al. 2010; Nicolsky et al. 2017). The 

northern Siberia site NS1 is a small pond that is connected to the main stem during high 

flows, while sites NS2 and NS3 are part of the mainstem down stream of NS1. The 

watersheds in western Alaska are underlain by continuous permafrost but differ with 

respect to topography and permafrost soil properties. Sites WA1-2 drain an alpine 

watershed underlain by ice-poor permafrost and parent material composed of glacially 

derived gravel and cobble substrate (O’Donnell et al. 2016a). The other western Alaska 

sites, WA3-4, drain an ice-rich watershed with numerous thermokarst lakes and RTSs in 

the watershed, but not adjacent to the sampling sites (O’Donnell et al. 2016a). NA1 is a 

small stream draining moist tundra with numerous non-active thermokarst lakes in the 

catchment. NA2-3 are on the mainstem Sagavanirktok River which is fed mostly by 

glacial runoff from the Brooks Range (Abbott et al. 2014). Lastly, the Finnish sites 
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represent a non-permafrost region in the subarctic characterized by boreal forest and 

peatlands (Mattsson et al. 2005; Lepistö et al. 2008). 

 

2.3.3 Sample Collection and Incubation 

Collected stream water was filtered (0.7 µm, Whatman GF/F precombusted 450oC 

> 5hrs) and refrigerated until laboratory incubations were initiated. When possible, 

incubations were started within one to two days after sample collection except for the 

western Alaska (WA) and the northern Siberia (NS) sites, which were initiated one week 

after sample collection due to field logistical constraints. For incubations, we divided the 

filtered bulk stream samples into 200 mL aliquots and treated each aliquot with one of 

eight acetate (CH3COO-) and/or nutrient treatments (Table S1). We used acetate as a 

relevant biolabile carbon substrate in these experiments as 20-27% of DOC observed in 

Alaskan Yedoma deposits was shown to be present as low-molecular weight organic 

acids, with a particularly high abundance of acetate (Drake et al. 2015; Ewing et al. 

2015). Acetate and nutrient concentrations were determined based on observations from 

streams draining watersheds impacted by thermokarst or thermal erosional features 

(Drake et al. 2015; Abbott et al. 2015; Tanski et al. 2017).  

Experimental treatments (Table S1) consisted of varying concentrations of acetate 

and inorganic nutrients ammonium (NH4
+), nitrate (NO3

-), and phosphate (PO4
3-). 

Acetate-only treatments consisted of low acetate (A1), medium acetate (A2), and high 

acetate concentrations (A3). Nutrient-only treatments of low (N1), medium (N2), and 

high (N3) concentrations were made up of a blend of NO3
-, NH4

+, and PO4
3- (Table S1). 

The remaining two treatments were a combined treatment of the high acetate addition 
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with the high nutrient addition (AN) and a control sample (CT) in which no acetate or 

nutrients were added. Treatment solutions were prepared as stock solutions and 

transferred to incubation samples in 1 mL aliquots using an auto-pipette. Incubations 

were performed in regional sets by teams of collaborators. For consistency, the treatments 

were kept uniform despite varying site conditions. 

These bottles (24 per site) were then incubated for 21 or 28 days at room 

temperature (20˚C). The 0.7 µm glass-fiber filter treatment prior to incubation allowed 

the in-situ aquatic microbial communities to degrade the biolabile DOC within the 

experimental timeframe (Vonk et al. 2015b; Dean et al. 2018). Treatments were applied 

only once at the start of the incubations, and immediately following the addition of 

experimental treatments to all bottles, each incubation sample was subsampled to observe 

initial conditions. Incubations were again sampled after seven, and 21 (northern Alaska) 

or 28 days to observe changes in DOC, acetate, and other dissolved solutes. A 40 mL 

sample was collected at the initiation and termination time points, filtered (0.22 µm, PES) 

into amber glass vials for DOM characterization by absorbance spectroscopy, and stored 

in the dark and at 4˚C for shipping and prior to analysis. In most cases, the high acetate 

(A3) and acetate plus nutrients (AN) treatments were processed for absorbance 

spectroscopy. 

 

2.3.4 Background Chemistry, DOC, and Acetate Analyses 

Incubation and baseline chemistry samples were collected, frozen, and sent to the 

Environmental Analytical Laboratory in the Department of Land Resources and 

Environmental Sciences at Montana State University. Dissolved solutes (NH4
+, NO3

-, 
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nitrite (NO2
-), and PO4

3-) in unamended stream waters were determined at µg L-1 levels 

on a QuAAtro39 continuous segmented flow analyzer (Seal Analytical, Inc.). 

Concentrations of NH4
+ and NO2

- were often below detection, and therefore a summed 

value of NH4
+ + NO3

- + NO2
- = dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) is provided in results 

and is dominated by NO3
-. Acetate and other dissolved solutes in the treated incubation 

samples (NO3
-, NO2

-, and Chloride (Cl-)) were measured at mg L-1 levels on an ICS 2100 

Ion Chromatograph (Dionex, Thermo Scientific) equipped with an anion column (ASX-

18 column). DOC and total nitrogen (TN) in all samples were determined using a V-TOC 

CSH Total Carbon Auto-Analyzer with a TNM-1 Total Nitrogen Module (Shimadzu 

Corporation). Analytical uncertainties were determined for each instrument based on 

replication of samples and results for several representative working standards 

(supplemental materials). Analyses were only accepted if uncertainty was less than 10% 

(Table 2, Table S2). We excluded the Tibetan Plateau sites from analyses due to 

destruction of the majority of the QTP samples during shipping and likely chemical 

alteration of the “intact” samples. 

 

2.3.5 DOM Characterization by Optical Properties and FT-ICR MS 

Absorbance at 254 nm was obtained on a Horiba Aqualog spectrofluorometer 

(Horiba Scientific, Edison, New Jersey). Absorbance at 254 nm was divided by DOC 

concentration in mg C L-1 to obtain specific ultraviolet absorbance (SUVA254) values 

(Weishaar et al. 2003). Samples that exceeded 0.3 absorbance units at excitation 254 nm 

were diluted with deionized water and re-run. Samples were corrected for inner filter 
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effects, Rayleigh scatter, and blank subtracted in MATLABTM (version 6.9; MathWorks, 

Natick, Massachusetts).  

Concentrations of DOC in a subset of initial and final bioincubation samples were 

used to calculate the appropriate volume for solid phase extraction (100 mg Bond Elut 

PPL, Agilent Technologies) following the method described by Dittmar et al. (2008). We 

aimed for a target concentration of 40 μg C mL−1 for DOM extracts eluted with 1 mL of 

methanol. We utilized a 21 T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass 

spectrometer (FT-ICR MS; National High Magnetic Field Laboratory, Tallahassee, FL; 

Hendrickson et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2018) to analyze the chemical composition of DOM 

extracts of a subset of initial and final bioincubation samples. All FT-ICR MS samples 

were analyzed in negative ion mode and molecular formulae were examined in the mass 

range of 170-1500 m/z and reassigned in PetroOrg Software (Corilo, 2015). In this study 

we examined elemental combinations of C1-45 H1-92N0-4O1-25S0-2 with mass errors less than 

300 ppb and excluding noise signals (>6 σ RMS baseline noise)(O’Donnell et al. 2016b). 

Elemental stoichiometries and modified aromaticity indices (AImod; (Koch & Dittmar 

2016) were used to assign molecular formulae into seven different compound classes as 

follows using a script developed by Hemingway (2017): unsaturated phenolic low O/C = 

AImod < 0.5, H/C < 1.5, O/C < 0.5, unsaturated phenolic high O/C = AImod < 0.5, H/C < 

1.5, O/C ≥ 0.5, polyphenolic = AImod 0.50-0.67, condensed aromatic = AImod > 0.67, 

aliphatic = H/C ≥ 1.5, O/C < 0.9, N = 0, sugar-like = O/C > 0.9, and peptide-like = H/C ≥ 

1.5, O/C < 0.9 N ≥ 1 (O’Donnell et al. 2016b). Although molecular peaks detected during 

FT-ICR MS may represent multiple isomers, we interpret DOM composition based on 
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the relative abundance of molecular formulae assigned to each compound class. 

Therefore, molecular formulae assigned to the same compound class may herein be 

collectively described as compounds.   

 

2.3.6 Statistical Analyses 

 Statistical analyses were performed in R.3.5.2 (R Core Team, 2018). Simple 

linear regressions were used to test the relative importance of each of the measured 

background solutes (DIN, PO4, and DOC) on acetate loss. Due to the limited number of 

observation points (19 sites for which analyses were successful), we assigned nutrient 

categories that indicate relative concentrations of DIN, PO4, and DOC respectively as 

“high” or “low” (e.g., “Npc” has relatively high DIN, low PO4, and low DOC). These 

categories were determined for each site based on data clusters when plotting DIN vs 

DOC and PO4 vs DOC (Figure S.2). We used one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

and Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) post-hoc test to evaluate differences in 

the fraction of acetate lost across regions and across nutrient categories. 

 

2.4 Results 

 

 

2.4.1 Chemical Analysis of Unamended Stream Samples 

Key solutes present in unamended stream samples are shown in Figure 2 and 

Table 2. The highest DIN concentrations were in the Tibetan Plateau sites (840 µg N L-1 

at QTP2 and 933 µg N L-1 at QTP3, Table 2). However, these sample concentrations are 

likely inaccurate as previously mentioned and were not included in further analyses. The 

second highest DIN concentrations were in the interior Alaska (330 µg N L-1 at IA3, 
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Table 2) and northwestern Canada sites (308 µg N L-1 at NC2, Table 2). These regions 

are characterized by pulse disturbances (e.g. thermokarst in Yedoma and RTSs in glacial 

till), and therefore the high N status at these locations is not unusual (Vonk et al. 2015a). 

The northern Siberia, Finnish, and western and northern Alaska sites all have low DIN 

concentrations (< 75 µg N L-1) with the exception of one northern Alaska site, NA2, 

which has a slightly elevated DIN concentration (146 µg N L-1, Table 2) relative to the 

rest of the low DIN sites. 

Phosphate concentrations ranged from below detection (at WA1) to 10 µg P L-1 

(at NC1, RTS affected) and were not determined for the QTP sample region (Figure 2b). 

Like DIN, the thermokarst affected regions had the highest observed PO4 concentrations 

(10 µg P L-1 at NC1 and 6 µg P L-1 at NC2) and (4 µg P L-1 at IA1 and 5 µg P L-1 at IA3). 

The northern Siberia site NS3 showed intermediate PO4 concentration (4 µg P L-1), but 

the other northern Siberia sites, the Finnish sites, and the western and northern Alaska 

sites had detectable PO4 at levels below 3 µg P L-1. 

Figure 2c shows DOC concentrations among all sites, ranging from 0.70 mg C L-1 

(WA1) to 26.75 mg C L-1 (IA2). Again, the thermokarst affected sites of interior Alaska 

and northwestern Canada sites have the highest DOC concentrations (20.42 mg C L-1 at 

IA1, 26.75 mg C L-1 at IA2, and 14.36 mg C L-1 at NC1, Table 2). The northern Siberia 

and Finnish sites have intermediate DOC concentrations (between 11.67 and 3.00 mg C 

L-1) and the northern and western Alaska sites have the lowest (< 2.31 mg C L-1). The 

variability in DOC concentrations between sites within each region point to 

concentration-discharge relationships and stream order effects that we are unable to 
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discern without associated discharge measurements, although the framework postulated 

by Creed et al. (2015) provides a basis for thinking about the contrasting DOC - stream 

order trends observed between regions. 

Stream order effects on solutes across the nested site sequences were variable. In  

northwestern Canada, we observed a decrease in PO4 and DOC concentrations between 

the headwater stream and the higher order Peel River (Figure 2, i.e. stream order: 

NC1<NC2<NC3). NC1 is closest to the RTS feature which is likely contributing 

permafrost-derived nutrients to the stream (Littlefair & Tank 2018). This trend of 

decreasing DOC concentrations with increasing stream order, is also observed in the 

Finnish, northern Alaska, and western Alaska (sites WA3 and 4) regions, but to a lesser 

extent than the northwestern Canada sites (Figure 2c and Table 2). Western Alaska sites 1 

and 2 show the opposite trend, low DOC concentrations in the headwater site (WA1) to 

higher DOC concentrations downstream (WA2). The variability of solute concentrations 

with stream order is also observed in the DIN and PO4 data (Figure 2). In the Finnish and 

western Alaska regions, DIN concentrations decrease downstream (Table 2), but in the 

northwestern Canada and northern Alaska regions, a peak DIN concentration occurs in 

the middle of the three sampling points, between the headwater location and mainstem 

downstream.  

In addition to stream order, background DOC and nutrient concentrations in 

stream samples generally reflect the influence of both substrate type and proximity to 

thaw features. In the interior Alaska region, DOC concentrations are much higher at the 

silt-dominated sites with thermal erosion features in Yedoma (IA1, 20.42 and IA2, 26.75 
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mg C L-1), than in the gravel-bedded stream site with limited silt cover and no visual 

thermokarst (IA3, 4.28 mg C L-1), though nutrient concentrations were similar in all 

interior Alaska sites (Figure 2). In the northwestern Canada sites, NC1 and NC2 are 

downstream from a RTS feature in fine-textured glacial till and have dramatically higher 

DOC and nutrient concentrations than the main stem Peel River site (NC3).  In the 

northern Siberia sites hosted in silt-dominated Yedoma but lacking proximal thermokarst 

features, DOC concentrations were intermediate and variable (3.0 to 11.67 mg C L-1). 

Sites within continuous permafrost or with limited evidence of local thaw in northern 

Alaska, western Alaska, and northern Siberia had lower nutrient concentrations and, 

although to a lesser degree in the northern Siberia sites, lower DOC concentrations 

(Figure 2 and Table 2). The Finnish sites, having no thermokarst features to contribute 

nutrient pulses, show steadily decreasing solute concentrations from headwaters to the 

downstream mainstem. 

 

2.4.2 Acetate and DOC Concentrations During Bioincubations 

We observed mixed results for the change in acetate and DOC concentrations 

with respect to regions and treatments. For the acetate-only treatments (A1, A2, A3), the 

northern Alaska, western Alaska, and Finnish regions did not show a change in DOC or 

acetate concentrations over the entire duration (28 days) of the experiment (Figures 3 and 

S3). In contrast, we did observe a decrease in added acetate throughout the experiment in 

the interior Alaska, northern Canada, and northern Siberia regions with the North 

American sites showing the greatest rates of acetate loss (Figures 3 and S3). The loss of 

acetate was reflected in decreasing DOC concentrations over time in the various acetate 
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treatments (Figures 3 and S3); however, DOC concentrations did not decrease 

significantly below control (background) levels at any site or in any of the acetate-only 

treatments, indicating that background DOC decomposition rates in these samples was 

not affected by biolabile carbon additions within the uncertainty of our measurements 

(0.1-0.5 mg L-1 C). In the acetate plus nutrients treatments (AN), a complete and rapid (7 

days) loss of all added acetate was observed at every single site (Figures 3 and S3), but 

there was no change in background DOC decomposition rates in any of the treatments at 

any of the sites (Figures 3, S3 and Table S2). Furthermore, the sites that exhibited the 

greatest acetate losses were also the smallest watersheds (<40km2)(Figure S5).  

 

2.4.3 DOM Composition in Bioincubations 

 SUVA254 values were measured for the controls and the A3 and AN treatments 

for most locations (Table 2 and Figure S1). All teams were not able to collect a 

subsample for optical analysis from incubations and in some cases different treatments 

were selected for subsamples. Values in the control treatments from all measured samples 

ranged from 2.1 – 4.5 L mg C -1 m-1, indicating variable DOM aromaticity among sites. 

Treatments with added acetate had low SUVA254 values at the start of the experiment, as 

expected since acetate is non-aromatic DOM. As the incubation progressed, the acetate 

concentrations in the AN treated samples decreased (Figure 3), which resulted in 

SUVA254 values increasing back to near control SUVA254 values (Figure S1).  A similar 

trend was observed in the A3 treatments of the interior Alaska and northwestern Canada 

sites, where acetate loss occurred in the acetate-only treatments (A1 ,A2 and A3, Figure 

3), but this same trend SUVA254 reverting to control levels was not observed in the 
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northern Alaska sites (Figure S1), where acetate concentrations in the A3 treatment 

remained stable throughout the experimental duration.   

Samples from northwestern Canada, interior Alaska, and western Alaska were 

collected to evaluate DOM composition using FT-ICR MS. The FT-ICR MS data (Figure 

S4) indicate compositional consistency across diverse sites and suggest very little change 

in DOM composition between zero and 28 days of incubation in the control and high 

acetate treatments. This observation supports the assumption that biolabile DOC (acetate) 

is primarily respired as CO2 rather than incorporated into biomass or soluble enzymes. 

Relative abundance of each organic compound class was similar across all sites. Relative 

abundance in unsaturated phenolics of low OC ranged from 60 to 75% and aliphatics 

were all less than 10% (Figure S4).  

 

2.4.4 Background Nutrient Effects in Acetate Only Treatments 

Loss of added acetate over time in the acetate-only additions (A1, A2, A3) was 

positively related to levels of DIN, PO4, and DOC in the unamended stream water (Figure 

4 and Table 3). Simple linear regressions were performed to illustrate relationships 

(Table 3). Incubations of samples with higher background nutrient concentrations, 

corresponding to sites with fine-textured, ice-rich substrate, in close proximity to 

thermokarst, and low order streams, resulted in greater acetate loss over time. Notably, 

the sites with high DOC and low DIN (npC) (Figures 5 and 6; northern Siberia sites), 

show minimal acetate loss from zero to seven days, but do show an increase in acetate 

loss rate (steepening slope) between seven and 28 days (Figures 3-7), revealing a slower 

utilization of biolabile carbon substrate. Our regression analyses show a decrease in the 
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variation explained by DIN concentration at seven days (r2 = 0.79) compared to 28 days 

(r2 = 0.69) of incubation (Table 3). This is opposite of the case for PO4 (r
2 = 0.55 at t7 and 

0.62 at t28, Table 3) and DOC (r2 = 0.72 at t7 and 0.83 at t28 Table 3), suggesting that in-

vitro environments become more P limited near the end of the incubations. 

While the positive correlation of acetate loss with nutrient level is noteworthy, the 

simple linear regression relationships (Figure 4 and Table 3) do not explain much of the 

variation we see among sites. Moreover, the limited number of sites makes the linear 

regression parameters uncertain. Therefore, to avoid implicit quantitative interpretation of 

uncertain parameters we evaluated nutrient levels categorically (Table 4 and Figures 7 

and S2) to consider statistically significant differences in acetate loss among sites with 

varying nutrient status. Using this categorical evaluation, it was found that experimental 

replicates from sites in the categories with relatively high DIN, PO4 and DOC (“NPC”, 

Figure 7a and Table 4) and relatively high DIN and DOC (“NpC”, Figure 7a) had 

significantly more acetate loss at seven days of incubation (Figure 7a) than those from 

sites in the category with uniformly low nutrients and DOC (“npc”, Figure 7a). At 28 

days of incubation (Figure 7b), experimental replicates from the northern Siberia sites 

with relatively high DOC and PO4 (npC and nPc categories) shifted to dramatically 

higher acetate loss, with the higher DOC site (npC, NS1) having significantly more 

acetate loss than the low nutrient (npc) sites. 
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2.5 Discussion 

 

 

2.5.1 No Observed Priming Effect and Implications for DOC Mineralization 

In this study, we defined the priming effect as an increase in the mineralization 

rate of background DOC or a shift in compound-specific C use by the water-column 

microbial community, following the addition of a labile carbon substrate. By evaluating 

both acetate and bulk DOC, we probed for a decrease in the background DOC 

concentration relative to the control treatment, indicating that DOC has been either 

mineralized or consumed as a response to nutrient or acetate additions. Additionally, if no 

change in background DOC concentration is detected, a change in composition expressed 

as changing DOM optical properties could still be evidence of a priming effect because 

components within the optically altered DOM pool may be bioavailable compared to the 

background C pool. We observed no detectable effect of our treatments on background 

DOC concentration in any of the sampled locations (Figures 2 and S3); however, high 

variance across three experimental replicates prevented us from detecting changes in 

DOC concentration smaller than 0.5 mg C L-1. Similarly, based on optical properties and 

FT-ICR MS analysis, only very minor changes in DOM composition between zero and 

28 days of incubation occurred. Hence, we infer that mineralization of background DOC 

in these late summer samples is not effectively “primed” by acetate addition, either in the 

presence, or absence, of added nutrients. 

When we evaluated biolabile DOC mineralization potential by alleviating nutrient 

limitation with the AN treatment (acetate + N + P), we saw a rapid decrease in DOC 

concentrations (Figures 3 and S3), but it was restricted to loss of the added acetate 
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(biolabile DOC). These results suggest that although release of BDOC and inorganic 

nutrients with permafrost degradation increases C flux from terrestrial to aquatic and 

atmospheric pools (Abbott et al. 2014; Treat et al. 2016; Wickland et al. 2018), these 

pulses of biolabile materials may not increase water-column mineralization of the less 

reactive, “stable”, DOC pool over timescales on the order of days to weeks during late 

summer. However, the observed complete loss of added acetate in all samples subject to 

the AN treatment (Figures 3 and S3), and others with high background nutrients (interior 

Alaska and northern Canada), indicates that all sites possessed an active water-column 

microbial metabolic capacity for biolabile DOC consumption when inorganic nutrients 

were readily available. This result is consistent with observations of rapid decomposition 

of biolabile carbon substrate released with permafrost thaw (Mann et al. 2015; Littlefair 

& Tank 2018; Abbott et al. 2014; Drake et al. 2015; Vonk et al. 2015b). Thus, although 

we did not observe a priming effect and subsequent increase in net C turnover, our results 

indicate that rapid mineralization (< 7 days) of readily labile DOC will occur in Arctic 

streams when sufficient N and P are present.  

As a whole, evidence of any change in DOM character was also limited. At the 

five sites examined, the FT-ICR MS results hint at very limited changes in composition 

from aromatic to aliphatic compounds (Figure S4); however, the lack of replication 

precludes a definitive finding. Surprisingly, DOM composition reflected as relative 

abundance of seven compound classes, was remarkably similar across all measured sites. 

Similarly, the results from DOM optical analyses provide little support for a detectable 

change of DOM character. Generally, low SUVA254 values in treated samples simply 
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reflected added acetate during the initial stages of incubation. More notably, SUVA254 

values in treated samples with observed acetate loss (IA and NC regions and all AN 

treatments) returned to or shifted towards the background (control) levels at the end of 

the experiment (Figure S1), suggesting that acetate was mineralized to CO2 rather than 

remaining in solution as acetate-derived DOC metabolites. These results do not show 

substantial DOM transformations via microbial processing of added acetate and nutrients; 

thus, they generally suggest that priming effects did not occur since there is negligible 

evidence for changes in DOM character in these late summer arctic and subarctic stream 

samples. 

These experiments comprise the most geographically diverse investigation of 

aquatic priming to date and our results align with findings elsewhere. As work on aquatic 

priming effects develops, there is no clear evidence of priming in aquatic ecosystems 

(Textor et al. 2018; Bengtsson et al. 2015; Catalán et al. 2015; Blanchet et al. 2017; 

Räsänen et al. 2016). Blanchet et al. (2017) studied coastal ecosystems where riverine 

DOC mixed with biolabile marine-generated DOC and found no evidence of priming. 

Catalan et al. (2015), who used three different C substrates (acetate, glucose, cellobiose), 

found no evidence of priming in lakes with varying trophic states. Bengtsson et al. 

(2014), who used 13C-labeled substrate also found no evidence of priming in hyporheic 

microcosms. Räsänen et al. (2016)’s results also do not support the hypothesis that lake-

originated DOC would promote decomposition of mire-originated DOC in oligotrophic 

headwater lakes. Lastly, Textor et al. (2018) observed no enhanced rates of DOC 

mineralization in blackwater (DOC-rich) ecosystems, and suggest that when positive 
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priming effects are observed, it is possible that the organic substrate used in priming 

experiments contains N and P, which alleviates nutrient limitations rather than eliciting a 

priming effect (i.e. nutrient limitation/apparent priming effect). In this study, we 

incorporate a broad range of landscapes that might be expected to elicit a priming effect 

with release of BDOC through permafrost degradation (Abbott et al. 2014; Vonk et al. 

2015b; Bianchi 2012). The fact that none of the 19 incubated sites displayed strong 

evidence of a priming effect provides compelling evidence that priming in aquatic 

systems does not have substantial influence on riverine C dynamics, even in thermokarst 

landscapes in Arctic and subarctic environments. 

 

2.5.1.1 Experimental Limitations for Lack of Priming Effect 

Multiple factors that could have limited the expression of a priming effect; these 

include filtration selected sampling, therefore a limited representation of the stream 

microbial community, and also a disproportion of labile substrate in treatment 

concentrations relative to ambient (background) DOC in samples. Several reviews on 

priming effects (Kuzyakov et al. 2000; Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov 2008; Guenet et al. 

2010) emphasize the role of microbial biomass and community structure in priming. Our 

selective sampling of water column microorganisms nominally removed suspended 

sediments greater than 0.7 µm in size (Dean et al. 2018). Removing microbes adsorbed to 

suspended sediments (material > 0.7 µm) may have disturbed the functionality of the 

stream community. The subsequent addition of treatments may also have provided a 

competitive advantage to a select subset of microorganisms present within the sample, 

resulting in a community composition different from that of the stream. Thus, the lack of 
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an observed priming effect may reflect disturbance of the microbial community 

composition through sample collection and preparation (Dean et al. 2018).  

A separate and potentially lethal disturbance to the stream community may be the 

unnatural abundance of acetate in our amended samples, creating a toxic environment. In 

their review, Blagodatskaya & Kuzyakov (2008) describe the importance of the 

proportion of added biolabile substrate relative to the amount of biomass in an 

incubation, regulating the occurrence and degree of a priming effect. Our experimental 

additions perhaps did not satisfy the optimal proportions of biolabile substrate to biomass 

to maximize potential for a priming effect. 

 

2.5.2 Nutrient Availability as a Function of  

Stream Environment and Proximity to Thermokarst 

 

The Arctic is often considered as a whole in terms of soil C inventories and their 

vulnerability to mobilization (Hugelius et al. 2014; Schuur et al. 2015). However, our 

findings indicate that nutrient availability is a key driver of the variability among 

ecosystems and biogeochemical responses that occur within Arctic and subarctic regions 

(Figure 6). In the Finnish, northern Alaska and western Alaska sites, where background 

nutrient concentrations were low, we observed no loss of biolabile C in the acetate-only 

treatments (A1-3), and yet in the same sites, we saw a rapid loss of acetate in the nutrient 

amended acetate treatment (AN) (Figures 3 and S3). In the interior Alaska, northern 

Canada, and northern Siberia sites, microbial decomposition of biolabile DOC (acetate) 

was fueled by the relatively high background nutrient concentrations, even in the absence 

of added nutrients (Figures 3-6).   
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Our analysis by nutrient category shows that the greatest acetate loss tended to 

occur in sites with relatively high DIN (>150 µg N L-1) and DOC (>10 mg C L-1) defined 

as the “NPC” and “NpC” categories (Figure 7 and Table 4). These greatest acetate losses 

are from low order streams adjacent to active localized permafrost thaw features in 

northwestern Canada (NC1, NC2) (a RTS in Peel Plateau till deposits) and interior 

Alaska (IA1, IA2) (streams headed in actively thawing ice-rice silts, “Yedoma”) (Figure 

7 and Table 1). We observed lower acetate losses in the other two sites within the interior 

Alaska and northwestern Canada regions (NC3, IA3). NC3 is categorized as a “npc” site 

(Table 4) and is on the mainstem of the Peel River. This higher order river is likely too 

far downstream from the RTS feature at NC1 to directly experience the DOC 

sequestration effect from high sediment loads (Littlefair et al. 2017). However the low 

nutrient and DOC concentrations at this site suggest that widespread RTS features 

dispersed throughout the Peel River watershed may exert an overall trend of low DOC 

concentrations on the higher order reaches within the Peel River (Creed et al. 2015). The 

IA3 site, “NpC” (Table 4), differs from its regional counterparts not in stream order, but 

in DOC concentration. Unlike the other two interior Alaska sites in thawing Yedoma, 

IA3 only has a thin loess cover overlying schist bedrock and no prominent thaw features, 

although the area is partially burned (Koch et al. 2014). The low DOC concentration is 

likely a function of coarse grained parent material that fails to accumulate large stores of 

DOM (O’Donnell et al. 2016a). These trends show a clear pattern of nutrient availability 

in relation to low order streams, geologic substrate, boreal ecosystems, and direct 

adjacency to thaw features.   
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 Given the results of recent studies that reported high amounts of N in permafrost 

(Abbott et al. 2015; Strauss et al. 2018; Ewing et al. 2015; Wickland et al. 2018; Chen et 

al. 2018; Littlefair & Tank 2018; Salmon et al. 2018), the dominance of nutrient-limited 

sites in these permafrost environments is surprising, though far from a novel observation 

(Vitousek & Howarth 1991; LeBauer & Treseder 2008). This contrast in nutrient status 

(highly available vs limiting) between adjacent frozen soils and flowing stream 

environments points to low terrestrial – aquatic connectivity observed on permafrost 

hillslopes during the late summer season (Koch, et al. 2013b). Could it also be, that 

following thermokarst disturbance, permafrost ecosystems with high N inventories may 

for a period of time become more P limited rather than N limited? Dynamic nutrient 

limitation is supported by our regression observations of decreasing DIN importance 

from seven to 28 days and comparison of nutrient categories. It is also in alignment with 

Jones et al. (2005), who observed N exports exceeding N inputs in watersheds in the 

discontinuous permafrost zone in interior Alaska.  

We also note that nutrient concentrations are higher in thermokarst affected 

regions than in regions with gradual thaw. We see evidence of this in the western Alaska 

sites 3 and 4, which are underlain by permafrost, and also in the northern Alaska sites 

draining fine-textured ice-rich permafrost, and yet DIN and PO4 concentrations in these 

streams are relatively low (<150 µg N L-1 and <3 µg P L-1). This may also be the case in 

the northern Siberia sites in Yedoma-type deposits that are not adjacent to abrupt thaw 

features, suggesting that as permafrost degrades in particular settings (Jorgenson et al. 

2013; Schuur et al. 2008), a corresponding transient increase of nutrient and DOC 
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availability in proximal terrestrial and fluvial systems may yield greater rates of DOC 

processing over short timescales and in discrete areas, depending on specific patterns of 

thaw. The observation of nutrient limitation at sites with continuous permafrost, 

including those with fine textured substrate (northern Alaska), points to environmental 

controls such as vegetation (Hodgkins et al. 2016) and substrate texture (Nicolsky & 

Romanovsky 2018) that continue to sustain resilience to thaw (Shur & Jorgenson 2007). 

The pronounced response to acetate addition in high nutrient, low order streams 

(contributing area < 40 km2) from proximal thaw environments with fine-textured 

substrate compliments recent work showing release of acetate, low molecular weight 

(LMW) organic acids, and nutrients with permafrost thaw (e.g. (Abbott et al. 2014; 

Ewing et al. 2015; Vonk et al. 2013; Holmes et al. 2012; Drake et al. 2015; Wickland et 

al. 2018; Littlefair & Tank 2018). It is not surprising that these solutes would be readily 

consumed (e.g. Drake et al. 2015) given the widespread nutrient limitation that our results 

imply. Waters draining thawing upland permafrost sites with thick loess or till had the 

highest capacity to readily mineralize biolabile carbon inputs (35-100% acetate loss over 

28 days) and in the northern Siberia sites to slowly mineralize acetate, potentially through 

utilizing P from background DOM to facilitate acetate consumption. Ultimately, we 

observed that the supply of nutrients was associated with substrate texture in proximal 

thaw environments as well as stream order. We interpret this as a signal that frozen 

environments lack the consistent hydrologic connection that makes soil constituents 

available to streams (Street et al. 2016) and that the limited nutrients found in headwater 

catchments are depleted before being transported further downstream. Overall, we 
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surmise that nutrient availability drives the fate of biolabile carbon in rivers draining 

permafrost thaw zones (Wickland et al. 2012) and that environmental factors, including 

inorganic N present in some permafrost environments by virtue of in-situ processing 

(Ewing et al. 2015), and organic matter supply through hydrologic connection with thaw 

(Abbott et al. 2015), control nutrient availability. 

 

2.6 Summary and Conclusions 

 

 

We sampled stream water from seven Arctic and subarctic regions in late summer 

and performed in-vitro incubations to test whether background DOC loss could be 

induced through addition of biolabile carbon (acetate) or nutrients. These incubation 

experiments yielded no clear evidence of a priming effect in late summer surface water 

samples: no net loss of DOC was observed, and evidence of change in DOM character 

was subtle or absent in compositional observations. However, we did observe similar 

DOM composition across all sites and a pronounced effect of nutrient (N and P) 

availability that was characteristic of each location, dictating both the rate and degree of 

added acetate loss and indicating the importance of nutrient availability rather than 

priming. In general, samples from low order streams with fine-textured substrate that are 

proximal to thermokarst and thermo erosional features were conducive to turnover of 

added biolabile carbon while high order streams, and sites with gradual thaw show 

limited biolabile carbon processing.  

The nutrient status observed at each site reflects local conditions that in turn 

dictate the fate of BDOC. For example, the western Alaska region is characterized by 
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well drained, coarse glacial alluvium, low organic matter storage, and ice-poor 

permafrost. BDOC in such a setting is less impacted by thaw in that decomposition will 

still be nutrient limited. In contrast, the interior Alaska sites are characterized by thermo-

erosional features in fine-textured, ice-rich substrate with high DOM and nutrient 

concentrations; and similarly, thermokarst in the northwestern Canada sites rapidly 

delivers nutrients and overlying SOC to aquatic ecosystems promoting decomposition via 

nutrient effects. The degradation of these latter environments creates potential for rapid 

decomposition of biolabile DOC by virtue of nutrient availability. 
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Table 2.1  

Site Characteristics 

Region 
Site 

Code 

Latitude 

(DD) 

Longitude 

(DD) 

Permafrost 

Zone 

Dominant Vegetation 

Type 

Geologic Substrate 

and Texture 

Watershed 

Contributing 

Area (km2) 

MAT (°C) / 

MAP (mm) 

Major River 

Network 

Interior Alaska 

(separate sites) 

IA1 65.8007 -149.4392 

Discontinuous 
Black Spruce, moss, 

lichen, low shrub 

Loess 

(fine) 

14 -7.5 / 270 

(Ewing et al. 

2015; Koch et 

al. 2014) 

Yukon 
IA2 65.6540 -149.0921 12 

IA3 65.3440 -146.9110 
Loess, colluvium 

(mixed) 
4 

(nested) 

Western Alaska 

(nested) 

WA1 67.4830 -162.2150 
Continuous 

Sedge, dwarf shrub, 

moss tundra  

Glacial alluvium 

(coarse) 

37 
-5 / 300-400 

(O’Donnell et 

al. 2016a) 

Noatak 
WA2 67.4740 -162.2250 748 

WA3 67.7510 -158.1150 
Continuous 

Sedge, low shrub, 

moss wetland 

Glaciolacustrine 

(stratified-mixed) 

1165 

WA4 67.8450 -158.3160 2860 

Northern Alaska 

(nested) 

NA1 68.6867 -149.0975 

Continuous 
Tussock-sedge, dwarf 

shrub, moss tundra 

Glacial till, loess 

(fine) 

76 
-10 / 320 

(Abbott et al. 

2015) 

Sagavanirktok NA2 68.8772 -148.8445 3604 

NA3 69.6299 -148.6514 9369 

Northwestern 

Canada (nested) 

NC1 67.2517 -135.2716 

Continuous Black Spruce  
Glacial till 

(fine)  

5 
-7.3 / 146 

(Littlefair et al. 

2017) 

Peel NC2 67.3133 -135.1683 40 

NC3 67.3360 -134.8714 71658 

Northern Siberian 

(nested) 

NS1 70.8317 147.5173 

Continuous 

Tussock-sedge, dwarf 

& low shrub, moss 

tundra 

Silt 

(fine) 

< 1 
-10.5 / 212 

(Iwahana et al. 

2014) 

Indigirka  NS2 70.8300 147.5118 122 

NS3 70.8226 147.5135 14600 

Finland 

(nested) 

FN1 66.1478 26.1618 

non-

permafrost 

Boreal Forest / 

peatland / Agriculture 

Glacial till, 

Peatlands 

(fine) 

62 3.3 / 610 

(Mattsson et al. 

2005; Lepistö 

et al. 2008)  

 Simojoki FN2 65.9529 25.9342 1919 

FN3 65.6618 25.0754 3093 

Tibetan Plateau 

(nested) 

QTP1 37.4776 100.2885 

Discontinuous Swamp Meadow 
Silt-loam 

(fine) 

4 
-3.3 / 460 

(Liu et al. 

2018) 

Shaliu  QTP2 37.4182 100.2392 32 

QTP3 37.3468 100.2259 420 
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Table 2.2 

Site Chemistry and Acetate Loss in High Acetate (A3) Treatment 

Region 
Site 

ID 

DIN 

(ug N L-1) 

PO4  

(ug P L-1) 

DOC  

(mg C L-1) 

Fraction Acetate C Lost in A3 

Treatment 

SUVA after 28 days 

incubation (L mg C-1m-1) 

7 days 28 days Control AN 

Interior Alaska 

IA1 323 ± 35 4.0 ± 0.4 20.42 ± 0.62 0.75 ± 0.26 0.81 ± 0.24 3.73 ± 0.02 3.16 ± 0.08 

IA2 261 ± 29 3.0 ± 0.3 26.75 ± 0.42 0.62 ± 0.32 0.72 ± 0.32 3.33 ± 0.57 2.95 ± 0.12 

IA3 330 ± 35 5.0 ± 0.5 4.28 ± 0.43 0.30 ± 0.30 0.48 ± 0.42 3.60 ± 0.12 3.36 ± 0.38 

Western Alaska 

WA1 74 ±   8  0.0 ± 1.0 0.70 ± 0.23 0.01 ± 0.07 0.26 ± 0.49 2.06 ±      -- -- 

WA2 3 ±   1 2.0 ± 1.0 1.43 ± 0.12 0.00 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.51 2.52 ±      -- 2.08 ±      -- 

WA3 26 ±   4 1.0 ± 1.0 2.31 ± 0.18 0.14 ± 0.16 0.36 ± 0.45 2.73 ± 0.09 2.33 ± 0.15 

WA4 10 ±   2 1.0 ± 1.0 1.36 ± 0.08 0.03 ± 0.09 0.28 ± 0.49 2.37 ± 0.21 1.66 ± 0.48 

Northern Alaska 

NA1 7 ±   1 0.0 ± 1.0 1.47 ± 0.15 -- -- 3.81 ± 0.26 2.91 ± 0.02 

NA2 146 ± 15 0.0 ± 1.0 1.06 ± 0.07 -0.01 ± 0.11 0.25 ± 0.51 2.48 ± 0.06 1.64 ± 0.21 

NA3 61 ±   7 1.0 ± 1.0 1.00 ± 0.07 0.03 ± 0.14 0.27 ± 0.50 2.45 ± 0.07 1.18 ± 0.45 

Northwestern Canada 

NC1 251 ± 37 10.0 ± 1.0 14.36 ± 0.56 0.60 ± 0.34 0.70 ± 0.34 3.66 ± 0.12 3.46 ± 0.06 

NC2 308 ± 41 6.0 ± 0.6 12.27 ± 1.78 0.52 ± 0.38 0.64 ± 0.39 3.10 ± 0.18 2.88 ± 0.17 

NC3 99 ± 11 2.0 ± 1.0 1.98 ± 0.29 0.48 ± 0.42 0.61 ± 0.43 4.53 ± 0.10 2.95 ± 0.29 

Northern Siberia 

NS1 25 ±   3 2.0 ± 1.0 11.67 ± 5.73 0.27 ± 0.29 0.45 ± 0.43 -- -- 

NS2 8 ±   1 1.0 ± 1.0 3.00 ± 0.15 0.19 ± 0.21 0.40 ± 0.44 -- -- 

NS3 22 ±   3 4.0 ± 0.4 7.89 ± 0.79 0.41 ± 0.50 0.56 ± 0.50 -- -- 

Finland 

FN1 19 ±   5 2.0 ± 1.0 8.65 ± 1.41 0.17 ± 0.18 0.38 ± 0.44 -- -- 

FN2 16 ±   5 2.0 ± 1.0 7.74 ± 0.77 0.00 ± 0.07 0.25 ± 0.50 -- -- 

FN3 12 ±   4 1.0 ± 1.0 7.20 ± 1.41 -0.01 ± 0.06 0.24 ±0.51 -- -- 

Tibetan Plateau 

QTP1 *307 ± 46 -- *6.38 ± 0.64 -- -- -- -- 

QTP2 *840 ± 168 -- *2.23 ± 0.22 -- -- -- -- 

QTP3 *933 ± 186 -- *2.78 ± 0.28 -- -- -- -- 

Note. DIN and PO4 uncertainties reflect instrument uncertainties based on replication of working standards. DOC and acetate loss uncertainty is one 

standard deviation of three experimental replicates. Where no uncertainty reported, n = 1. Significant figures are constrained by the concentration 

levels and analytical detection limits. Asterisks (*) indicate values may be inaccurate due to compromised samples in shipping complications. 
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Note. Categories refer to “high” (capital – e.g. “N”) or “low” (lower case – e.g. “n”) 

nutrient status for DIN, PO4, and DOC, respectively. 

 

 

Table 2.3  

Acetate Loss Regression and Nutrient Category Thresholds 

Nutrient 
Incubation 

Duration 
slope 

std. 

error 
r2 d.f. 

Categorical 

Threshold 

DIN 
t7 0.010 0.0012 0.79 17 

150 ppb 
t28 0.025 0.0039 0.69 17 

PO4 
t7 0.391 0.0814 0.55 17 

3.5 ppb 
t28 1.119 0.2023 0.62 17 

DOC 
t7 0.152 0.0221 0.72 17 

10 ppm 
t28 0.44 0.0464 0.83 17 

Note.  For all regression models, (p < 0.001). Categorical thresholds bin 

samples as “high” or “low” for each nutrient. 

Table 2.4 

Categorical Separation of Sites and Fractions of Acetate Lost  

Category 
Number 

of sites 
Sites 

Mean fraction 

acetate lost  

Median 

fraction acetate 

lost 

Significance 

group 

t7 t28 t7 t28 t7 t28 

NPC 
3 

IA1, NC1, 

NC2 
0.62 0.91 0.56 0.97 b b 

NPc 1 IA3 0.30 0.63 0.17 0.58 ab ab 

NpC 1 IA2 0.62 0.98 0.57 0.99 b b 

nPc 1 NS3 0.44 0.74 0.42 0.93 ab ab 

npC 1 NS1 0.26 0.80 0.16 0.95 ab b 

Npc 12 

NS2, WA1-4, 

NA1-3, FN1-

3, NC3 

0.11 0.28 0.05 0.14 a a 
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Figure 2.1: Sampling locations (colored circles). Basemap, major Arctic watersheds and 

permafrost distributions from ESRI ArcGIS Online. Permafrost distributions based on 

(Brown et al. 1997). Results from TP sites are limited due to sample destruction in 

shipping. 
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Figure 2.2. Background chemistry by site. Concentrations of (A) total inorganic N 

(DIN), (B) phosphate (PO4), and (C) DOC in streams sampled. Sites arranged by highest 

to lowest regional DOC (left to right), and secondly by increasing relative stream order 

within longitudinally connected reaches (vertical grey lines), with the exception of IA 

sites. Site names and associated concentrations and uncertainties defined in Table 2. 
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Phosphate was not determined for QTP sites. Categorical threshold between high and low 

nutrient and DOC status (horizontal dashed lines).  

Figure 2.3: Acetate and DOC time series for WA4, NC1, and IA1 sites. Changes in 

acetate (left) and DOC   (right). Symbols indicate analyte concentrations at sampling 

events (0, 7 and 28 days). WA4 displays nutrient limitation through lack of acetate loss in 

acetate only treatments (dashed lines). IA1 shows complete loss of added acetate by 28 

days and NC1 shows some loss of acetate over 28 days. AN treatments (solid red lines) 

show complete and rapid loss of added acetate by 7 days. Nutrient treatments (blue dash-
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dot lines) show the lack of any nutrient effects on “background” DOC concentrations. 

Supporting information includes parallel figures for all sites. 

 

Figure 2.4. Acetate lost as a function of background (A) Dissolved inorganic nitrogen 

(DIN), (B) Phosphate, and (C) DOC. Closed circles indicate acetate loss after seven days 
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(dashed lines) checked squares indicate acetate loss after 28 days (dotted lines). 

Regression results and equations are presented in Table 3. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Acetate lost during incubation of waters for each individual site. Fraction of 

acetate lost with incubation in treatments with acetate addition after seven days (A) and 

28 days (B). Site information provided in Table 1 for each site in Interior Alaska (IA), 

Northern Canada (NC), Northern Siberia (NS), Finland (FN), Western Alaska (WA), 

Northern Alaska (NA). Tibetan Plateau (QTP) incubation samples did not survive 

shipping. 
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Figure 2.6. Fraction of added acetate lost at (A) 7 and (B) 28 days within regions. Lower 

case letters indicate results of one-way ANOVA and Tukey HSD analysis, with highest 

significance level (NC-FN) at p=0.001. 
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Figure 2.7. Fraction of added acetate lost in acetate only treatments [A1, A2, A3] at 7 

days (A) and 28 days (B) within nutrient categories. Categories indicate nutrient levels; 

e.g., “NPC” = high DIN, high PO4, and high DOC; “npc” = low DIN, low PO4, and low 

DOC.  Lower case letters indicate results of Tukey’s HSD analysis, with smallest 

significance difference at 28 days occurring between nPc – npc (p=0.035). 
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2.8 Supplemental Material 

 

 

Data used to produce figures and perform statistical analyses are available by 

request from the corresponding author, following publication of this manuscript 

or public release of this thesis by Montana State University (May 2020). 

 

2.8.1 Site Descriptions 

 

The northern Alaska sites are longitudinally connected on the Sagavanirktok River, 

north of the Brooks Range in Alaska (NA). A shallow active layer limits the vegetation in 

this zone to plants with shallow rooting depths such as small flowering plants, grasses 

and low growing shrubs. This region is within the continuous permafrost zone and has 

high soil organic carbon (SOC), greater than 35 kg / m2 (Tarnocai et al. 2009; Grosse et 

al. 2011).  

The interior Alaska sites include two ice-rich silt-dominated sites including a low 

order tributary of the Yukon River (IA1) and a low order tributary of Hess Creek (IA2), 

and a mixed lithology headwaters catchment in the Beaver Creek drainage (IA3). The 

Yukon and Hess Creek sites are dominated by late Pleistocene to Holocene loess deposits 

(fine grained sediments, wind transported, and deposited and colluvially reworked in 

unglaciated areas)(Muhs & Budahn 2006; Schirrmeister et al. 2013) with high syngenetic 

ice content, termed “yedoma” (French & Shur 2010; Kanevskiy et al. 2011; Schirrmeister 

et al. 2013).  

The northwestern Canada (NC) sites consist of three longitudinally connected sites 

along a tributary to and main stem of the Peel River in the Northwest Territories, Canada 
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(NC1-3), with underlying substrate of fine glacial till hosting permafrost with high ice 

content. Thermokarst features in this region are characterized by large thaw-slumps with 

long debris tongues that deliver sediments and nutrients to downstream waterways 

(Kokelj et al. 2013; Littlefair et al. 2017).  

The western Alaska sites (WA) are divided into two sub-regions (WA1-2 and WA3-

4). WA 1 and WA2 are located in an alpine setting within the Noatak National Preserve, 

an area managed by the U.S. National Park Service. These sites are underlain by coarse, 

glacially derived cobbles prone to draining freely. The textural nature of these sites does 

not promote permafrost growth or preservation nor high levels of organic matter storage 

and accumulation giving these waters a “pristine” character and low DOC concentrations. 

These two stream sites are located within the Agashashok River, which flows into the 

Noatak River. The other sub-region, WA3 and WA4 also lie within the Noatak National 

Preserve. WA3, the Imeleyak River flows downstream into the Cutler River (WA4) and 

ultimately into the Noatak. The WA3 and 4 sites are not comprised of the same coarse 

glacial alluvium as WA1 and 2. Rather these sites are underlain by permafrost and are 

more closely related to the northern Alaska sites (NA). 

The northern Siberia (NS) sites are ice-rich and silt dominated. Much of the 

syngenetic permafrost in Siberia was formed and deposited during the late Pleistocene in 

unglaciated regions of Siberia. However, these sites within the Indigirka River watershed 

drain younger Holocene materials and are dominated by thermokarst lakes and polygonal 

ice-wedge networks (Iwahana et al. 2014). These sites are in a low relief area and within 
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close proximity to one another (<1km). This small channel flows into the larger Indigirka 

River and eventually into the East Siberian Sea. 

The Finland sites (FN) are located along the Simojoki River basin which 

traverses through a mosaic of peatlands (53%), conifer forests (40%), agricultural 

fields(3%), water (3%), and peat harvesting areas and urban developments (2%). 

These sampling locations represent a non-permafrost, peat environment and are 

much warmer receive more precipitation than the other sites. The uppermost 

sampling site is headwater system while the two other sites are located along the 

mainstem (24km from FN1 and 51km from FN3, respectively). 

 

2.8.2 Experimental Treatments and Additional Analyses 

 

Stream water from each site was sampled in bulk (6 L), filtered (0.7 µm, 

Whatman GF/F precombusted 450°C > 5hrs) into acid-washed 1 L amber bottles, 

and refrigerated until laboratory incubations were initiated. Experimental 

treatments (Table S.1) consisted of varying levels of labile carbon (acetate), 

which has been shown to be a substantial portion of DOC in permafrost ice cores 

(Ewing et al. 2015), and inorganic nutrients (NH4, NO3, PO4) known to be 

present in thaw waters (Abbott et al. 2015; Wickland et al. 2018; Drake et al. 

2015; Ewing et al. 2015) and act as key electron donors and acceptors in soil-

stream interfaces (Hedin et al. 1998). In addition to the solute subsamples, two 50 

mL samples were collected in 60 mL Nalgene bottles at the initiation and 

termination of the incubation experiment (0 and 28 days) for Fourier Transform 

Ion Cyclotron Resonance Mass Spectrometry (FT-ICR MS) analysis of the 
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character and composition of the organic matter in solution. FT-ICR-MS samples 

were frozen immediately and stored at -40˚C until analysis. 

 

2.8.3 Shimadzu V-TOC CSH 

 

Analytical uncertainty for DOC and TN measurements are based on the 

reproducibility of known standards and working standards throughout the analysis 

procedure. Analyses were organized by site in order to achieve the best possible 

calibration range for increased accuracy, precision, and sensitivity. Each study region was 

unique in the matrix effect (ambient solute concentrations) and could vary dramatically in 

terms of DOC and TN concentrations. Some regional groups that are not longitudinally 

connected expressed large differences in DOC concentrations between sites despite being 

regionally similar (IA1 DOC >> IA3 DOC), see Figure S.3. 

Several standards were used to measure the uncertainty associated with each 

analysis. One consensus reference material (CRM) (Batch 11 Lot # 03-11 ) from the 

Hansell Laboratory at the University of Miami was used as reference for accuracy of our 

instruments relative to others who participated to the consensus. This CRM served as 

reference for both DOC and TN measurements, however, the concentrations present in 

this standard were much lower (0.5 mg C/L) than the DOC of several regions and often 

had an uncertainty up to 10% due to the high calibration range required for samples with 

acetate treatments. Standard_W, a well sample from Gallatin Valley, Montana was also 

used as a reference for both DOC and TN which is consistently 2.0 mg C/L and 3.0 mg 

N/L. A unique mixture of excess sample from the western Alaska sites was created to act 

as a representative standard for permafrost sites. This mixture was divided into two 
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subsamples and one of which was spiked with acetate for a reference ion. Similar 

mixtures were prepared from excess northwestern Canada samples when the WA 

mixtures were depleted. 

 

2.8.4 Dionex ICS-2100 Anion Column 

 

Select dissolved anion concentrations were measured using an ion chromatograph. 

Solutes quantified include acetate (CH3COO-), nitrate (NO3-), nitrite (NO2-), sulfate 

(SO4-) and chloride (Cl-). Experimental design and analytical methodology prioritized 

obtaining accurate acetate measurements over other solutes in solution. Acetate readily 

adheres to the column before most other anions in solution, however the acetate peak 

clusters together with other un-identified organics at the beginning of the chromatograph. 

To separate these peaks and precisely quantify acetate, the flow of carrier KOH 

(potassium hydroxide) is set at slow rate to separate the clustered peaks. KOH 

concentration was kept low (12mM) until the acetate had eluted and then the KOH 

concentration was ramped (to 39mM) to speed elution of other analytes. 
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Table 2.S1 

Target concentrations in treatments 

Treatment 
Acetate Ammonium Nitrate Phosphate 

(mg C/L) (mg N/L) (mg N/L) (mg P/L) 

A1 1.0    

A2 5.0    

A3 10.0    

N1  0.5 0.1 0.02 

N2  2.5 0.5 0.1 

N3  5.0 1.0 0.2 

AN 10.0 5.0 1.0 0.2 

CT     

Note. Stock solutions were prepared and delivered to 200mL incubation samples using a 1mL 

auto-pipette. Values in table represent the concentrations of each treatment in 200mL 

volumes. 
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Figure 2.S1. SUVA254 values in (A) Controls vs AN treatments, and (B) Controls vs A3 

treatments. Controls are symbolized by squares (t-0 open blue squares and t-28 closed 

black squares). Treatments are symbolized by circles (AN red circles and A3 green 

circles). SUVA254 generally increases from zero to 28 days as acetate in treatments is 

consumed. 

 

 

b 

a 
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Figure 2.S2. Sampling sites plotted by DIN, PO4, and DOC for categorical 

determination. Dashed lines represent threshold values between categorical 

“high” and “low”. 

 

a 

b 
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Figure 2.S3. Changes in acetate (left) and DOC (right) concentrations versus time for all 

sites. Circles indicate analyte concentrations at sampling events (0, 7 and 28 days). 
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a 
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Western Alaska 1 

Western Alaska 2 
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d Western Alaska 4 

Western Alaska 3 
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f Interior Alaska 2 

Northwestern Canada 
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Figure 2.S4. Comparison of DOM composition in control samples and select treatments 

at t0 and t28. Western Alaska 1 and 2 (A-B), Western Alaska 3 and 4 (C-D), Northwester 

Canada (E), and Interior Alaska 1 (F). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.S5. Boxplot of proportion acetate lost after 7 and 28 days in watersheds less 

than 40km2 and greater than 40km2. 
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3.1 Abstract 

 

Permafrost thaw is expected to result in a large positive feedback to Earth’s 

climate through release of carbon to the atmosphere. The magnitude of this 

feedback will be mediated, in part, by movement of liquid water through physical 

transport, biogeochemical processing and thermal erosion. Permafrost thaw and 

subsequent drying of wetland environments may also present environmental 

imbalances and disrupt ecological relationships between wildlife populations.  

Thus, there is a critical need to better understand hydrologic pathways in 

permafrost landscapes in the face of global change. Here we use 234U/238U activity 

ratios ( [234U/238U] ) and 87Sr/86Sr ratios as tracers of groundwater-surface water 

connection in these permafrost landscapes now subject to thaw. This study 

focuses on the largely unglaciated region of interior Alaska and western Yukon 

Territory, where Holocene to middle Pleistocene reworked loess deposits can 

influence freezing dynamics of frozen and unfrozen regolith overlying bedrock. 

Across the region, bedrock composition ranges from pre-Cambrian schist and 

granitic bedrock to Cenozoic and Mesozoic igneous and volcanic intrusions. In 

stream and river samples collected over a ten-year period (2008-2018), we 

observe higher DOC concentrations in basins influenced by recent thaw and 

underlain by thick ice-rich loess silt. In surface waters draining loess-mantled 

areas, [234U/238U] values are moderately higher than meteoric values, consistent 

with previous observations in frozen silt core sequences. In streams draining low-

order catchments with limited loess cover and thaw following fire and mining 
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excavation, and with increasing stream order in smaller catchments, we document 

considerably higher [234U/238U] values, consistent with groundwater connection. 

In the western and central part of the study region, our observations and prior 

research suggest that re-transported loess and bedrock-derived colluvium confer 

distinct 87Sr/86Sr values, with markedly higher bedrock values reflecting older 

schist units. Generally, we observe lower 87Sr/86Sr values in streams draining 

frozen silts, reflecting local to regional mixtures of lithologic source materials, 

and higher values in gravel bedded and higher order streams, indicating 

connection to deeper groundwater hosted by older rock units with a range of 

permeabilities. Ultimately the U and Sr isotopic signals in surface waters across 

the Yukon River Basin exhibit systematic regional variation as a function of 

lithologic substrate and permafrost thaw dynamics associated with surface 

disturbance (fire, mining excavation). Lower concentration of less aromatic DOC 

in middle to higher order tributaries reflect enhanced subpermafrost aquifer 

connection to older DOC, rather than the seasonally transient release of aged, 

labile DOC with permafrost thaw. 
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3.2 Introduction 

 

 

The hydrologic transformation of permafrost environments is alarmingly rapid in 

response to warming air temperatures and changing ecosystems in the Arctic (e.g., Rosen 

2018). This hydrologic transformation is driven primarily by warming-induced thaw, and 

further mediated by disturbance effects such as wildfire (Kasischke et al. 2010; Trumbore 

1997) and human activity (Vincent et al. 2017), which modify the land surface through 

alteration of vegetation and sediment, transforming soil thermal regimes (Nicolsky & 

Romanovsky 2018; Biskaborn et al. 2019; Romanovsky et al. 2010). At the same time, 

resilience to climate-mediated disturbance and associated thaw is known to be a property 

of permafrost systems both currently and in the regional stratigraphic record (Shur & 

Jorgenson 2007; Reyes et al. 2010). This resilience can be driven by insulating effects of 

vegetation and thick organic layers, as well as by the presence of ground ice. However, 

geologic substrate can also provide resilience to permafrost thaw, with greater probability 

of limited and reversible permafrost thaw observed in silty substrate texture, for example 

in loess-mantled systems, while thaw in rocky substrate texture can result in rapid 

depletion of soil moisture, transformation of vegetation, and irreversible degradation of 

ground ice (Jorgenson et al. 2013; O’Donnell et al. 2012a; O’Donnell et al. 2016). Thus, 

the enhanced connection of groundwater with surface water that has been observed with 

permafrost thaw (Walvoord & Striegl 2007; Walvoord & Kurylyk 2016) is likely to 

depend on both geologic substrate and disturbance regime. In this work we explore these 

dependencies using geochemical tracers of groundwater connection with permafrost 
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dynamics across a substrate gradient spanning interior Alaska and western Yukon, and 

encompassing variable disturbance regimes (Figure 1). 

The hydrologic character and disturbance responses of permafrost environments 

control nutrient cycling and biogeochemical processes in the Arctic (Vonk et al. 2015; 

Ping et al. 2015; Jorgenson et al. 2013; Melillo et al. 1993; McGuire et al. 2010). As 

permafrost thaw occurs in response to the aggregate effects of disturbance and rising 

ground surface temperatures (Romanovsky et al. 2010; Jorgenson & Grosse 2016; 

Minsley et al. 2016; Shur & Jorgenson 2007), it may proceed gradually (e.g. active layer 

thickening) or rapidly and abruptly (e.g. thermokarst, thermal erosion) (Vonk et al. 2015; 

Olefeldt et al. 2016). These modes of thaw dictate how the large quantity of carbon (C) 

stored in permafrost soils (1035 Pg C - Hugelius et al. 2014) is likely to be mobilized and 

become available for decomposition throughout terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems 

(Wauthy et al. 2018; Littlefair & Tank 2018; Mann et al. 2015). The fate of this 

permafrost-derived C is not currently understood in detail, but there is broad agreement 

that the thaw-induced decomposition of bio-labile C will act as a positive feedback to 

warming (Schuur et al. 2008; Grosse et al. 2011; McGuire et al. 2009); moreover the 

larger impacts of the permafrost-carbon feedback may be delayed until after 2100 with 

slow turnover of more recalcitrant pools (Mcguire et al. 2018). Thus, there is a critical 

need to better understand hydrologic pathways in permafrost environments that connect 

aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems and ultimately determine the fate of mobilized 

permafrost C both as lateral export and as turnover through delivery to diverse 

environments. 
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Ice-rich permafrost can act as a nearly impermeable subsurface layer (Carey & 

Woo 2001; Walvoord & Kurylyk 2016), impeding hydrological movement and restricting 

infiltration to shallow soil horizons that lie above the permafrost table (suprapermafrost 

aquifers). Low rates of organic matter decomposition in these cold, wet environments 

makes them carbon-rich, leading to high dissolved organic carbon (DOC) concentrations 

in shallow pore waters and adjacent streams (Jorgenson et al. 2013; Ping et al. 2015; 

O’Donnell et al. 2016). These hydrologic conditions are common in Arctic wetlands and 

tundra underlain by continuous permafrost with massive ice-features, as manifested in the 

numerous thermokarst lakes and polygonal ground that form under these conditions. 

However, in upland settings of the discontinuous permafrost zone, the heterogeneous 

distribution of frozen ground can isolate suprapermafrost waters or create unique 

drainage patterns where streams and rivers are a mixture of upwelling groundwater from 

below the permafrost table (subpermafrost aquifers) and shallow suprapermafrost runoff 

sources (Koch et al. 2013a; Koch et al. 2014; Koch et al. 2017; Jorgenson et al. 2013). 

These groundwater contributions to streamflow can be inferred from concentrations of 

dissolved inorganic ions (Petrone et al. 2006; Dornblaser & Striegl 2015; O’Donnell et al. 

2010) and low DOC concentrations (O’Donnell et al. 2012b), suggesting greater vertical 

infiltration through soils, increased decomposition and mineral weathering, and reduced 

surface runoff. In upland settings where extensive ground ice and silty substrate texture 

may interact to restrict groundwater flow paths from converging with runoff in the 

sediment that fills valley bottoms, geochemical tracers can provide a basis for 
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characterizing aquatic-terrestrial connectivity that drives C transport (Koch et al. 2013a; 

Jorgenson et al. 2013). 

A number of recent studies have observed evidence of strengthened groundwater 

signals across diverse permafrost rivers (Holmes et al. 2012; Wellman et al. 2013; Bring 

et al. 2016), including the Yukon River and larger (81,000-116,000 km2) tributaries 

within the Yukon River basin (YRB) (Striegl et al. 2005; Walvoord & Striegl 2007; 

Kraemer & Brabets 2012; Toohey et al. 2016). Striegl et al. (2005) observed a decrease in 

DOC and an increase in DIC delivered to the Arctic Ocean by the Yukon River, and 

proposed that this change is the result of reduced surface runoff and increased infiltration 

into deeper groundwater. Walvoord and Striegl (2007) observed an increase in 

groundwater contribution using hydrograph analysis of long-term winter streamflow 

records (>30yr) at gauges along the Yukon River. Toohey et al. (2016) analyzed solute 

chemistry of the Yukon River from the past several decades and found that 

concentrations of mineral weathering products, mainly Mg and sulfate (SO4
2-), have been 

steadily increasing over the past few decades. Thus, in these and other recent studies of 

arctic rivers (McGuire et al. 2010; Vonk et al. 2015), changing surface water solute 

composition is interpreted as reflecting increased groundwater contributions to surface 

flow over decadal timescales.  

While these observation contribute to our understanding of climate and permafrost 

effects on arctic river chemistry (Kicklighter et al. 2013), little is known about 

longitudinal patterns within river networks as water moves from headwater to higher-

order catchments, where permafrost C is released and rapidly processed (Drake et al. 
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2015; Mann et al. 2015; Vonk et al. 2013). Working in smaller tributaries (5-6164 km2) 

of the Yukon River during winter, O’Donnell et al. (2012) observed similar signals of 

increased groundwater contributions in the form of decreased DOC concentrations, 

changes in the proportion of the hydrophilic fraction to the hydrophobic fraction of 

organic compounds, and altered optical properties of DOC. At the scale of these smaller 

watersheds, wintertime open water suggests local groundwater outflows and provides a 

direct measure of DOC and other solutes, enabling preliminary characterization. 

In this work, we hypothesize that coarse substrate, having higher hydraulic 

conductivity, and enhanced surface disturbance facilitate groundwater connection by 

regulating vegetation and limiting resilience of ground ice to changes in air temperature. 

In this sense, streams in watersheds with limited area of thick loess deposits are likely to 

have greater subpermafrost groundwater character. We test for groundwater influence, 

using tracers that are sensitive to the character of bedrock lithologies and overlying 

surficial sediments: 234U/238U activity ratios ([234U/238U], where square brackets denote 

activity) and 87Sr/86Sr ratios. Prior work supports interpretation of these tracers in the 

Yukon River basin: Kraemer & Brabets (2012) found distinct [234U/238U] signals of 

glacial and groundwater derivation in major Yukon River tributaries, but observed that 

seasonal and spatial variation were absent at the scale of the Yukon River itself; Brennan 

et al. (2014) showed that 87Sr/86Sr values in Alaska rivers reflect the geochemical 

composition of host lithologies. Here, we build on these foundational data sets to 

interpret these tracers in headwaters to smaller tributaries of the Yukon River that vary in 

loess cover and bedrock lithology.  
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We predict that hydrogeologic signals of permafrost thaw effects will be variable 

in small headwater catchments (~10-1000 km2) and most evident at catchment scales 

between headwaters and larger mainstems (~1000-10,000 km2), within headwater to 

intermediate-sized catchments of the Yukon-Tanana Upland (YTU). Accordingly, and as 

shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, we investigate six intermediate-size catchments (2202 to 

16,818 km2) (Figure 1) and headwater subcatchments (14 to 2212 km2) (Figure 2, Tables 

2A and S2) within the Yukon River basin to elucidate groundwater-surface water 

connections and the transport of DOC. We further predict that because ecosystem 

resilience is controlled by lithologic substrate and permafrost thaw, the effects of thaw 

will drive DOC transport via contrasting hydrologic pathways (subpermafrost vs. 

suprapermafrost)(Wellman et al. 2013). Therefore, we combine natural isotopic tracers 

([234U/238U] and 87Sr/86Sr values) as indicators of water-rock interactions with 

observations of DOC concentration sand composition to evaluate surface water 

connection to subpermafrost aquifers. We anticipate that in loess-dominated catchments 

that are resilient to disturbance, DOC will reflect surficial runoff sources with aromatic 

character, [234U/238U] will be near secular equilibrium (1.0) and 87Sr/86Sr will reflect loess 

sources, as leaching and mineral weathering is limited to suprapermafrost aquifers. With 

limited loess cover or more extensive disturbance, groundwater surface water 

connections will enhance the signal of groundwater in DOC and solutes. By evaluating 

watersheds and subwatersheds across the YTU, we provide a range of case studies 

elucidating the character of these dynamics. 
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3.3 Methods 

 

 

3.3.1 Study Area 

The Yukon Tanana Upland (YTU; Figure 1) is the mountainous region in central 

Alaska and western Yukon Territory located south of the Yukon River, between the 

Brooks Range and the Alaska Range in central Alaska, and between the Ogilvie 

Mountains and the Wrangell and Saint Elias Mountains in eastern Alaska and western 

Yukon. The YTU remained unglaciated during last glacial maximum in the late 

Pleistocene, preserving and further accumulating a sedimentological record of the area 

known as Beringia (Froese et al. 2009; Schirrmeister et al. 2013). The Tintina and Denali 

strike-slip fault systems border the YTU on the north and south, respectively (Figure S1). 

Geologically, the YTU can broadly be divided into two main parts (Figure S1) (Wilson et 

al. 2015; Cushing 1984; Foster & Keith 1994), minimally metamorphosed sedimentary 

rocks that range in age from the Cretaceous to the Proterozoic in the northwest associated 

with the Victoria Creek thrust fault system, and more highly metamorphosed crystalline 

rocks in the central and eastern regions, subdivided by a major thrust fault (termed the 

“Shaw Creek Fault” in Foster & Keith 1994) trending northeast. These diverse rock units 

have the potential to confer distinct geochemical signals to stream waters (Table 1, 

literature values in host rock units), where 87Sr/86Sr ratios in surface waters and 

groundwaters reflect host lithologies in the products of mineral weathering (Brennan et 

al. 2014), and [234U/238U] values are at disequilibrium as a function of aquifer properties 

and flow pathways of water contributing to streamflow (Kraemer & Brabets 2012; Paces 

& Wurster 2014; Miller et al., in review). In central Alaska, relatively extensive and less 
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intruded older metamorphic units should confer distinctly higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios (0.748, 

Table 1) than the well-mixed loess originating in the Brooks Range (value of ~0.716 

expected for continental crust, Table 1), and [234U/238U] values that co-vary in that they 

should be lower in suprapermafrost groundwater, and higher in subpermafrost 

groundwater. In the highly metamorphosed and intruded rocks of eastern Alaska and 

western Yukon, distinct intrusive source lithology (younger, mantle-derived) should 

confer lower 87Sr/86Sr ratios (0.706 to 0.721; Selby et al. 1999), and more extensive 

connectivity of fractures and contact zones are expected to increase [234U/238U] values, 

arguably analogous to ratios of 1.9 to 5.3 observed in carbonate aquifers reflecting 

greater transport distances (Paces & Wurster 2014). 

 This study focuses on six watersheds across the YTU (Figures 1 and S1) (Wilson 

et al. 2015). All of these watersheds are located just below the Arctic Circle at 

approximately 64-65°N, are within the discontinuous permafrost zone (50-90% land area 

underlain by permafrost, except large bodies of water), and are tributaries to the Yukon 

River. In addition to spanning a range of bedrock geologies, they host intermittently thick 

loess deposits ranging in age from early Holocene to middle Pleistocene (Muhs et al. 

2003; Muhs et al. 2018; Pewe 1955; Jensen et al. 2016, Reyes et al. 2010, Froese et al. 

2008). Generally the watersheds in this study span a substrate gradient from sedimentary 

and metamorphic rocks and high loess coverage in the west to older accreted crystalline 

and metamorphic rocks (Plafker & Berg 1994) with more limited loess coverage in the 

east.  
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The westernmost catchment, Hess Creek, lies in the minimally metamorphosed 

sedimentary rocks northwest of the Victoria Creek thrust fault zone (Reifenstuhl et al. 

1997). These sedimentary units range in age from the Cambrian to the Cretaceous period. 

The adjacent watershed to the east is Beaver Creek, which drains Devonian and older 

schist and quartzite with mafic interbeds, as well as minor occurrences of Tertiary to 

Cretaceous granitic intrusions in the headwaters (Weber et al. 1988; Foster & Keith 

1994). In the lower reaches of Beaver Creek, the Victoria Creek tributary lies directly 

along the Victoria thrust fault zone, draining the minorly metamorphosed sedimentary 

assemblage described above. The Chatanika watershed, directly south of Beaver Creek, 

and the Birch Creek watershed, directly east of Beaver Creek, are both underlain by the 

same metamorphic schist and quartzite as the headwaters of Beaver Creek (Dover 1994). 

Further to the east is the Fortymile watershed, which sits on an accretionary mélange of 

metamorphic and igneous rocks and low valleys hosting Quaternary sediments (Foster & 

Keith 1994). The easternmost catchments are defined as the Klondike Mining District 

(Klondike MD) and include the Indian River and the Klondike River watersheds (Hunker 

Creek subwatershed of the Klondike), in Yukon Territory. These catchments host 

metamorphic and igneous rocks similar to the accretionary mélange in the Fortymile 

region (Creaser et al. 1997; Selby et al. 1999). 

 

3.3.2 Stream Sampling and Solute Analyses 

 

Stream samples were collected in the Hess Creek (Figure 2 and S2), Beaver Creek 

(Figure S3) and Fortymile River (Figure S4) watersheds starting in June 2008. Sampling 

locations targeted recent wildfire disturbance (2003-2004 fires) in black spruce 
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ecosystems as documented in previous work (Jorgenson et al. 2013; O’Donnell et al. 

2011; Koch et al. 2014). Sampling occurred periodically through 2018, including 

additional sampling from the Chatanika River watershed at the Caribou-Poker Creek 

Research Watershed (2010; Petrone et al. 2006; Figure 1), the Beaver watershed main 

stem (2009-2011 and 2017; Dornblaser & Striegl 2015; Figure 2), the Birch watershed 

(2011 and 2017; O’Donnell et al. 2012, Figure 1), and the Klondike watershed (2018; 

Smith et al. 2009; Figure S5). Sampling was primarily in summer (June-September; 

Table 2A); however, select accessible and open-water? sites were also sampled in winter 

(Table 2B, Table S1). A total of 152 samples were collected and analyzed for this study. 

Stream samples were collected into acid washed 60 mL-HDPE Nalgene bottles 

using a peristaltic pump (GeoTech Environmental Equipment, Inc) and most were filtered 

in-situ through 0.45-µm PES capsule filters (polyethersulfone; Geotech); Klondike MD 

samples were collected unfiltered, frozen for shipping to the University of Alberta, and 

then thawed and filtered using Nalgene vacuum filtration units and 0.45 um nylon disc 

filters. Porewaters were collected from soil pits excavated to permafrost contact; water 

that filled the pit was then withdrawn and filtered using the peristaltic pump as described 

above. Subsamples were collected or transferred into 24-mL glass vials with silicone 

septa caps for DOC concentration measurements on a Shimadzu V-TOC Autoanalyzer. 

We also measured UV-Visible absorbance at 254 nm for a subset of water samples on a 

Horiba Aqualog spectrofluorometer (Horiba Scientific, Edison, New Jersey). Absorbance 

at 254 nm was divided by DOC concentration in mgC L-1 to obtain specific ultraviolet 

absorbance (SUVA254) values (in units L mgC-1 m-1), which is typically used as an index 
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of DOC aromaticity (Weishaar et al. 2003). Samples that exceeded 0.3 absorbance units 

at excitation 254 nm were diluted with deionized water and re-run. Strontium 

concentrations were determined by ICP-OES at the University of Alberta (2018 Klondike 

samples), or at Montana State University (2017 Alaska samples). 

 

3.3.3 U and Sr Concentration and Isotope Measures 

 

U and Sr isotopic analysis followed procedures described in Ewing et al. (2015), 

Paces & Wurster (2014) and Miller et al. (in review). Water samples, field blanks, 

procedural blanks, and standards of known composition were prepared for U and Sr 

isotopic analysis at the USGS isotope laboratories at the Denver Federal Center, the MSU 

Soil Biogeochemistry laboratory or the University of Alberta. The amount of sample 

processed was based on U concentrations, which were much lower than Sr concentrations 

(Table 3). Sample volumes containing ~100 ng U and 0.01 – 0.13 mg Sr were weighed in 

500 mL Teflon vials, acidified with 1-2 mL of trace metal grade (TMG) concentrated 

HNO3. Except for Klondike samples, which were evaluated unspike, all samples were 

spiked with known amounts of highly purified 236U-spike solution to allow determination 

of U concentration by isotope dilution. Field and procedural blanks were spiked with 

known amounts of both 236U and 84Sr, in most cases prior to drydown. Water was 

completely evaporated on a hotplate in an exhausting HEPA-filtered clean hood. The 

residual solids were dissolved with approximately 5-10 mL of trace metal grade (TMG) 

~7N HNO3, transferred to 15 mL Teflon vials, and were again evaporated. If DOC 

concentrations were >10 ppm, re-dissolved samples were transferred to pre-cleaned 

quartz crucibles, evaporated to dryness, and heated to 550°C in a muffle furnace for one 
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hour to remove organic compounds. Combusted residues were dissolved in 10-15 mL of 

~7N TMG HNO3, transferred to 15 mL Teflon vials and evaporated. Residual solids from 

evaporated samples were re-dissolved in 0.6 mL of ~7N Optima™-grade HNO3, 

transferred to acid-washed 2 mL centrifuge tubes, and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 

10,000 rpm. Any solids were returned to the original Teflon vials and refluxed with 

concentrated, ultrapure HF and HNO3, were again evaporated, dissolved in 0.6 mL of 

~7N Optima™ HNO3, and combined with the previously dissolved portion. Final 

solutions thus represent fully dissolved samples. Sr and U salts were separated and 

purified by standard ion exchange chemistry using AG1-X8 resin for the U fraction and 

Sr-Spec™ resin for the Sr fraction.  

Purified U aliquots were loaded onto the evaporation side of a double rhenium 

filament assembly and analyzed by TIMS using the USGS SWIRL ThermoFinnigan 

Triton™ equipped with a single secondary electron multiplier and a retarding potential 

quadrapole (RPQ) electrostatic filter.  Intensities of 234U, 235U, and 236U were measured 

sequentially in multi-dynamic peak-jumping mode.  To correct for instrument bias and 

drift, the 234U/235U values measured for unknowns were normalized by the same factor 

needed to adjust 234U/235U values measured for a NIST U-isotope standard (SRM 4231B) 

run in the same magazine to the accepted value of 0.007294 (±0.000028). One hundred 

fourteen analyses of SRM 4321B yielded an average 234U/235U value of 0.007303 

(0.007292 to 0.007314, 95% confidence interval), which is within error overlap of the 

NIST certified value.  Measured 234U/235U atomic ratios were converted to [234U/238U] 

using decay constants published by Cheng et al. (2013)  (λ234 = 2.82206 ×10-6 yr-1) and 
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Jaffey et al. (1971) (λ238 = 1.55125×10-10 yr-1), assuming that all U has an atomic 

238U/235U composition of 137.88 (Steiger & Jager 1977). Analytical errors for measured 

[234U/238U] are given at the 95% confidence level (i.e. twice the standard deviation) and 

include contributions from within-run counting statistics plus uncertainties propagated 

from blank, spike, and mass fractionation corrections, as well as external error derived 

from multiple analyses of the U isotope standard. Replicate analyses of a secondary 

standard consisting of 69.3-Ma uranium ore from the Schwartzwalder mine expected to 

be in radioactive secular equilibrium (i.e., [234U/238U] = 1.000; (Ludwig et al. 1985)) 

yielded an average [234U/238U] value of 0.9997±0.0032 (2×standard deviation for 65 

analyses). Total process blanks for U were typically 0.01–0.1 ng compared to total U 

abundances of 5–600 ng (median 85 ng). An in-house water “standard” developed by the 

USGS Branch of Quality Systems (SRS T-221) was processed multiple times at both 

MSU and SWIRL to evaluate interlaboratory biases. Results for [234U/238U] are identical 

within reported analytical uncertainty; however, U concentrations for aliquots processed 

at MSU are more scattered (±7.7%, 2×SD, N=4) with an average of 1.40±0.11 µg L-1, 

which is lower than the published most-probable-value of 1.49±0.08.  

Purified Sr aliquots were loaded onto single rhenium filaments atop an initial load 

of tantalum oxide used as an activator and analyzed at the USGS SWIRL by 

multicollector TIMS using either a ThermoFinnigan Triton™ or an Isotopx Phoenix™. 

Isotope measurements were made on 5 to 10 volt 88Sr signals using multi-dynamic, triple-

jump analytical routines where instrumental mass fractionation was corrected using 

86Sr/88Sr measured during the same run assuming a value of 0.1194. Replicate analyses of 
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the National Institute of Standards and Technology Sr-isotope standard, SRM 987 

(accepted 87Sr/86Sr value of 0.710248; (McArthur et al. 2001)) used as a primary standard 

to normalized instrument bias and drift, yielded mean values of 0.710250 ±0.000007 

(±2×SD, N=314) using the Triton™ and 0.710242±0.000012 (±2×SD, N=15) using the 

Phoenix™. Measured 87Sr/86Sr values for unknown samples were adjusted by the same 

amount needed to obtain the accepted value for NIST 987 analyzed during the same 

session. Replicate 87Sr/86Sr analyses of the modern-marine carbonate standard, EN-1 

(accepted value of 0.7091741±0.0000024, (McArthur et al. 2006)), gave mean values of 

0.709174±0.000008 (±2×SD; N=174), and 0.709176±0.000005 (±2×SD, N=5) on 

respective instruments. Total process blanks for Sr were typically <0.001 µg compared to 

total Sr abundances of 20–140 µg (median 40 µg).  Analytical errors for 87Sr/86Sr values 

are given at 95% confidence levels (~2σ) and include within-run uncertainties and 

external error based on replicate analyses of standards.  Results for 87Sr/86Sr measured in 

SRS T-221 processed at MSU and SWIRL are identical within reported analytical 

uncertainty. 

 

3.3.4 Statistical Analyses 

 

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test for the effect of 

watershed (i.e., site) and sample type (soil water, stream water) on mean [234U/238U] 

values and DOC concentrations. (Figure 3). We used Tukey’s Honest Significant 

Difference (HSD) post-hoc test to determine significant differences for mean values 

across watershed and sample types. We performed the same ANOVA analysis on pore 
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waters among the Hess, Beaver, and Fortymile watersheds as well as simple t-tests 

between pore water and streamwater within these three watersheds. 

 

3.3.5 Uranium 234U/238U Activity Ratio Interpretation 

 

Uranium exists most commonly as the isotope 238U (99.27%) but also as 234U 

(0.005%), a radioactive daughter product in the 238U decay chain. In rocks older than one 

million years, these two isotopes in the decay chain are in secular equilibrium, meaning 

the ratio of their activities (decay rates), here termed 234U/238U activity ratio [234U/238U], 

is equal to 1.0. When rocks are physically weathered to expose surface area, this balance 

is lost at mineral surfaces and in surrounding fluids. Damage of the crystal lattice by the 

process of alpha recoil upon alpha decay of 238U makes it more susceptible to weathering 

at mineral surfaces, or alpha recoil directly injects the daughter isotope into the 

surrounding material if close enough to the mineral surface (Bourdon et al., 2003). 

Consequently, 234U is preferentially increased in waters that have been in contact with 

mineral surfaces, resulting in [234U/238U] values higher than 1.0.  

[234U/238U] values reflect rock character, surface area, water-rock ratio, and the 

time of water contact with bedrock or soil - hence the duration of hydrologic flow paths 

when geochemistry and hydrology are constrained (Paces et al. 2002; Maher et al. 2006; 

Riotte & Chabaux 1999). Considered in geologic and hydrologic context, [234U/238U] 

values can indicate that stream water originates from older groundwater ([234U/238U] > 

2.5) (Tokarev et al. 2006), younger soil water ([234U/238U] ≈ 1.2-1.6) or from thawing of 

ice-rich mineral substrate ([234U/238U] = 1.5 – 2.0) (Ewing et al. 2015). In the Yukon 

River and its major tributaries, limited weathering and mixing results in relatively low 
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[234U/238U] values (1.1-2.6; Kraemer & Brabets 2012). In warmer more arid climates like 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, low water rock ratios and long timescales have resulted in 

unsaturated zone [234U/238U] values of 8.0 (Paces et al. 2002).  

 

3.4 Results 

 

 

3.4.1 Loess Distribution Among Watersheds 

Areas of thickened loess coverage were mapped in Figure 1 using the 

distributions in Muhs et al. (2018), which incorporate previous work by Pewe (1975), 

Williams (1962), and Hamilton (1982). Watershed maps were produced in ArcGIS 

(10.6.1) and used to calculate watershed area and the percentage of each watershed 

mapped as thick loess deposits, meaning extensive coverage of several meters or more, 

recognizing that the entire region hosts a thin veneer of loess (Pewe 1975). The Hess 

Creek watershed has the highest percentage of thick loess deposits (56%), which is in 

agreement with the geologic mapping that describes the majority of this watershed as 

undivided Quaternary sediments (Wilson et al. 2015). The Chatanika River, Beaver and 

Birch Creek watersheds are headed in Devonian and older metamorphic schist bedrock 

with thick loess coverage occurring in the lower elevation hillslope and lowland flats 

portions of the watersheds (23%, 24% and 23% respectively). The Fortymile watershed 

consists of metasedimentary and metaigneous rocks hosting extensive volcanic and 

igneous intrusions, with mapped thickened loess coverage confined to the lowest portion 

of the watershed (2%) and limited accumulations observed in valley bottoms and small 

stream channels within the headwaters. Many repeated field observations of mining 
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excavations in the Klondike MD (e.g.,Froese et al. 2009) indicate thick loess 

accumulation (>10 m) in valley bottoms throughout the watershed, with an estimated 

15% loess cover based on terrain assessment (Smith et al. 2009), and less extensive thick 

accumulations exposed in mining operations.  

 

3.4.2 [234U/238U] Results Within and Among Watersheds 

 

A comparison of mean summertime (June to September) [234U/238U] values across 

watersheds (Table 2A, Figure 3A) shows that mean values in surface waters generally 

increased as area of thick loess deposits decreases, with Hess Creek Watershed lowest 

(1.301 ± 0.107), and Fortymile Watershed highest (1.955 ± 0.664), most variable, and 

significantly different from Hess, Beaver and Chatanika (Figure 3A). Higher values in the 

Klondike MD (mean = 1.707 ± 0.403) and Fortymile watershed (mean =  1.955 ± 0.664) 

are consistent with greater water-rock interaction resulting from groundwater connection 

with surface water, and may indicate greater hydrologic connectivity in groundwater 

moving both within and among rock units in the eastern part of the study area. Soil pore 

water values are generally lower than surface water values (significantly lower only in 

Beaver), and are higher in the Fortymile compared to Hess and Beaver, though sample 

numbers are small (Table 2A and S1, Figure 4A).  

 

3.4.2.1 Hess Watershed [234U/238U] Results 

 

We observed relatively low [234U/238U] values (closest to secular equilibrium 

value of 1.00) in stream and soil porewater samples collected during summer from the 

Hess watershed, with a mean streamwater [234U/238U] value of 1.301 (Table 2A, Figure 
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3A), and individual values ranging from 1.147 to 1.690 (Table S1 and Figure S2). These 

relatively low [234U/238U] values suggest limited water-rock contact and thus shorter or 

more limited flow paths. The highest [234U/238U] value (1.690) occurred at the headwater 

site near Livengood, the easternmost site within the Hess watershed that is located in 

proximity to rocky outcrop in the uppermost headwaters (Figure 2A). Three samples 

from the Hess Creek mainstem (two winter, one summer), well downstream from the 

Livengood site at the Dalton Highway bridge (Figure 2A), had intermediate [234U/238U] 

values averaging 1.580 (Figure S2). Stream samples from two headwater subcatchments 

in loess-mantled terrain south of the Dalton Bridge, tributaries of Erickson and 

Richardson Creeks (Figure 2A), had [234U/238U] values lower than the Hess Creek 

mainstem, ranging from 1.147 to 1.334 (Figure 2B-C, Table S1). The lowest stream 

values resembled those of soil porewaters collected in the Erickson and Richardson 

subwatersheds, which had [234U/238U] values 1.161 and 1.199 (Table S1). At the same 

time, samples from thermokarst features in the Erickson and Richardson subwatersheds 

(Figure 2B-C) had varying [234U/238U] values, possibly reflecting different modes of 

thaw.  

In a thermokarst channel within the Richardson Creek subwatershed (Figure 2B 

and S2, Table S1), we observed two [234U/238U] values of 1.336 (2009) and 1.439 (2017); 

the 2017 [234U/238U] value was elevated relative to the larger Richardson Creek tributary 

where values have ranged from 1.208 (lowermost site) to 1.334 (uppermost site, Figure 

2B, Table S1), with variation reflecting the character of inflows along the reach (Koch et 

al, 2013a). The landscape setting of this thermokarst channel is the former floodplain of 
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Richardson tributary main stem, abandoned due to relatively deep (~3m) incision of 

Richardson tributary into its floodplain and characterized by overgrown tussock 

(Eriophorum vaginatum) indicating overall drying. The thermokarst channel originates in 

low hills to the northeast and suggests response to the 2004 fire in this area. Overall at 

Richardson tributary, values observed in-stream vary with the character of local shallow 

inflows with lower [234U/238U] values and apparent deeper inflows with somewhat higher 

values (Koch et al. 2013a). 

In the Erickson subwatershed of the Hess Creek watershed, samples reflect a 

longitudinal sequence along a small tributary of Erickson Creek where a nickpoint feature 

(Crosby & Whipple 2006) marks the transition from water flowing above shallow 

permafrost through willows and unburned spruce, over a ~3-m drop into an incised 

channel in the 2003 burn area described in O’Donnell et al. (2011), with the dramatically 

collapsing nickpoint area migrating upstream at a rate of approximately 1 m y-1 based on 

field observations (Figure 2C).  We observed [234U/238U] values of 1.147 (2008) and 

1.186 (2017) downstream of the feature and 1.239 (2017) upstream of the feature (Figure 

2C). At the nickpoint, values decreased from 1.181 in 2008 to 1.147 in 2017, suggesting 

consistency with [234U/238U] values of 1.161 in soil porewater and 1.157 in a shallow well 

(~1m depth), both sampled in 2008 and located upslope from the nickpoint feature in 

hummocky terrain hosting reducing conditions. The Erickson nickpoint is adjacent to the 

core sequence reported in Ewing et al. (2015), where values of 1.163 and 1.173 were 

observed in the uppermost permafrost (sampled May 2008). Taken together, these 
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observations suggest that the thermokarst nickpoint feature at Erickson tributary is 

focusing the signal of shallow inflows, lowering [234U/238U] values. 

 

3.4.2.2 Beaver Watershed [234U/238U] Results 

 

The Beaver Creek Watershed had intermediate [234U/238U] values averaging 1.477 

in summer and 1.603 in winter (Table 2B, Figure 3A). Surface water samples reflect 

three main sampling locations, in order of increasing elevation: near the confluence with 

the Yukon River at Michel Lake, at the Victoria Creek inflow, and in the headwaters at 

the Nome Creek subwatershed (Figures 2D-E and S3). The two lower mainstem sites 

(Victoria Creek and Michel Lake) have distinct mean [234U/238U] values in summer 

(1.495 at Victoria and 1.658 at Michel, Table 2B) and in winter (1.699 at Victoria and 

1.491 at Michel, Table 2B), with higher values at Victoria Creek in winter indicating 

groundwater inflow. Two soil porewater samples in the Nome Creek headwaters had 

markedly low [234U/238U] values of 1.109 and 1.155 (Figure 2E).The headwater stream 

sites in the Nome Creek subwatershed had a range of [234U/238U] values, from 1.068 in 

Nome Creek at Prindle Campground to 1.729 in West Twin Creek (Figure 2E and S3, 

Table S1). The uppermost headwater site in West Twin Creek, characterized by local 

loess accumulation, had [234U/238U] values of 1.209 (2009) and 1.293 (2017), while 

downstream in the gravel-bedded channel near the confluence with Nome Creek we 

observed  [234U/238U] values of 1.620 (2009) and 1.729 (2017) (Figure 2E and S3). These 

patterns in West Twin suggest greater groundwater connection in the gravel bedded 

section downstream, and influence of both suprapermafrost flow and groundwater 

influence in the upper headwaters. Overall, groundwater influence in the Beaver Creek 
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watershed is expressed most strongly in the headwaters, with downstream mixing 

limiting summertime variation among mainstem sites, and wintertime values suggesting 

distinct groundwater sources in the mainstem sites (Table 2B). 

 

3.4.2.3 Fortymile Watershed [234U/238U] Results 

 

Summer stream samples in the Fortymile Watershed displayed the highest 

average [234U/238U] value (1.955), as well as the broadest range of [234U/238U] values, 

from 1.282 to 3.382 in the uppermost headwater sites, and a relatively low value of 1.292 

in the lower mainstem (West Fork of the Fortymile at the Taylor Highway 

Bridge)(Tables 2A and S1, Figure 2G-H). These results suggest groundwater influence in 

the headwaters inmixing with shallower or permafrost bounded flow in the larger 

watershed. In both the Dennison Fork and the West Fork of the Fortymile river, we 

observed the highest [234U/238U] values at the uppermost headwater sites, in small streams 

headed in recently burned zones (2004 burn relative to 2008-2009 sampling) (Figure 2G-

H). Average soil porewater values in the Fortymile watershed headwaters are notably 

higher than in Hess and Beaver, averaging 1.572 (Table 2A) with a range of 0.933 to 

2.304 (Table S1). These porewaters could only be collected at sites with ground ice that 

perches water in floodplain and toeslope positions, and the values observed, while higher 

than for other soil porewaters in the region, are consistent with soil porewater values 

observed in more temperate zones due to more extensive contact of water with soil 

surface area(Paces & Wurster 2014). The overall implication of [234U/238U] values 

observed in the Fortymile sites is of marked groundwater influence in the uppermost 
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headwaters that is characteristic of local lithologies, and somewhat increased weathering 

in soils.  

 

3.4.2.4 Klondike Minding District [234U/238U] Results 

 

In the Klondike mining district, we sampled surface waters adjacent to three 

placer mining exposures at the Mint Gulch, Little Blanche, and Lucky Lady locations. At 

all three sites, a sample was collected upstream the area of obvious mining excavation 

(“upper” site). At Mint Gulch and Little Blanche, where active mining was occurring, we 

collected two additional samples: a “middle” site within the zone where overburden 

“muck” was being actively excavated, and a “lower” site, downstream of the active 

excavation. Across all sites, we observed relatively high [234U/238U] values in surface 

waters, averaging 1.707 (Table 2A, Figure 3A), and ranging from a low of 1.295 

downstream of the Little Blanche mining site (Figure 2K) to 2.377 in Hunker Creek 

(Figures 2I, Figure S5). Values above mining exposures were relatively low and 

consistent (1.464, 1.417, 1.320; Table S1), but trends across mining exposures varied, 

with an increase at Mint (to 1.642) and a decrease at Little Blanche (to 1.295) (Figure 4J-

K). Values increased markedly in higher order sites, which ranged from 1.889 to 2.377, 

and were highest at strongly mining influenced, intermediate size reaches (Hunker and 

Sulfur Creeks) (Table S1, Figures 4J-K and S5). Elevated [234U/238U] values in the 

Klondike MD suggest groundwater presence in surface flow within intermediate (Sulfur 

and Hunker Creeks) and larger mainstem sites (Dominion Creek and Indian River). 
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3.4.3 Stream Water 87Sr/86Sr Ratios 

 

In order to distinguish among candidate lithologic materials influencing stream 

flow, we measured 87Sr/86Sr ratios in a subset of 21 samples from the Hess, Beaver, and 

Klondike MD watersheds (Table 3). The observed 87Sr/86Sr ratios range widely, from 

0.70721 at the Mint Gulch mining exposure within the Klondike mining district, to 

0.74224 at lower West Twin Creek in the Beaver Creek headwaters (Table 3). In the 

Beaver Creek watershed, streams headed in the oldest (Devonian or older) and most Rb- 

and K-rich metamorphic rocks (dominantly schist) (Wilson et al. 2015) displayed the 

highest 87Sr/86Sr ratios (Table 3, Figure S1). Rocks of the Klondike MD are also 

relatively old (Permian to early Cambrian), but have a greater contribution from mantle-

derived rocks and therefore are expected to have 87Sr/86Sr ratios that range to lower 

values (0.705 to 0.724)(Selby et al. 1999). Thus, the range of 87Sr/86Sr values that we 

observed in stream waters of the Klondike MD (70721 at Mint to 0.71502 at Dominion 

Creek) falls within the range of 87Sr/86Sr values expected for rock types in the study area 

(Table 1).  

Despite variable 87Sr/86Sr ratios, permafrost is extensive in locally deep 

accumulation of silty substrate in valley bottoms of the Klondike now subject to mining 

excavation. Generally, the provenance of loess across the study area is thought to vary 

based on geochemical composition (Muhs et al., 2018), and may include a component of 

lower 87Sr/86Sr ratios as a function of source materials derived from rocks in the Brooks 

and Alaska Ranges (Muhs & Budahn 2006), which would be expected to confer lower 

87Sr/86Sr ratios (Table 1)(Capo et al. 1998; Bataille & Bowen 2012). Accordingly, we 
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expect to see greater Sr isotopic contrast between distally derived, well-mixed loess in the 

western part of the region, and the underlying rocks. In the eastern part of the study area, 

loess may be more locally derived, based on the hypothesized close connection between 

glacial episodes, colluvial wedges on hillslopes, and loess deposition (Mason et al., 

1995?). The range of 87Sr/86Sr ratios observed in the Klondike headwaters (0.70721 to 

0.71502) is consistent with sourcing from diverse local lithologies that are relatively 

poorly mixed due to limited transport distance. By contrast, values in the Hess 

subwatersheds of Richardson and Erickson are less variable (0.71111 to 0.71234), 

suggesting a more distally derived and hence well mixed source consistent with previous 

observations (Muhs et al. 2003; 2006; 2018). The Hess values are consistent with a well-

mixed pool derived from the regional bedrock (Table 1). 

In the relationship of 87Sr/86Sr ratios and [234U/238U] values in the Hess and 

Klondike watersheds (Figure 5), we observe a tendency toward increasing 87Sr/86Sr ratios 

and increasing [234U/238U] values in larger mainstem sites (Figure 5A), along with 

decreasing Ca/Sr (Figure 5B), suggesting increased groundwater connection and contact 

with silicate rock units. The Klondike and Indian headwaters appear distinct from one 

another with respect to 87Sr/86Sr ratios, the Indian headwaters having a mean 87Sr/86Sr 

ratio of 0.71069 and the Klondike headwaters with a mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.70748. The 

three mainstem sites (Hunker, Indian, Dominion) have a higher mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 

0.71338 (Table 3, Figure 5). Headwater locations at Hess watershed are also distinct from 

the Klondike MD headwater sites, having a mean 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.71201. Similar to 

increasing 87Sr/86Sr ratios, [234U/238U] values increase in the larger mainstem sites of Hess 
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Creek and the Klondike MD (Figure 5, Table 3). In Hess Creek tributary headwaters 

(Erickson and Richardson), increased Ca/Sr ratios indicate weathering of carbonate 

minerals present in loess as described by Muhs et al. (2018). 

 

3.4.4 Stream Water DOC Concentrations and SUVA254 

 

Mean DOC concentrations for all six watersheds (Figure 3B, Table 2A) ranged 

from a maximum of 31.4 mgC L-1 in the Hess watershed to a minimum of 3.1 mgC L-1 in 

the Chatanika watershed. The Beaver and Birch watersheds had similarly low mean DOC 

concentrations (6.1 and 6.6 mgC L-1, respectively), while Fortymile and Klondike 

watersheds had intermediate mean DOC concentrations (20.7 ± 7.87 and 12.2 ± 4.58 mg 

C L-1, respectively) (Figure 3B). DOC concentrations at individual sites (Table S1) 

ranged from 0.9 mg C L-1 in winter at Victoria Creek in the Beaver watershed to 64.3 mg 

C L-1 at a disturbed site in the Klondike mining district, with the second highest (45.8 mg 

C L-1) in the headwaters of Hess Creek in the Richardson sub-catchment. Generally, low 

mean DOC concentrations observed in winter at Victoria Creek (2.93  ± 2.69 mgC L-1) 

and Michel Lake (4.56 ± 2.29 mgC L-1) (Table 2B) are consistent with groundwater 

influence (Dornblaser & Striegl 2015). In soil porewater, DOC concentrations were 

consistently high (33.27 ± 8.55 mgC L-1) across watersheds (Figure 4B); and porewater 

DOC concentration was significantly lower in streams compared to adjacent soils. 

 SUVA254 was measured in all watersheds except the Klondike MD (Tables 2A 

and S1, Figure S7). Mean SUVA254 values in stream waters from the Hess and Fortymile 

watersheds were relatively high (3.61 ± 0.38 and 3.65 ± 0.44 L mg C-1 cm-1) (Table 2A), 

reflecting greater aromaticity. These values indicate relatively fresh organic matter with 
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limited indication of microbial processing, explaining their similarity to observed soil 

porewater values (Table 2A, Figure 4C). The Beaver, Chatanika, and Birch watersheds 

had lower average SUVA254 values (3.08 ± 0.44, 2.70 ± 0.56, and 2.70 ± 0.38 L mgC-1 

cm-1, respectively) (Table 2A), suggesting two possible explanations, either greater 

microbial processing, or interaction with high surface-area clay and silt particles that 

adsorb aromatic compounds (Aiken & Cotsaris 1995). In winter, average SUVA254 values 

were lower at these stream sites (Table 2B), coincident with lower average DOC 

concentrations (Figure 6B), likely reflecting the influence of deeper groundwater flow 

paths on winter flow generation (O’Donnell et al. 2012b). 

 

3.4.5 [234U/238U] Values and DOC Concentrations 

 

Using observations in the previous section, we generally saw that groundwater 

influence produces an inverse relationship between [234U/238U] values and DOC 

concentrations in surface water (Figure 6A). The relationship holds true in the Hess, 

Fortymile, lower Beaver and Klondike watersheds but is less clear in the Beaver Creek 

headwaters or in the Birch and Chatanika watersheds, where DOC concentrations are 

consistently low despite variable [234U/238U] values (Figure 6A). 

 

3.5 Discussion 

 

 

3.5.1 Subpermafrost Groundwater Connection 

Our stream [234U/238U] values are elevated relative to rainfall (<1.10; Hirose & 

Sugimura 1981), suggesting prolonged water-rock contact and thus potential groundwater 

influence. Variation in mean [234U/238U] values among watersheds (Figure 3A, Table 2A) 
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suggests systematic variation in the degree and signal of groundwater influence with both 

substrate type and disturbance, and the resulting permafrost-mediated restriction of 

surface water interaction with subpermafrost water (deeper groundwater). The lower 

[234U/238U] values from Hess Creek watershed are suggest transient water-rock 

interaction and thus limited groundwater connection in loess-dominated catchments 

where water movement is limited to suprapermafrost flow. Consistent with our 

hypothesis that rocky substrate facilitates thaw and groundwater connection, we see an 

increase in [234U/238U] values in the transition from the loess dominated Hess watershed 

to rockier upland watersheds to the east (Figure 3B), suggesting enhanced groundwater 

connection but also a changing groundwater signal with the transition from older 

metamorphic rocks to a mélange of abundant intermixed intrusive volcanic rocks in the 

eastern part of the study region (Figure S1). The maximum [234U/238U] values in the 

Fortymile watershed and in the Klondike MD are consistent with greater water rock 

interaction in the eastern half of the YTU, perhaps facilitated by the prevalence of 

volcanic and igneous intrusions that favor subsurface hydrologic connection (Figures 3 

and S1) (Dover 1994).  

Higher sampling frequency and wintertime observations in the Beaver watershed 

indicate variable groundwater influence, subject to geologic structural controls of the 

Victoria Thrust Fault (Figure S1) and the transition from rocky uplands to silty lowlands 

that is also evident in the Birch Creek watershed with distance downstream (Figure 1, 

Table 2B). In the Beaver Creek uppermost headwater sites at West Twin Creek, 

[234U/238U] values are low where valley bottom loess is locally concentrated (<1.310) 
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(Figure S3 and Table S1), suggesting suprapermafrost flow. Downstream, [234U/238U] 

values increase to 1.620 (2009) and 1.729 (2017) as the stream becomes gravel bedded 

and braided, which we interpret as the emergence of subpermafrost water where the 

single stream channel transforms into a complex network of braided, gravel-bedded 

channels, as the longitudinal gradient diminishes and the riparian corridor widens. At the 

same time, 87Sr/86Sr ratios in West Twin Creek at both the upper and lower sites were 

distinctly high (0.742 and 0.738) compared to all other sites (Table 3, Figure S3), clearly 

indicating the influence of water in contact with local schist lithology (Table 1), and 

consistent with values observed in the Chatanika River by Brennan et al. (2014). The 

persistence of high 87Sr/86Sr ratios in the uppermost Beaver Creek headwaters where 

[234U/238U] values are low suggests that the provenance of contemporary shallow 

groundwater includes locally derived colluvial material, perhaps through disturbance 

such as fire. 

 In the middle elevations of Beaver Creek at Victoria Creek, we did not measure 

87Sr/86Sr ratios but observed elevated [234U/238U] values in winter, indicating groundwater 

inflow (mean values of 1.495 in summer and 1.699 in winter, Table 2B). Victoria Creek 

drains a geologic assemblage of sedimentary units structurally deformed by a series of 

thrust faults (Figure S1, Wilson et al. 2015). We interpret these moderate to – in winter - 

elevated [234U/238U] values as signaling greater water-rock interactions via a network of 

thrust associated fractures in bedrock. The pronounced groundwater signal of increased 

[234U/238U] values) is maintained downstream at Michel Lake during the summer season 

(1.658, Table 2A), but in winter – perhaps due to flow restriction from the uplands that 
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limits surface water - groundwater connection, [234U/238U] values at Michel Lake begin to 

resemble those consistently seen in the Yukon River (~1.4, Kraemer and Brabets, 2012, 

Figure 5A and Table 3).  

The effect of water-rock interaction was enhanced in the recently burned, rocky 

upland environment of the Fortymile headwaters, which exhibited the highest [234U/238U] 

values (up to 3.382), including in the uppermost headwater catchments (Figure 2G-H and 

3A, Table S1). These highest [234U/238U] values indicate prolonged water-rock 

interaction, suggesting that exfiltration from deeper bedrock aquifers and perhaps deeper 

soils, rather than shallow soil water, dominated hydrologic pathways and contributions to 

stream flow. At the same time, average soil porewater [234U/238U] values were higher in 

the Fortymile than at other sites, suggesting more extensive weathering in soils, or release 

of porewaters with [234U/238U] values elevated by time spent as permafrost in contact 

with mineral surfaces. 

 

3.5.2 Groundwater Host Material 

 

Variations in 87Sr/86Sr ratios and Ca/Sr ratios in Hess, Beaver, and Klondike MD 

illustrate geochemically diverse source waters originating from a wide range of geologic 

units, with 87Sr/86Sr ratios ranging from 0.70770 at Mint Gulch in the Klondike to 

0.74223 at lower West Twin Creek in the Beaver Creek headwaters (Table 3). These 

values are consistent with host rocks ranging from relatively young volcanic intrusives 

and marine carbonates to older metamorphic rocks (Table 1). Generally, 87Sr/86Sr ratios 

in natural waters tend to reflect carbonate components, with lower 87Sr/86Sr ratios more 

strongly than silicate components due to solubility and concentration effects. In the silty 
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upland headwaters of Hess watershed (Richardson and Erickson tributaries), we observed 

little indication of subpermafrost groundwater, as [234U/238U] values were consistently 

low (average 1.301, Table S1). At the same time, Ca/Sr molar ratios in Hess Creek 

tributaries were relatively high (783 mol Ca/mol Sr), Figure 5B), suggesting influence of 

secondary carbonates developed in loess or in primary minerals contributing to loess 

(Muhs et al. 2018); evidence that - in combination with low [234U/238U] values - supports 

an interpretation of shallow suprapermafrost aquifers with limited water-rock 

interactions. Furthermore, we observed relatively similar 87Sr/86Sr ratios among samples 

from these silty headwater catchments in Hess watershed (0.71111 to 0.71234; Table 3, 

Figure 5A), indicating a relatively consistent host aquifer material. We suggest this 

reflects the regionally mixed loess hosting suprapermafrost waters, primarily originating 

from the Brooks Range and Yukon River floodplain (Muhs et al. 2018). The observed 

87Sr/86Sr ratios rose in the Hess main stem (0.71306) and Yukon River (0.71328; Brennan 

et al. 2014), are comparable to expectations for the regional mixture of source lithologies, 

with relatively limited influence of the elevated schist derived values (0.738 and 0.742) 

observed in the rocky headwaters of Beaver Creek, likely due to dominant contributions 

from carbonate components akin to the observed value at Isom Creek (0.70927, Table 3).   

In the Klondike MD, 87Sr/86Sr ratios in varied widely across headwater sites 

originating in close proximity (0.70770 at Mint, 0.71057 at Little Blanche, 0.71412 at 

Lucky Lady; Figure 1, Figure S5) and became more consistent in mainstem sites (0.712-

0.715; Figure 5A), suggesting both multiple source waters and a component with a more 

elevated value contributing to downstream flow. Because [234U/238U] values also 
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increased in the mainstem sites (Figure 5A, Figure S5), we infer that this separate source 

water reflects a contribution of deeper groundwater. In the Klondike MD, local placer 

mining activity likely promotes connection to subpermafrost aquifers and locally 

increases [234U/238U] values, but the variation in in the undisturbed headwaters speaks to 

local variation in both rock units (Selby et al. 1999; Table 1) and locally derived loess. 

Thus, overall across this gradient of regional watersheds, our observed [234U/238U] values 

and 87Sr/86Sr ratios provide evidence of groundwater character and provenance that are 

locally variable and subject to surface disturbance, but at regional scale are controlled by 

lithologic substrate and the interaction of that substrate with ground ice dynamics. 

 

3.5.3 Groundwater and DOC 

 

We observed variation in DOC concentration and aromaticity across watersheds 

that elucidate the effects of groundwater routing and origin on DOC dynamics (Figures 3-

5). First, there is a tendency toward locally specific inverse relationships between 

[234U/238U] values and DOC concentration (Figure 6A) and reduced SUVA254 at low 

DOC (and during winter) (Figure 6B). These observations are consistent with 

subpermafrost or regional groundwater influence that increases [234U/238U] values and 

decreases DOC concentration and SUVA, especially during winter (O’Donnell et al. 

2012). These relationships are most damped in the Hess Watershed, where DOC 

concentrations and SUVA values are highest, indicating ready contribution of DOC 

derived from fresh plant material (Figures 3 and 4). This likely reflects the documented 

resilience of permafrost in these deep loess environments (Jorgenson et al., 2013; Shur 

and Jorgenson 2007), resulting in shallow suprapermafrost waters moving through black 
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spruce/moss dominated environments that concentrate DOC, particularly in runoff, as 

documented by Koch et al. (2013a & 2013b). In the Fortymile and Klondike MD, high 

[234U/238U] values (Figure 3A), variable Sr ratios (in the Klondike, Figure 6) and 

moderate DOC concentrations (Figure 3B) reflect groundwater influence that is 

geochemically diverse due to local substrate variation and readily apparent due to limited 

loess cover (Table 1), but notably enriched in DOC (Figure 3B). This may reflect recent 

disturbance and deep drainage following fire (Jorgenson et al. 2013) and mining activities 

(Froese et al., 2009) that enhance contribution of higher DOC thaw waters.  Even in silty 

sites, increasing [234U/238U] values and decreasing DOC concentrations can indicate 

deeper infiltration facilitated by preferential flow paths that allow for greater water-rock 

interaction within mineral horizons (Koch et al. 2013b). These catchment scale patterns 

support the conclusions by previous research that observed a decreasing flux of DOC 

accompanied by increasing groundwater discharge in the Yukon River watershed (Striegl 

et al. 2005; Walvoord & Striegl 2007; Striegl et al. 2007). 

Results for the Beaver watershed do not conform to the observed inverse 

relationship between DOC concentrations and [234U/238U] values seen in other 

watersheds, though the inverse relationship is seen locally at Victoria Creek where the 

influence of the Victoria Creek fault system is notable (Figures 6A and S1, Table S1). As 

a whole, this watershed provides a case study in transition between rocky uplands and 

limited loess cover at higher elevation and more extensive thickened loess cover in lower 

elevation hillslope environments closer to the mountain front, which transition further to 

the more texturally variable Yukon Flats environment (Figure 1; Froese et al. 2005; 
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Walvoord et al. 2012; Dornblaser & Striegl 2015). Somewhat higher DOC concentrations 

(though still on the low end of the spectrum) and [234U/238U] values at the downstream 

mainstem locations may reflect these abrupt geomorphological transitions as supported 

by Walvoord et al. (2012), whose modeled results indicate increasing groundwater at the 

mountain front transition, where groundwater with high [234U/238U] values has the 

opportunity to leach or mix with water from shallow organic horizons yielding increased 

DOC concentrations. The hydrologic character observed at Beaver is also likely to apply 

to the Birch and Chatanika watersheds (Figures 1 and 6A), since those catchments also 

contain thickened silty hillslope environments in the lower reaches of the watershed.  

 

3.6 Conclusions 

 

 

We used two geochemical tracers, [234U/238U] values and 87Sr/86Sr ratios, in 

surface waters across the Yukon Tanana Upland and Yukon River watershed, to evaluate 

the influence of substrate on groundwater connection and DOC loads in upland 

environments hosting permafrost. Our results suggest locally variable groundwater 

signals in as a function of substrate and disturbance by fire and human activity, likely 

interacting with ongoing atmospheric warming. Across watersheds spanning central 

Alaska to western Yukon, we observe that [234U/238U] values were lower with greater 

coverage of thick loess, and highest in zones with thin loess and underlying or upgradient 

rock units prone to groundwater conductivity. At the same time, DOC concentrations 

were higher in areas influenced by ice-rich silt and hence more extensive permafrost, or 

recent disturbance and effective drainage due to substrate removal or rocky character. In 
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streams draining low-order catchments with limited loess cover (Klondike MD), and with 

increasing stream order in catchments with more extensive thick loess cover (Hess 

Creek), we saw increased [234U/238U] and 87Sr/86Sr values consistent with enhanced 

groundwater connection mediated by loess cover and rock substrate. Re-transported loess 

and bedrock-derived colluvium in the Klondike region confer variable 87Sr/86Sr values 

that suggest local loess sources, while thickened loess in the Hess watershed confers less 

variable 87Sr/86Sr values that suggest a greater degree of regional mixing in loess derived 

from the Brooks Range. Taken together, our results support the idea that groundwater 

influence will continue to expand and strengthen in the Yukon River watershed as 

previously forecast, but imply that the nature of this response will be highly spatially 

variable and mediated by lithologic substrate. It is likely that these signals will continue 

to transform as the arctic warms, with greatest resilience of ground ice in loess-blanketed 

areas not subject to contributions of groundwater from upgradient sources. As permafrost 

thaw expands subsurface storage and intensifies groundwater exchange, ecosystems 

within and connected to northern streams will also be transformed, with implications for 

resource managers concerned with fish and wildlife management in these systems. 
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Figure 3.1:  Study region within the Yukon River Basin (YRB) in interior Alaska, USA and Yukon Territory, Canada. Outlined 

watersheds are tributaries to the Yukon River. Stream sampling locations (blue circles) were visited from 2008 to 2018. Soil 

porewaters (brown triangles) were sampled in 2008-2009. Hatched areas represent thick loess coverage based on Muhs et al. (2003, 

2018), Williams (1962), Hamilton (1982), and Pewe et al. (1975). Geologic mapping of the area is shown in Figure S1. 
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Figure 3.2. Detailed sample location and uranium activity ratios ([234U/238U] values) in 

Hess, Beaver, Fortymile, and Klondike MD watersheds. Letters in left column maps 

indicate position of zoomed areas in associated panels, with colored symbols indicating 

[234U/238U] values. Thermokarst (TK) features in Hess subcatchments indicated in B 

(Richardson tributary) and C (Erickson tributary). Main reference sites indicate in left 

column maps (A, D, F, I; black circles).
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Figure 3.3: Uranium activity ratios ([234U/238U] values) (A) and DOC concentration (B) in stream water samples during summer 

(June-September). Open symbols indicate mainstem locations and closed symbols represent headwater locations. Unique color 

schemes are consistent with Figures 5 and 6. Pair-wise comparisons are between watersheds, represented by lower-case letters at top 

of plots (p<0.05).  The corresponding data summary appears in Table 2a, with individual data points in Table S1. 
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Figure 3.4: Uranium activity ratios ([234U/238U] values) (A), DOC (B), and SUVA254 (C) 

in soil waters vs. stream waters among Hess, Beaver, and Fortymile watersheds during 

summer (June-September). Asterisks indicate significant differences (p < 0.05) between 

soil water and stream water within the same watershed. Brown lower-case letters indicate 

significance groups of soil waters among watersheds. See main text for statistical 

methods. The corresponding data summary appears in Table 2a, with individual data 

points in Table S1.
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Figure 3.5: 87Sr/86Sr ratios plotted against uranium activity ratios ([234U/238U] values) (A) and Ca/Sr molar ratios (B) in Hess, 

Beaver, and Klondike watersheds. Plots distinguish higher order streams (open symbols) from headwater streams (closed 

symbols). Hess watershed is represented by hues of blue and Klondike MD by golds. Black X represents Yukon River at 

Stevens Village (Brennan et al. 2014). Arrows indicate progression from headwaters to higher order streams. Data values and 

uncertainties included in Table 3. 
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Figure 3.6: Uranium activity ratios ([234U/238U] values) (A) and SUVA254 (B) plotted against DOC concentrations in select 

watersheds. Open symbols represent mainstem locations and closed circles represent headwater locations. Data points are included in 

Table S1.  
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Table 3.1 
87Sr/86Sr values in select geologic materials 

Sample  87/86Sr value Reference 

Seawater (Proterozoic to Modern) 0.702 - 0.709 

Capo et al. 1998 Continental Crust 0.716 

Continental Volcanics 0.702 - 0.714 

Soil carbonates (Amargosa Desert) 0.708652 - 0.709326 Capo & Chadwick, 

1999 Soil silicates (Amargosa Desert) 0.713100 - 0.717264 

Carbonates (Devonian)  0.7086 

Bataille & Bowen, 

2012 

Metavolcanic / igneous (Sierra Nevada 

batholiths) 

0.706 - 0.725 

Shales (Paleozoic) 0.732 - 0.755 

Granitic Gneiss (Modeled not measured) 0.748 

Metamorphic rocks (Pecambrian) 0.707 - 0.799 

Dawson Range Batholith 0.70663 - 0.70746 

Selby et al. 1999 Wolverine Creek Metamorphic Suite (meta 

igneous and carbonate) 

0.70624 - 0.72168 

Note: 87/86Sr ratios represent modern observed values with geologic time periods indicating 

relative age of rocks, and not the 87/86Sr value of that rock composition of that time period.  
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Table 3.2A:  

Watershed DOC, SUVA254, and [234U/238U] values for summer stream water and soil porewater samples (June-September).  

Streams 
Area 

(km2) 

Topographic 

Relief (m) 

Loess 

coverage 

% 

Mean DOC, 

(mg C/L) 
(n) 

Mean 

[234U/238U] 
(n) 

Mean SUVA254 

(L mg C-1 cm-1) 
(n) 

Hess 3111 1347 55.64 31.4 ± 9.09  24 1.301 ± 0.107 34 3.61 ± 0.38 15 

Chatanika 2202 1451 23.31 3.1 ± 2.26 2 1.457 ± 0.202 8 2.70 ± 0.56 2 

Beaver 7738 1499 23.87 5.50 ± 3.31 34 1.477 ± 0.213 24 3.08 ± 0.44 28 

Birch 12921 1585 22.97 6.6 ± 8.58 11 1.530 ± 0.188 4 2.70 ± 0.38 4 

Fortymile 16818 1625 1.68 20.7 ± 7.87 24 1.955 ± 0.664 24 3.65 ± 0.44 24 

Klondike 

MD 
10292 1920 †15.00 12.2 ± 4.58 11 1.707 ± 0.403 11 - - 

Soils           

Hess     39.0 ± 10.40 11 1.180 ± 0.027 2 3.78 ± 0.27 11 

Beaver    31.3 ± 06.17 7 1.132 ± 0.033 2 4.58 ± 0.22 7 

Fortymile    29.5 ± 09.07 9 1.572 ± 0.428 8 3.81 ± 0.59 9 

Note: Uncertainties represented by one standard deviation from sampling population (n). †Value from (Smith et al., 2009).  

Individual data points are shown in Table S1. Subwatershed areas are shown in Figure 2 and quantified in Table S2. 
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Table 3.2B:  

Watershed and subwatershed DOC, SUVA254, and [234U/238U] summaries by season for locations where winter sampling occurred. 

Streams 

SUMMER 

Mean DOC 

(mg C/L) 

(n) 

WINTER  

Mean DOC  

(mg C/L) 

(n) 

SUMMER 

Mean 

[234U/238U] 

(n) 

WINTER 

Mean 

[234U/238U] 

(n) 

SUMMER 

Mean SUVA254 

(L mg C-1 cm-1) 

(n) 

WINTER 

Mean SUVA254 

(L mg C-1 cm-1) 

(n) 

Beaver 5.50 ± 3.31 34 3.64 ± 2.58 16 1.477 ± 0.213 24 1.603 ± 0.150 10 3.08 ± 0.44 28 2.26 ± 0.74 11 

Nome 4.20 ± 3.86 14 - - 1.322 ± 0.218 10 - - 3.21 ± 0.45 8 - - 

Victoria 5.81 ± 1.74 11 2.93 ± 2.69 9 1.495 ± 0.142 6 1.699 ± 0.147 7 3.05 ± 0.29 11 2.10 ± 0.68 9 

Michel 7.16 ± 3.31 9 4.56 ± 2.29 7 1.658 ± 0.099 8 1.491 ± 0.014 6 2.99 ± 0.60 9 2.47 ± 0.81 7 

Birch 6.6 ± 8.58 11 - - 1.530 ± 0.188 4 1.459 ± 0.300 7 2.70 ± 0.38 4 - - 

Note:  Uncertainties represented by one standard deviation from sampling population (n). Summertime values represent June – September months, where 

Winter values represent December – April months.  Individual data points are shown in Table S1. Subwatershed areas are shown in Figure 2 and quantified in 

Table S2. No samples exist for the months of October and November. Spring (May) values are included in Table S1.  
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Table 3.3:  
Results for Alaska stream sites where both 234U/238U activity ratios and 87Sr/86Sr values were obtained.   

Site Name Watershed 
Sample 

Date 
longitude latitude 

[ DOC ]  

(mg C L-1) 

[ U ]  

(µg U L-1) 
[234U/238U] 

[ Sr ]  

(mg Sr L-1) 

87Sr/86Sr  

( ± 0.00001) 

Ca/Sr 

(mmol) 

Erickson Creek Hess 8/13/2017 -148.941683 65.574121 29.12 ± 2.91 0.434 ± 0.0090 1.265 ± 0.004 0.083 ± 0.016 0.71228 786 

Erickson Trib 
(downstream) 

Hess 8/13/2017 -148.926415 65.571997 29.47 ± 2.95 0.0757 ± 0.0015 1.186 ± 0.007 0.063 ± 0.013 0.71229 838 

Erickson Trib 

(nickpoint) 
Hess 8/13/2017 -148.925112 65.571921 29.00 ± 2.90 0.035 ± 0.0010 1.147 ± 0.008 0.043 ± 0.013 0.71231 825 

Erickson Trib 

(upstream) 
Hess 8/13/2017 -148.929488 65.572090 28.05 ± 2.81 0.0188 ± 0.0004 1.239 ± 0.025 0.030 ± 0.013 0.71234 885 

Hess Creek (Dalton 
Bridge) 

Hess 8/12/2017 -149.098136 65.665312 17.37 ± 1.74 0.114 ± 0.0020 1.449 ± 0.008 0.120 ± 0.024 0.71306 521 

Isom Creek Isom* 8/12/2017 -149.439600 65.800700 18.08 ± 1.81 1.070 ± 0.0200 1.385 ± 0.004 0.260 ± 0.052 0.70927 745 

Richardson Trib 
Downstream 

Hess 8/12/2017 -149.095127 65.653941 29.56 ± 2.96 0.131 ± 0.0004 ᵠ 1.208 ± 0.003ᵠ 0.180 ± 0.054 0.71212 907 

Richardson (TK Trib) Hess 8/12/2017 -149.089777 65.655333 29.86 ± 2.99 0.597 ± 0.0120 1.439 ± 0.006 0.270 ± 0.036 0.71111 757 

West Twin 01 Beaver 8/07/2017 -146.914244 65.341532 2.92 ± 0.29 0.0262 ± 0.0005 1.729 ± 0.012 0.041 ± 0.013 0.73818 446 

West Twin 02 Beaver 8/07/2017 -146.917033 65.359033 1.45 ± 0.15 0.114 ± 0.0020 1.293 ± 0.019 0.022 ± 0.013 0.74223 513 

Yukon River (Steven’s 

Village) 
Yukon 8/12/2017 -149.723420 65.880157 3.19 ± 0.32 0.777 ± 0.218 ‡ 1.458 ‡ 0.150 ± 0.030 0.71328 † 504 

Hunker Creek (Main) Klondike 6/26/2018 -139.081770 64.008710 9.00 ± 0.90 6.45 ± 0.010 2.377 ± 0.010 0.452 ± 0.005 0.71291 337 

Little Blanche Upper Indian 6/26/2018 -139.123550 63.842367 28.20 ± 2.82 0.22 ± 0.010 1.464 ± 0.010 0.101 ± 0.005 0.71057 506 

Little Blanche Mid Indian 6/26/2018 -139.117067 63.843683 27.60 ± 2.76 0.27 ± 0.010 1.313 ± 0.010 0.088 ± 0.005 0.71076 542 

Little Blanche Lower Indian 6/26/2018 -139.107600 63.841450 64.30 ± 6.43 6.37 ± 0.010 1.295 ± 0.010 0.246 ± 0.005 0.71075 556 

Mint Lower Klondike 6/27/2018 -138.907062 63.932847 8.90 ± 0.89 1.71 ± 0.010 1.642 ± 0.010 0.467 ± 0.005 0.70753 238 

Mint Mid Klondike 6/27/2018 -138.909387 63.932170 9.00 ± 0.90 1.00 ± 0.010 1.679 ± 0.010 0.430 ± 0.005 0.70721 231 

Mint Upper Klondike 6/27/2018 -138.918725 63.932772 18.50 ± 1.85 0.05 ± 0.010 1.417 ± 0.010 0.105 ± 0.005 0.70770 588 

Lucky Lady 3 Upper Indian 6/27/2018 -138.915544 63.928957 15.80 ± 1.58 0.08 ± 0.010 1.320 ± 0.010 0.207 ± 0.005 0.71412 451 

Sulphur Creek Indian 6/27/2018 -138.854479 63.737312 11.60 ± 1.16 3.73 ± 0.010 2.327 ± 0.010 0.410 ± 0.005 0.71154  400 

Indian River (Main) Indian 6/28/2018 -138.714142 63.613792 18.90 ± 1.89 1.77 ± 0.010 1.889 ± 0.010 0.174 ± 0.005 0.71404  375 

Dominion Creek 
Upper 

Indian 
6/28/2018 -138.545336 63.716736 18.10 ± 1.81 1.98 ± 0.010 2.053 ± 0.010 0.261 ± 0.005 0.71502  259 

Note: DOC uncertainty assumed 10% based on standard Shimadzu procedures. Ca/Sr ratios determined from Sr concentrations shown here and Ca concentrations in Table S1. 

† value from Brennen et al. 2014 
‡ value from Kraemer and Brabets, 2012 

*Isom is adjacent to Hess, Small watershed with similar lithologies 

ᵠValue from previous sampling year 9/11/2009 
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Table 3.S1  
Watershed Characteristics 

Sample ID  Type Watershed 

Sub 

watershed x-coord y-coord Date U (ug/L) U 2s UAR 

UAR 

2s DOC SUVA 

Ca 

(mg/L) 

Ca 

2s 

BCML_20091209 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20091209 0.14061 0.00015 1.473 0.003 3.4 2.3   

BCML_20090903 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20090903 0.30718 0.00018 1.620 0.003 11.0 3.2   

BCML_20090903 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20090903 0.16372 0.00042 1.633 0.004 9.6 3.6   

BCML_20090924 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20090924 0.15844 0.00023 1.727 0.004 2.2 1.9   

BCML_20100326 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20100326 0.13245 0.00015 1.481 0.003 9.6 4.3   

BCML_20100224 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20100224 0.12179 0.00014 1.487 0.003 3.6 2.2   

BCML_20100624 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20100624 0.16586 0.00047 1.686 0.005 8.1 2.9   

BCML_20100806 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20100806 0.19413 0.00055 1.730 0.005 3.2 2.5   

BCML_20100920 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20100920 0.21089 0.0006 1.796 0.005 5.9 2.8   

BCML_20110804 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20110804 0.13117 0.00037 1.477 0.004 5.1 2.8   

BCML_20110325 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20110325 0.13627 0.00039 1.497 0.005 3.4 2.1   

BCML_20110228 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20110228 0.10387 0.00029 1.498 0.004 3.0 2.0   

BCML_20110516 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20110516 0.18628 0.00053 1.534 0.004 22.7 3.9   

BCML_20110624 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20110624 0.17971 0.00052 1.592 0.004 11.6 3.9   

BCML_20120216 stream Beaver Michel -146.7622 66.2217 20120216 0.10374 0.00029 1.511 0.004 4.2 2.1   

NCCG_20090908 stream Beaver Nome -146.5931 65.3671 20090908 0.37036 0 1.068 0.003 1.2 2.4   

NC1_20090907 stream Beaver Nome   20090907 0.31552 0.0001 1.254 0.004 4.6 3.2   

NC1_20090714 stream Beaver Nome   20090714 0.32914 0.00009 1.281 0.004     

NCS1_20090907 stream Beaver Nome -146.899 65.3422 20090907 0.31882 0.00002 1.308 0.004 4.7 3.2   

WTLG_20090909 stream Beaver Nome -146.9142 65.3415 20090909 0.31235 0.00004 1.620 0.003 5.6 3.5   

WTT1_20090910 stream Beaver Nome -146.9157 65.3462 20090910 0.33918 0.00005 1.146 0.006 16.9 4.0   

WTUS_20090910 stream Beaver Nome -146.917 65.359 20090910 0.39181 0.00001 1.209 0.01 2.4 3.0   

WTT2_20090910 stream Beaver Nome -146.9162 65.3591 20090910 0.32977 0.00002 1.310 0.006 2.8 3.3   

WTUS_20170807 stream Beaver Nome -146.917 65.359 20170807 0.114 0.002 1.293 0.019 1.5  5.16 1.03 

WTLG_20170807 stream Beaver Nome -146.9142 65.3415 20170807 0.0262 0.0005 1.729 0.012 2.9  8.37 1.67 
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BCVC_20090903 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20090903 0.31834 0.00015 1.398 0.005 8.1 3.1   

BCVC_20090903 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20090903 0.14778 0.00038 1.404 0.004 4.5 3.1   

BCVC_20090924 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20090924 0.59838 0.00017 1.594 0.011 3.9 2.4   

BCVC_20091208 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20091208 0.11703 0.00022 1.811 0.002 2.1 2.1   

BCVC_20100623 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20100623 0.14607 0.00041 1.543 0.004 6.1 3.1   

BCVC_20100325 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20100325 0.12849 0.00069 1.657 0.002 10.0 3.8   

BCVC_20100222 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20100222 0.12735 0.00051 1.672 0.003 2.4 1.8   

BCVC_20110624 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20110624 0.28992 0.00082 1.328 0.004 6.7 3.5   

BCVC_20110516 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20110516 0.16913 0.00054 1.371 0.007 22.9 4.0   

BCVC_20110325 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20110325 0.45893 0.0013 1.700 0.004 0.9 1.3   

BCVC_20110804 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20110804 0.18166 0.00052 1.703 0.005 5.6 3.1   

BCVC_20110204 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20110204 0.2289 0.00066 1.780 0.005 2.1 2.0   

BCVC_20120217 stream Beaver Victoria -146.6486 65.8056 20120217 0.2836 0.00082 1.863 0.005 2.5 1.8   

BCVC_20110324 spring Beaver Victoria   20110324 0.1937 0.00055 1.413 0.004 2.0 2.0   

WTS1_20090910 
soil 
water Beaver Nome -146.9163 65.3421 20090910 0.51779 0.00003 1.109 0.026 31.3 4.4   

WTS3_20090910 

soil 

water Beaver Nome -146.9107 65.3426 20090910 0.82169 0.00005 1.155 0.023 34.0 4.9   

RDCR_20090908 stream Birch Birch -145.8884 65.4121 20090908 0.32516 0.00023 1.323 0.004 31.4 2.2   

NFTM_20090908 stream Birch Birch -145.7408 65.3999 20090908 0.31026 0.00019 1.419 0.003 4.6 3.0   

TM01_20090908 stream Birch Birch -145.7203 65.3893 20090908 0.31084 0.00037 1.675 0.003 4.9 3.0   

BCH1_20090908 stream Birch Birch -145.7195 65.389 20090908 0.33075 0.00021 1.703 0.006 3.7 2.6   

BCSB_20110331 stream Birch Birch -144.3333 65.7111 20110331 0.07649 0.00025 1.232 0.005     

BCHF_20110323 stream Birch Birch -145.4953 66.2691 20110323 0.10302 0.00032 1.292 0.003     

BCHP_20110321 stream Birch Birch -144.7474 66.0977 20110321 0.38188 0.00118 1.293 0.003     

PBCH_20110321 stream Birch Birch -144.8355 66.1297 20110321 0.29434 0.00092 1.338 0.004     

TM01_20110331 stream Birch Birch -145.7203 65.3893 20110331 1.6359 0.0018 1.405 0.003     

KETC_20110331 stream Birch Birch -144.6915 65.5101 20110331 1.79217 0.00557 1.560 0.004     

PTAR_20110331 stream Birch Birch -145.5271 65.4396 20110331 0.4131 0.0014 2.095 0.002     
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EECR_20090908 stream Chatanika Chatanika -145.9101 65.4084 20090908 0.31365 0.0001 1.296 0.004 1.5 2.3   

SUCR_20090908 stream Chatanika Chatanika -145.9905 65.3991 20090908 0.30711 0.00022 1.329 0.003 4.7 3.1   

CPC02_20100902 stream Chatanika Chatanika -147.5743 65.1448 20100902 0.03018 0.00011 1.139 0.013     

CPC04_20100902 stream Chatanika Chatanika -147.6069 65.1573 20100902 0.02616 0.00009 1.445 0.006     

CPC06_20100902 stream Chatanika Chatanika -147.5011 65.1643 20100902 0.04917 0.00015 1.507 0.005     

CPC05_20100902 stream Chatanika Chatanika -147.6069 65.1573 20100902 0.04753 0.00015 1.567 0.004     

CPC03_20100902 stream Chatanika Chatanika -147.5743 65.1448 20100902 0.03445 0.00011 1.589 0.006     

CPC01_20100902 stream Chatanika Chatanika -147.4802 65.1494 20100902 0.06789 0.00022 1.787 0.007     

DMW_20090321 well Chena Goldstream   20090321 0.30727 0.00075 1.083 0.003     

FXW_20090321 well Chena Goldstream   20090321 0.30572 0.00028 1.539 0.003     

TN3T2_20080904 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.489 63.4611 20080904 0.31657 0.00089 2.073 0.003 15.3 3.5   

TN3T1_20080904 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4878 63.4595 20080904 0.39271 0.03295 2.224 0.003 4.3 3.0   

TM3T1_20080904 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4948 63.4606 20080904 0.36782 0.00061 2.647 0.004 24.8 3.6   

TN1_20080903 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4743 63.4204 20080903 0.14796 0.0022 2.699 0.002 17.1 3.8   

TM3T4_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5174 63.4741 20090906 0.35197 0.00002 1.272 0.009 23.7 3.3   

TM3T5_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5185 63.473 20090906 0.3393 0.00005 1.275 0.008 29.3 3.6   

TM3T6_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5066 63.4679 20090906 0.32136 0.0001 1.282 0.003 25.6 4.1   

TM3T3_20090603 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5158 63.4664 20090603 0.42352 0.00004 1.284 0.011 27.9 4.0   

TM3T2_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5058 63.4675 20090906 0.33437 0.00006 1.297 0.005 28.5 3.4   

TM3T4_20090603 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5174 63.4741 20090603 0.34199 0.00004 1.298 0.009 26.3 4.0   

TN1T1_20090905 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4777 63.4208 20090905 0.32698 0.00049 1.303 0.004 22.2 3.2   

TM3T3_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5158 63.4664 20090906 0.34282 0.00003 1.370 0.008 16.4 3.3   

TM3T5_20090603 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5185 63.473 20090603 0.31969 0.00005 1.412 0.005 25.3 3.8   

TM1T1_20090602 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4864 63.4196 20090602 0.32571 0.00009 1.545 0.003 29.5 4.0   

TM3T1_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4955 63.4614 20090906 0.50488 0.00002 1.591 0.018 16.5 3.3   

TM3T1_20090602 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4955 63.4614 20090602 0.33356 0.00006 1.921 0.004 35.4 4.2   

TN3T2_20090602 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.489 63.4611 20090602 0.30886 0.00019 1.940 0.003 27.9 4.0   

TN3T2_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.489 63.4611 20090906 0.31019 0.00025 1.976 0.003 17.2 3.4   
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TN3T1_20090602 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4878 63.4595 20090602 0.31417 0.00558 2.201 0.003 10.2 2.8   

TN3T1_20090906 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4878 63.4595 20090906 0.19019 0.02438 2.214 0.002 5.4 2.8   

TM3T6_20090603 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.5066 63.4679 20090603 0.33573 0.00033 2.299 0.003 29.2 4.6   

TN1_20090601 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4743 63.4204 20090601 0.14366 0.00154 2.689 0.002 17.3 3.9   

TN1_20090905 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4743 63.4204 20090905 0.15303 0.00573 2.996 0.002 14.5 3.9   

TN1US_20090602 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4881 63.4237 20090602 0.18604 0.00204 3.350 0.003 16.3 3.9   

TN1US_20090905 stream Fortymile West Fork -142.4881 63.4237 20090905 0.16795 0.00851 3.382 0.002 12.6 3.7   

TM4S1_20080905 
soil 
water Fortymile West Fork -142.3723 63.5525 20080905 0.3423 0.00054 0.933 0.006 13.1 3.6   

TN1FP_20080904 

soil 

water Fortymile West Fork -142.4755 63.4199 20080904 0.37872 0.00008 1.238 0.008 40.2 4.1   

N1TS2_20080904 

soil 

water Fortymile West Fork -142.4777 63.4189 20080904 0.63315 0.0001 1.288 0.024 43.3 4.7   
TM3TK1_200809
04 

soil 
water Fortymile West Fork -142.4942 63.4591 20080904 0.52121 0.00007 2.304 0.075 33.8 4.4   

TM1FP_20090601 

soil 

water Fortymile West Fork -142.4864 63.4196 20090601 0.32847 0.00007 1.549 0.003 28.4 3.1   

TN3FP_20090906 

soil 

water Fortymile West Fork -142.4888 63.4613 20090906 0.30705 0.00022 1.627 0.003 37.4 3.9   

TN3FP_20090602 
soil 
water Fortymile West Fork -142.4888 63.4613 20090602 0.32362 0.00005 1.716 0.003 27.8 3.5   

TN1FP_20090905 

soil 

water Fortymile West Fork -142.4755 63.4199 20090905 0.30797 0.0004 1.924 0.003 25.2 2.9   

WFFM_20090602 river Fortymile Fortymile -142.2357 63.89 20090602 0.32965 0.00015 1.292 0.003 22.5 3.7   

ENW1_20080912 well Hess Ericksen -148.9233 65.5686 20080912 0.14331 0.00397 1.157 0.002     

EC01_20170813 stream Hess Ericksen -148.9417 65.5741 20170813 0.434 0.009 1.265 0.004 29.1  29.83 5.97 
EMTT2_2008083

1 stream Hess Ericksen -148.9298 65.5611 20080831 0.60096 0.00004 1.147 0.018 33.7 3.2   

EN01_20080831 stream Hess Ericksen -148.9258 65.5709 20080831 0.058  1.181 0.014 35.2 3.9   

ENNP_20080831 stream Hess Ericksen -148.9251 65.5719 20080831 0.43505 0.00006 1.181 0.012     

EM01_20080831 stream Hess Ericksen -148.9332 65.5669 20080831 0.44342 0.00009 1.232 0.014 38.1 3.7   

EM01_20090911 stream Hess Ericksen -148.9332 65.5669 20090911 0.26774 0.00003 1.230 0.003 27.7    

ENNP_20170813 stream Hess Ericksen 
-

148.926415 65.571995 20170813 0.035 0.001 1.147 0.008 29.0  16.23 3.25 

ENDS_20170813 stream Hess Ericksen 
-

148.929381 65.572145 20170813 0.0757 0.0015 1.186 0.007 29.5  24.14 4.83 
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ENUS_20170813 stream Hess Ericksen 
-

148.925112 65.571921 20170813 0.0188 0.0004 1.239 0.025 28.1  12.15 2.43 

HCLV_20100709 stream Hess Hess -148.404 65.6036 20100709 0.07254 0.00023 1.463 0.005 28.1 3.8   

HCLV_20100816 stream Hess Hess -148.404 65.6036 20100816 0.04022 0.00013 1.468 0.005 16.4 3.1   

HCLV_20100929 stream Hess Hess -148.404 65.6036 20100929 0.04433 0.00014 1.468 0.004 14.1 3.7   

HCLV_20110503 stream Hess Hess -148.404 65.6036 20110503 0.07731 0.00024 1.465 0.004     

HCLV_20110915 stream Hess Hess -148.404 65.6036 20110915 30.90533 0.20092 1.605 0.005     

HCDB_20110403 stream Hess Hess -149.0981 65.6653 20110403 0.03368 0.00011 1.551 0.005     

HCDB_20110331 stream Hess Hess -149.0981 65.6653 20110331 0.08009 0.00026 1.690 0.005 31.3 3.7   

HCDB_20170812 stream Hess Hess -149.0981 65.6653 20170812 0.114 0.002 1.500 0.008 17.4  28.6 5.72 

RTTT_20090811 stream Hess Richardson -149.0898 65.6553 20090811 0.10433 0.00143 1.219 0.002     

RTTT_20090911 stream Hess Richardson -149.0898 65.6553 20090911 0.31989 0.00168 1.336 0.004 31.4    

RTTT_20170812 stream Hess Richardson -149.0898 65.6553 20170812 0.597 0.012 1.439 0.006 29.7  93.5 

18.7

0 

RTUS_20170812 stream Hess Richardson -149.0951 65.6539 20170812     29.9  75.4 

15.0

8 

RTDS_20170812 stream Hess Richardson -149.0878 65.6521 20170812     29.6  74.7 
14.9

4 

RT190_20080901 stream Hess Richardson -149.10937 65.655081 20080901 0.25778 0.00062 1.213 0.005 29.2 3.1   

RT190_20080901 stream Hess Richardson   20080901 0.09974 0.00116 1.214 0.002     

RT190_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.109816 65.655081 20080901 0.10001 0.00135 1.223 0.002 45.8 3.1   

RT190_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.092902 65.653903 20080901 0.15285 0.00127 1.292 0.003 27.1 3.4   

RT190_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 
-

149.104714 65.654514 20080901 0.15377 0.0019 1.301 0.002 43.6 3.6   

RT726_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.100102 65.65454 20080901 0.09596 0.00121 1.310 0.002 29.0 3.1   

RT829_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.104091 65.654468 20080901 0.16303 0.00119 1.313 0.003 28.7 3.1   

RT73_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 
-

149.091131 65.653155 20080901 0.10151 0.00124 1.321 0.002 27.3 3.2   

RT173_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 
-

149.092456 65.653823 20080901 0.10026 0.00123 1.321 0.002 37.0 3.7   
RT372+493_2008

0901 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.095100 65.653900 20080901 0.24082 0.00123 1.321 0.004 #N/A #N/A   

RT932_20080901 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.107136 65.654805 20080901 0.09945 0.00115 1.334 0.002 27.9 3.3   



 

 

 

1
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0
 

RTUS_20090911 stream Hess Richardson -149.0951 65.6539 20090911 0.13079 0.00042 1.208 0.003     

RTDS_20090813 stream Hess Richardson   20090813 0.09904 0.00098 1.294 0.002     

RT020_20090901 stream Hess Richardson 
-

149.090447 65.652706 20090601 0.12339 0.00122 1.324 0.002 27.9 3.2   

RTUS_20090601 stream Hess Richardson 

-

149.090115 65.65269 20090601 0.11443 0.00122 1.332 0.002     
ENTK1_2008091

2 

soil 

water Hess Ericksen -148.9241 65.5694 20080912 0.71953 0.00003 1.161 0.02     

RTTK3_20080618 

soil 

water Hess Richardson -149.0994 65.6507 20080618 0.31843 0.00024 1.199 0.004 39.0 3.5   

ISM1_20170812 stream Isom Isom -149.4396 65.8007 20170812 1.07 0.02 1.385 0.004 18.1  88.55 

17.7

1 

KR01_20180626 stream KlondikeMD Hunker -139.08177 64.00871 20180626 6.45  2.377  9.0  69.73 

13.9

5 

KR07_20180627 stream KlondikeMD Hunker -138.91571 63.930474 20180627 0.05  1.417  18.5  28.31 5.66 

KR05_20180627 stream KlondikeMD Hunker 
-

138.907062 63.932847 20180627 1.71  1.642  8.9  50.97 
10.1

9 

KR06_20180627 stream KlondikeMD Hunker 

-

138.909387 63.93217 20180627 1.00  1.679  9.0  45.44 9.09 

KR04_20180626 stream KlondikeMD Indian -139.1076 63.84145 20180626 6.37  1.295  64.3  62.44 

12.4

9 

KR03_20180626 stream KlondikeMD Indian 
-

139.116779 63.842036 20180626 0.27  1.313  27.6  21.80 4.36 

KR02_20180626 stream KlondikeMD Indian -139.12355 63.842367 20180626 0.22  1.464  28.2  23.30 4.66 

KR11_20180628 stream KlondikeMD Indian 

-

138.545336 63.716736 20180628 1.98  2.053  18.1  30.88 6.18 

KR10_20180628 stream KlondikeMD Indian 
-

138.714142 63.613792 20180628 1.77  1.889  18.9  29.73 5.95 

KR08_20180627 stream KlondikeMD Indian -138.85885 63.737108 20180627 0.08  1.320  15.8  42.68 8.54 

KR09_20180627 stream KlondikeMD Indian -138.85409 63.737729 20180627 3.73  2.327  11.6  75.04 

15.0

1 

PRFY_20091223 river Yukon  -149.7234 65.8802 20170812   1.458  3.2  34.58 
6.91

6 
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Table 3.S2 Watershed and subwatershed areas 

Watershed Subwatershed Area (km2) 

Hess  3111 

 Erickson 221 

 Richardson 98 

 Isom* 106 

Chatanika  2202 

Beaver  7738 

 Victoria 606 

 Nome 332 

 West Twin 14 

Birch  12921 

Fortymile  16818 

 West Fork 1821 

 

Dennison 
Creek 2212 

Klondike 
MD  2825 

 Hunker 571 

 Indian 2254 

Note: Areas calculated using ArcGIS. 
*Isom not within Hess, but directly adjacent. 
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Table 3.S3 Summarized geologic units derived from Wilson et al. (2015) and Yukon Geological Survey (2019). 

Region Unit Name Geologic Age Rock Description 

Alaska QTs Quaternary to Tertiary Unconsolidated surficial deposits 

 TKgi Tertiary to Cretaceous Granitic rocks 

 TrMsm Triassic to Mississippian Yukon-Tanana crystalline complex 

 TrDtz Triassic to Devonian Sedimentary rocks and chert 

 Pzkn Permian to early Paleozoic Low grade metamorphosed pelitic and volcanic rocks, eclogite 

 Jegr Early Jurassic Intermediate to mafic plutonic rocks 

 JDoc Jurassic to Devonian Igneous rocks 

 JZu Jurassic to late Proterozoic Mafic and ultramafic rocks 

 Kkg Lower Cretaceous Quartzite and interlayered siltstone, sandstone, shale and conglomerate 

 Kmgr Cretaceous Granitic rocks 

 OCv Ordovician and Cambrian 
Fossil Creek Volcanics: Basalt and volcaniclastic conglomerate and shale, chert and limestone intruded by 
gabbro 

 Oc Ordovician Chert of interior Alaska 

 DZyf Devonian to Neoproterozoic Clastic and carbonate rocks of Yukon Flats Basin 

 DPxsq Devonian and Older Pelitic schist and quartzite and mafic interbeds 

 CPxwn Cambrian and Proterozoic 
Wickersham and Neruopuk units: maroon and green slaty argillite interlayer with shale, phyllite, slate, 
limestone and chert 

Yukon PK Permian  Quartzite, muscovite schist, phyllite, gneiss, amphibolite 

 DMF Devonian to Mississippian Quartzite, black carbonaceous metasedimentary rocks 

 DMG Devonian to Carboniferous Foliated granodiorite, granite, quartz monzonite 

 YT Upper Proterozoic to Devonian Quartz-mica schist 

 IKIR Cretaceous Clast-supported pebble to cobble conglomerate 

 ODS Ordovician to Devonian Quartzite and micaceous quartzite 

Note: Rock descriptions are brief summaries from a more detailed description within referenced material. 
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Figure 3.S1:  Mapped surficial geology of study region within the Yukon River Basin (YRB) in interior Alaska, USA and Yukon, 

Canada. Outlined watersheds are tributaries to the Yukon River also shown in Figure 1, where thickened loess cover is also indicated. 
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Geologic data are from Wilson et al. (2014)(Alaska, USA) and Yukon Geological Survey (2019)(Yukon, Canada) with primary 

geologic units listed in those references and summarized in Table S3. 
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Figure 3.S2: Hess Creek watershed and Richardson and Erickson subwatersheds. Symbol colors indicate [234U/238U] values. 

Thermokarst (TK) features in Hess subcatchments indicated in inset panels for Richardson tributary and Erickson tributary. 
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Figure 3.S3: Beaver Creek watershed and Nome Creek subwatershed with West Twin and East 
Twin tributary sites. Symbol colors indicate [234U/238U] values.  
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Figure 3.S4: Fortymile River watershed and West Fork and Dennison Fork subwatersheds. Symbol colors indicate [234U/238U] values.  
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Figure 3.S5: Klondike Mining district and headwaters sub-watersheds. Symbol colors indicate [234U/238U] value 
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Figure 3.S6: 87Sr/86Sr atomic ratios vs uranium activity ratios ([234U/238U] values). Open 

symbols indicate main stem locations, closed symbols indicate headwaters, and black X 

indicates the Yukon River at Stevens Bridge (Brennan et al. 2014; Kraemer & Brabets 

2012). 
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Figure 3.S7: SUVA254 among watersheds. Data summary values in Table 2. Detailed 

data in Table S1. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

Widespread permafrost degradation has significantly altered carbon fluxes from 

terrestrial to aquatic environments. Our findings in Chapter 2 suggest that it is unlikely 

that aquatic priming effects within the water column will further exacerbate carbon-cycle 

feedbacks to the atmosphere from northern cryosphere river systems. However, evidence 

points to shifting hydrologic and ecologic systems in ecosystems vulnerable to thaw. Our 

findings in Chapter 3 suggest that more diverse groundwater flow paths may be observed 

in catchments vulnerable to permafrost thaw, and that thick loess deposits may confer 

reduced vulnerability to thaw.   

Incubation experiments from seven Arctic and subarctic regions, sampled in late 

summer, yielded no clear evidence of an aquatic priming effect within the water column 

(i.e., stimulation of organic matter decomposition by microbes in the presence of bio-

labile carbon substrates): no net loss of DOC was observed, and evidence of change in 

DOM character was subtle or absent. DOM composition was similar across all sites, 

therefore it was a pronounced effect of nutrient (N and P) availability that was 

characteristic of each location, and that dictated both the rate and degree of added acetate 

loss in our experiments. This observation suggests the importance of nutrient availability 

rather than priming in DOM transformation, and points to other landscape controls that 

may be governing carbon exports. In general, water column samples from headwater 

catchments that are characterized by fine-textured substrate, and which host thermokarst 

and thermo-erosional features, tended to exhibit turnover of added biolabile carbon while 

high order streams did not. 
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In watersheds across the Yukon Tanana Upland, we used [234U/238U] values and 

87Sr/86Sr ratios to provide a means of detecting groundwater inflows in surface waters of 

the Yukon River Basin. Generally, connections between subpermafrost and 

suprapermafrost aquifers were limited where thickened loess cover makes permafrost 

resilient to thaw. These results suggest that locally variable groundwater signals are a 

function of geologic substrate, and that the effects of disturbance by fire and human 

activity may be mitigated by fine textured, ice rich deposits. [234U/238U] values were 

lower with greater coverage of thick loess, and highest in zones with thin loess and 

underlying or upgradient rock units prone to higher groundwater conductivity. DOC 

concentrations were higher in areas influenced by ice-rich silt, and hence more extensive 

permafrost, or recent disturbance and effective drainage due to substrate removal or 

rocky character. Increased [234U/238U] and 87Sr/86Sr values tended to result from enhanced 

groundwater connection to rock substrate, because underlying rocks were generally older 

and overlying fine textured material was generally derived from a mixture of sources. It 

is likely that these signals will continue to transform as the north warms, with the greatest 

ground ice preservation, characterized by high DOC concentrations and low [234U/238U] 

values in streams, within loess-blanketed areas of permafrost terrain not subject to 

thermal erosion by groundwater. 

These findings have larger implications for wildlife habitat and human 

infrastructure. Perennial streams in permafrost catchments support salmonids and other 

fish species. With enhanced subsurface hydrologic storage resulting from permafrost 
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degradation, these environments may see a shift from perennial to ephemeral streams that 

reduces habitat critical to the reproductive cycles of fish and other aquatic species. 

Additionally, reduced DOC loads in streams and rivers delivers less energy and nutrients 

to aquatic food webs, diminishing or transforming the capacity of these environemtns to 

support fish, and therefore their nutritional value as a food source to predators. At the 

same time, from a practical standpoint, earlier thaw or open water in winter limit 

transportation pathways such as ice bridges on the Yukon River. The occurrence of open 

water is likely enhanced by heat delivered to streams and rivers through increasing 

groundwater inflows. Together, these seemingly small changes of hydrologic character 

can have a large impact for both human communities and wildlife populations in northern 

environments.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

 

R CODE USED FOR GENERATING FIGURES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES  

 

PERFORMED IN THESIS CHAPTER 2 
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Chapter 2 List of Sites to Plot Acetate Time-Series For All Locations 

 

File: listofACETATEplots.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory:  

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 1 – Permafrost Priming Manuscript\ 

PermafrostPriming_Data(RCode,csv’s,figures)\Rcode_PermafrostPriming\time-series 

incubation code 

 

 

Note: This file works in tandem with plotACETATE.R, (next section below):  where 

plotACETATE.R is a general function that describes the same plot for any site, and 

listofACETATEplots.R is the code that calls the function, creating the plot, for each 

specific site listed. 

 

Additionally, there is identical code specific to DOC, TN, Chloride, Sulfate, Nitrate, and 

Nitrite; each analyte having its own R.file and associated R.file containing the function. 

These additional files are stored in the same location above and labeled the same (e.g. 

listofDOCplots.R and plotDOC.R). 

 

 

 

############################# 

## Acetate Plots All Sites ## 

############################# 

 

######## Set working directory where csvs are stored ######### 

setwd("C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/AK_Data_R/AVEcsvs") 

listOfFiles <- list.files() 

fileNames <- gsub(".csv", "", listOfFiles) 

 

 

#######read in All csv's in file and modifies datatable####### 

#####converts invalid values to NA 

for(i in 1:length(listOfFiles)){ 

   

  x <- read.csv(listOfFiles[i], stringsAsFactors = TRUE, na.strings = c("n.a.", "#N/A", 

"#VALUE!","NA", "#DIV/0!")) 

   

  #make sure all column names after the first column are all lowercase 

  names(x)[2:length(names(x))] <- tolower(names(x)[2:length(names(x))]) 

   

  assign(fileNames[i], x[,]) 
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} 

 

 

 

 

 

# This loop adds a column called "time" to every dataframe 

for(i in 1:length(fileNames)){ 

  assign(fileNames[i], cbind(get(fileNames[i]),  

                             Time = rep(c(0, 7, 28), times = 

9*length(unique(get(fileNames[i])$ion))))) 

} 

 

# Add column called "treatment" to every dataframe 

for(i in 1:length(fileNames)){ 

  assign(fileNames[i], cbind(get(fileNames[i]),  

                             treatment = rep(c("CT", "A1", 

"A2","A3","AN","BK","N1","N2","N3"), each = 3))) 

} 

 

 

# Add column called "site" to every dataframe 

library(stringr) 

for(i in 1: length(fileNames)){ 

  assign(fileNames[i], cbind(get(fileNames[i]),  

                             site = paste0(str_split(fileNames[i], "_")[[1]][1],  

                                           str_split(fileNames[i], "_")[[1]][2]) 

  )) 

} 

 

# Add column called "rep" to every dataframe 

for(i in 1: length(fileNames)){ 

  assign(fileNames[i], cbind(get(fileNames[i]),  

                             rep = str_split(fileNames[i], "_")[[1]][3])) 

} 
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####BA_AA#### 

 

#BA_AA1_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0BA_AA1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = BA_AA1_AV_Dionex, site = "BA_AA1", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

#BA_AA2_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0BA_AA2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = BA_AA2_AV_Dionex, site = "BA_AA2", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

#BA_AA3_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0BA_AA3_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = BA_AA3_AV_Dionex, site = "BA_AA3", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

####JO_BA#### 

 

  #JO_BA1_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JO_BA1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = JO_BA1_AV_Dionex, site = "JO_BA1", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

#JO_BA2_Av 
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png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JO_BA2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = JO_BA2_AV_Dionex, site = "JO_BA2", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

#JO_BA3_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JO_BA3_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = JO_BA3_AV_Dionex, site = "JO_BA3", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

#JO_BA4_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JO_BA4_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(datatable = JO_BA4_AV_Dionex, site = "JO_BT4", ylim = c(0,12)) 

dev.off() 

 

####KW_BA#### 

 

  #KW_BA1_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0KW_BA1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(KW_BA1_AV_Dionex, site = "KW_BA1") 

dev.off() 

 

  #KW_BA2_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0KW_BA2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(KW_BA2_AV_Dionex, site = "KW_BA2") 

dev.off() 

 

  #KW_BA3_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0KW_BA3_ace.png", 
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    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(KW_BA3_AV_Dionex, site = "KW_BA3") 

dev.off() 

 

 

 

####ST_BC#### 

 

  #ST_BC1_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0ST_BC1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(ST_BC1_AV_Dionex, site = "ST_BC1") 

dev.off() 

 

#ST_BC2_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0ST_BC2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(ST_BC2_AV_Dionex, site = "ST_BC2") 

dev.off() 

 

#ST_BC3_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0ST_BC3_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(ST_BC3_AV_Dionex, site = "ST_BC3") 

dev.off() 

 

####JV_SY#### 

 

#JV_SY1_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JV_SY1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(JV_SY1_AV_Dionex, site = "JV_SY1") 

dev.off() 

 

#JV_SY2_AV 
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png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JV_SY2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(JV_SY2_AV_Dionex, site = "JV_SY2") 

dev.off() 

 

#JV_SY3_AV 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0JV_SY3_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 560) 

plotAcetate(JV_SY3_AV_Dionex, site = "JV_SY3") 

dev.off() 

 

 

 

####PK_SC#### 

 

#PK_SC1_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0PK_SC1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 550) 

plotAcetate(datatable = PK_SC1_AV_Dionex, site = "PK_SC1") 

dev.off() 

 

#PK_SC2_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0PK_SC2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 550) 

plotAcetate(datatable = PK_SC2_AV_Dionex, site = "PK_SC2") 

dev.off() 

 

#PK_SC3_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0PK_SC3_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 550) 

plotAcetate(datatable = PK_SC3_AV_Dionex, site = "PK_SC3", ylim = c(0,13)) 

dev.off() 

 

####FL_TP#### 
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#FL_TP1_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0FL_TP1_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 550) 

plotAcetate(datatable = FL_TP1_AV_Dionex, site = "FL_TP1") 

dev.off() 

 

#FL_TP2_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0FL_TP2_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 550) 

plotAcetate(datatable = FL_TP2_AV_Dionex, site = "FL_TP2") 

dev.off() 

 

#FL_TP3_Av 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/AK_Data_R/plots/acetate/0FL_TP3_ace.png", 

    width = 750, 

    height = 550) 

plotAcetate(datatable = FL_TP3_AV_Dionex, site = "FL_TP3", ylim = c(0,13)) 

dev.off() 
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Chapter 2 Function to Describe Plotting Details for Acetate Time-Series 

 

File: plotACETATE.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory: 

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 1 – Permafrost Priming Manuscript\ 

PermafrostPriming_Data(RCode,csv’s,figures)\Rcode_PermafrostPriming\time-series 

incubation code 

 

 

 

Note: This file works in tandem with listofACETATEplots.R:  where 

listofACETATEplots.R is the code that calls the function, creating the plot, for each 

specific site listed, and plotACETATE.R is a general function that describes the same 

plot for any site and is called upon by the previous code. 

 

Additionally, there is identical code specific to DOC, TN, Chloride, Sulfate, Nitrate, and 

Nitrite; each analyte having its own R.file and associated R.file containing the function. 

These additional files are stored in the same location above and labeled the same (e.g. 

listofDOCplots.R and plotDOC.R). 

 

 

 

#######  ^  Make sure Source on save box is checked. 

#This automatically updates this function in your environment everytime you save. 

plotAcetate <- function(datatable, site = "", ylim = c(0,12)){ 

  ct_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "CT") 

  a1_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "A1") 

  a2_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "A2") 

  a3_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "A3") 

  an_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "AN") 

  n1_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "N1") 

  n2_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "N2") 

  n3_ace <- subset(datatable, ion == "acetate" & treatment == "N3") 

   

  par(cex.axis = 1.5, cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.5, cex.main = 1.5, mar=c(5,5,3,2)) 
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  plot(ct_ace$Time, ct_ace$value,  

       type= "o",  

       lwd = 2,  

       lty = 3, 

       ylim = ylim,  

       xlim = c(0, 30), 

       pch = 0,  

       cex = 2, 

       ylab = "acetate (mg C/L)",  

       xlab = "Time (Days)",  

       #main = paste0("Acetate: ", site),  

       xaxt = "n") 

  

        

       axis(1, seq(0,28,by=7)) 

        

lines(a1_ace$Time, a1_ace$value,  

      type = "o", pch=1, lty = 5, lwd = 2, cex = 2, col = "forestgreen") 

       arrows(x0 = c(0,7,28),  

              y0 = a1_ace$value - a1_ace$uncertainty,  

              x1 = c(0,7,28),  

              y1 = a1_ace$value + a1_ace$uncertainty,  

              length=0.05,  

              angle=90,  

              code=3, lwd = 1.5, col = "forestgreen") 

        

lines(a2_ace$Time, a2_ace$value,  

      type = "o", lty = 5, pch=1, lwd = 2, cex = 2, col = "forestgreen") 

       arrows(x0 = c(0,7,28),  

              y0 = a2_ace$value - a2_ace$uncertainty,  

              x1 = c(0,7,28),  

              y1 = a2_ace$value + a2_ace$uncertainty,  

              length=0.05,  

              angle=90,  

              code=3, lwd = 1.5, col = "forestgreen") 

        

lines(a3_ace$Time, a3_ace$value, 

      type = "o", pch=1, lty = 5, lwd = 2, cex = 2, col = "forestgreen") 

       arrows(x0 = c(0,7,28),  

              y0 = a3_ace$value - a3_ace$uncertainty,  

              x1 = c(0,7,28),  

              y1 = a3_ace$value + a3_ace$uncertainty, 

              length=0.05,  

              angle=90,  
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              code=3, lwd = 1.5, col = "forestgreen") 

        

lines(an_ace$Time, an_ace$value, 

      type = "o", lwd = 2, lty = 1, pch = 8, cex = 2, col = "red") 

       arrows(x0 = c(0,7,28),  

              y0 = an_ace$value - an_ace$uncertainty,  

              x1 = c(0,7,28),  

              y1 = an_ace$value + an_ace$uncertainty,  

              length=0.05,  

              angle=90,  

              code=3, lwd = 1.5, col = "red") 

        

lines(n1_ace$Time, n1_ace$value, lty = 4, type = "o", lwd = 2, pch = 2, cex = 1, col = 

"blue2") 

lines(n2_ace$Time, n2_ace$value, lty = 4, type = "o", lwd = 2, pch = 2, cex = 1, col = 

"blue2") 

lines(n3_ace$Time, n3_ace$value, lty = 4, type = "o", lwd = 2, pch = 2, cex = 1, col = 

"blue2") 

        

       #legend("topright",  

              #c("CT", "A1", "A2","A3", "AN", "N1", "N2", "N3"),  

              #bty = "n",  

              #lty = 1,  

              #lwd = 2, 

              #col = c("black","springgreen2", "springgreen3", "springgreen4",  

              #        "orangered", "deepskyblue1", "deepskyblue3", "deepskyblue4"),  

              #pch = c(15, 16, 16, 16, 8, 17, 17, 17)) 

        

} 
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Chapter 2 Figure 3 

 

File Name: Figure3_190206.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory: 

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 1 – Permafrost Priming Manuscript\ 

PermafrostPriming_Data(RCode,csv’s,figures)\Rcode_PermafrostPriming 

 

 

############################################ 

######    Priming Incubation DATA      ##### 

######   Scatterplot of Ace loss vs.   ##### 

######            DIN                  ##### 

######                 PO4             ##### 

######                      DOC        ##### 

############################################ 

############################### Ethan Wologo 

 

### Requires:   Seal_Ace_TP.csv 

 

 

######## Set working directory where csvs are stored ######### 

setwd("C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Seal_csv") 

## Modify the above ^ working directory to where you have saved the csvs 

 

listOfFiles <- list.files() 

fileNames <- gsub(".csv", "", listOfFiles) 

 

 

######## read in All csv's in file and modifies datatable####### 

#####converts invalid values to NA 

for(i in 1:length(listOfFiles)){ 

   

  x <- read.csv(listOfFiles[i], stringsAsFactors = TRUE, na.strings = c("n.a.", "#N/A", 

"#VALUE!","NA")) 

   

  #make sure all column names after the first column are all lowercase 

  names(x)[2:length(names(x))] <- tolower(names(x)[2:length(names(x))]) 

   

  assign(fileNames[i], x[,]) 

} 
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######## Subset TIN, PO4 and DOC for plotting ##### 

##TIN 

tin<- subset(SEAL_Ace_TP, analyte == "TIN") 

#Loop to make "bdl" values 0 

for(i in 1:length(tin$flag)){ 

  if(tin$value[i] < 0){ 

    tin$value[i] <- 0 

  } 

} 

 

##PO4 

phosphate<- subset(SEAL_Ace_TP, analyte == "phosphate") 

#Loop to make "bdl" values 0 

for(i in 1:length(phosphate$flag)){ 

  if(phosphate$value[i] < 0){ 

    phosphate$value[i] <- 0 

  } 

} 

 

##DOC 

doc<- subset(SEAL_Ace_TP, analyte == "DOC") 

for(i in 1:length(doc$flag)){ 

  if(doc$value[i] < 0){ 

    doc$value[i] <- 0 

  } 

} 

 

######## Create ScatterPlots (Figure 3) ##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/TINPO4DOC.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 800) 

par(mfrow = c(3,1), cex.axis = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.75, cex = 1, cex.main = 1.5,  

    mar=c(.5,5,.5,2)) 

##TIN plot 
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plot(tin$docorder, tin$value, 

     # main = "Total Inorganic N (NO2 + NO3 + NH4)", 

     ylim = c(0,1100), 

     ylab = "ug N / L",  

     las = 2, 

     cex =2, 

     xlab = "", 

     xaxt='n',  

     pch = 16, 

     col = c(rep("orangered", 3),  

             rep("darkorchid3", 3), 

             rep("yellow1", 3), 

             rep("chartreuse3",3),  

             rep("lightsalmon1", 3), 

             rep("goldenrod4", 4), 

             rep("steelblue", 3))  

    ) 

 

 

arrows(x0 = tin$docorder,  

       y0 = tin$value - tin$uncertainty,  

       x1 = tin$docorder,  

       y1 = tin$value + tin$uncertainty, 

       length=0.05,  

       angle=90,  

       code=3, lwd = 1.5) 

 

abline(h=150,lty=2) 

 

abline(v=c(3.5,6.5,9.5,12.5,15.5,17.5,19.5),lty=3, col = "lightgrey") 

 

text(c(600,600,600,600), c("","    ","  ","Relative Stream Order"), cex = 1.2) 

text(c(525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,525,

525,525,525), 

     

c("1","1","1","1","2","3","1","2","3","1","2","3","1","2","3","1","2","1","2","1","2","3"), 

     cex = 1.00, 

     col = c(rep("orangered", 3),  

             rep("darkorchid3", 3), 

             rep("yellow1", 3), 

             rep("chartreuse3",3),  

             rep("lightsalmon1", 3), 

             rep("goldenrod4", 4), 

             rep("steelblue", 3)) 
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     ) 

 

## PO4 plot 

plot(phosphate$docorder, phosphate$value, 

     # main = "Phosphate", 

     ylim = c(0,11), 

     ylab = "ug P / L", 

     las = 2, 

     xaxt='n',  

     xlab = "", 

     cex=2, 

     pch = 16, 

     col = c(rep("orangered", 3),  

             rep("darkorchid3", 3), 

             rep("yellow1", 3), 

             rep("chartreuse3",3),  

             rep("lightsalmon1", 3), 

             rep("goldenrod4", 4), 

             rep("steelblue", 3))     

) 

arrows(x0 = phosphate$docorder,  

       y0 = phosphate$value - phosphate$uncertainty,  

       x1 = phosphate$docorder,  

       y1 = phosphate$value + phosphate$uncertainty, 

       length=0.05,  

       angle=90,  

       code=3, lwd = 1.5) 

 

abline(h=3.5,lty=2) 

 

abline(v=c(3.5,6.5,9.5,12.5,15.5,17.5,19.5),lty=3, col = "lightgrey") 

 

## DOC plot 

plot(doc$docorder, doc$value, 

     #main = "Dissolved Organic Carbon", 

     ylim = c(0,27), 

     ylab = "mg C / L", 

     xlab = "", 

     xaxt = "n", 

     cex = 2, 

     las = 2, 

     pch = 16, 

     col = c(rep("orangered", 3),  

             rep("darkorchid3", 3), 
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             rep("yellow1", 3), 

             rep("chartreuse3",3),  

             rep("lightsalmon1", 3), 

             rep("goldenrod4", 4), 

             rep("steelblue", 3))     

) 

arrows(x0 = doc$docorder,  

       y0 = doc$value - doc$uncertainty,  

       x1 = doc$docorder,  

       y1 = doc$value + doc$uncertainty, 

       length=0.05,  

       angle=90,  

       code=3, lwd = 1.5) 

 

abline(h=10,lty=2) 

 

abline(v=c(3.5,6.5,9.5,12.5,15.5,17.5,19.5),lty=3, col = "lightgrey") 

 

###legend 

legend(x = 16, y = 27, xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Tibetan Plateau", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       #bg = "transparent", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = 1.0, 

       pt.cex = 1.2, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow1", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "lightsalmon1", 

               "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

 

dev.off() 

 

 

######## Create separate floating Legend Figure 3###### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/SiteLegendNutrients.png", 

    height = 200, 
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    width = 200) 

plot.new() 

legend("center", xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Tibetan Plateau", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = 1.2, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "lightsalmon1", 

               "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

dev.off() 
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Chapter 2 Figure 4 

 

File Name: Figure4_190206_ew.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory: 

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 1 – Permafrost Priming Manuscript\ 

PermafrostPriming_Data(RCode,csv’s,figures)\Rcode_PermafrostPriming 

 

 

############################################ 

######    Priming Incubation DATA      ##### 

######   Scatterplot of Ace loss vs.   ##### 

######            DIN                  ##### 

######                 PO4             ##### 

######                      DOC        ##### 

############################################ 

############################### Ethan Wologo 

 

### Requires:   ACETATE.csv 

 

######## Set working directory where csvs are stored ######### 

setwd("C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/aceloss_csv") 

 

listOfFiles <- list.files() 

fileNames <- gsub(".csv", "", listOfFiles) 

 

#######read in All csv's in file and modifies datatable####### 

#####converts invalid values to NA 

for(i in 1:length(listOfFiles)){ 

   

  x <- read.csv(listOfFiles[i], stringsAsFactors = TRUE, na.strings = c("n.a.", "#N/A", 

"#VALUE!","NA", "#DIV/0!")) 

   

  #make sure all column names after the first column are all lowercase 

  names(x)[2:length(names(x))] <- tolower(names(x)[2:length(names(x))]) 

   

  assign(fileNames[i], x[,1:16]) 

} 

 

ACETATE <- x 

#Some values are very small negative numbers that are created in analytical noise. These 

values 
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# are just converted to 0 to make the plot cleaner 

 

ACETATE$ave_propace[ACETATE$ave_propace <0] <- 0 

ACETATE$ave_concace[ACETATE$ave_concace <0] <- 0 

 

 

#######Assign and Subset ###### 

#For plotting purposes 

a1_7 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "7" & treatment == "A1") 

a2_7 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "7" & treatment == "A2") 

a3_7 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "7" & treatment == "A3") 

a1_28 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "28" & treatment == "A1") 

a2_28 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "28" & treatment == "A2") 

a3_28 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "28" & treatment == "A3") 

#All acetate treatments only 

aceloss <- rbind(a1_7, a2_7, a3_7, a1_28, a2_28, a3_28) 

aceloss7 <- rbind(a1_7, a2_7, a3_7) 

aceloss28 <- rbind(a1_28, a2_28, a3_28) 

 

Ace3 <- rbind(a3_7, a3_28) 

 

#Acetate loss vs treatment 

a1 <- subset(ACETATE, treatment == "A1") 

a2 <- subset(ACETATE, treatment == "A2") 

a3 <- subset(ACETATE, treatment == "A3") 

####Subset without AN treatment since 100% acetate is lost in this treatment, 

# due to abundant InorganicNitrogen(TIN) provided. 

ACETATEnoAN <- rbind(a1, a2, a3) 

 

 

######## Subset Ace loss (A3) for plotting individual points #### 

### Subsetted this way so that I could plot each point as a different color and symbol 

kw_ba1_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "IA 1") 

kw_ba2_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "IA 2") 

kw_ba3_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "IA 3") 

jo_bt1_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "WA 1") 

jo_bt2_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "WA 2") 

jo_bt3_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "WA 3") 

jo_bt4_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "WA 4") 

ba_aa1_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NA 1") 

ba_aa2_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NA 2") 

ba_aa3_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NA 3") 

st_bc1_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NC 1") 

st_bc2_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NC 2") 
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st_bc3_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NC 3") 

jv_sy1_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NS 1") 

jv_sy2_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NS 2") 

jv_sy3_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "NS 3") 

pk_sc1_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "FN 1") 

pk_sc2_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "FN 2") 

pk_sc3_7_A3<- subset(a3_7, site == "FN 3") 

 

#########Plot Ace loss A3 28 days 

kw_ba1_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "IA 1") 

kw_ba2_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "IA 2") 

kw_ba3_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "IA 3") 

jo_bt1_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "WA 1") 

jo_bt2_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "WA 2") 

jo_bt3_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "WA 3") 

jo_bt4_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "WA 4") 

ba_aa1_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NA 1") 

ba_aa2_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NA 2") 

ba_aa3_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NA 3") 

st_bc1_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NC 1") 

st_bc2_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NC 2") 

st_bc3_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NC 3") 

jv_sy1_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NS 1") 

jv_sy2_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NS 2") 

jv_sy3_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "NS 3") 

pk_sc1_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "FN 1") 

pk_sc2_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "FN 2") 

pk_sc3_28_A3<- subset(a3_28, site == "FN 3") 

 

 

######## Regression Data and Stats Summary#### 

#TIN 

mod1<- lm(data=a3_7, ave_concace ~ 0+ tin) 

anova(mod1) 

summary(mod1) 

 

mod2<- lm(data=a3_28, ave_concace ~ 0 + tin) 

anova(mod2) 

summary(mod2) 

 

 

#PO4 

mod3<- lm(data=a3_7, ave_concace ~ 0+ po4) 

anova(mod3) 
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summary(mod3) 

 

mod4<- lm(data=a3_28, ave_concace ~ 0 + po4) 

anova(mod4) 

summary(mod4) 

 

 

#DOC 

mod5<- lm(data=a3_7, ave_concace ~ 0+ doc) 

anova(mod5) 

summary(mod5) 

 

mod6<- lm(data=a3_28, ave_concace ~ 0 + doc) 

anova(mod6) 

summary(mod6) 

 

 

######## Plot Aceloss(conc) A3 vs TIN,po4,DOC (Figure 4)###### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/A3_ACEvSolutes2.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 900) 

#par(mfrow = c(3,1), mar=c(3.25,4,.6,2), cex.axis = 1.1, cex.lab = 1.1,  

#    cex = 2, cex.main = 1) 

par(mfrow = c(3,1), mar=c(3.25,4.5,.3,1), cex.axis = 1.5, cex.lab = 1.4,  

    cex = 1.2) 

 

#par(mfrow = c(3,1), cex.axis = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.35, cex = 2, cex.main = 1.5,  

    #mar=c(3.5,5,.5,2)) 

# Plot DIN 

plot(kw_ba1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba1_7_A3$tin, 

     #main = "High Acetate (A3) Treatment: Ace Loss vs TIN", 

     xlim = c(0,350), 

     ylim = c(0,11), 

     pch = 16, 

     cex = 1.8, 

     col = "orangered", 

     ylab = "Acetate Lost (mg C / L)", 

     xlab = "" 

) 

mtext(text = "Dissolved Inorganic Nitrogen (ug N / L)", 

      cex = 1.5, 

      side = 1, 

      line = 2) 
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#mtext(text = "Acetate Lost (mg C/L)", 

#      cex = 1.5, 

#      side = 2, 

#      line = 2) 

 

abline(mod1, lty=2) 

 

 

points(kw_ba2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba2_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba3_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(st_bc1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc1_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc2_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc3_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(ba_aa1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa1_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa2_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa3_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(jv_sy1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy1_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy2_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy3_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(pk_sc1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc1_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 
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points(pk_sc2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc2_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc3_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(jo_bt1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt1_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt2_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt3_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt4_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt4_7_A3$tin, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

 

# Plot 28 days 

abline(mod2, lty=3) 

 

points(kw_ba1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba1_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba2_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba3_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(st_bc1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc1_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc2_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc3_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(ba_aa1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa1_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa2_28_A3$tin, 
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       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa3_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(jv_sy1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy1_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy2_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy3_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(pk_sc1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc1_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc2_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc3_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(jo_bt1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt1_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt2_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt3_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt4_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt4_28_A3$tin, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4")  

 

 

 

### PO4 

plot(kw_ba1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba1_7_A3$po4, 

     # main = "High Acetate (A3) Treatment: Ace Loss vs PO4", 

     xlim = c(0,12), 

     ylim = c(0,11), 

     pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 
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     col = "orangered", 

     ylab = "Acetate Lost (mg C / L)", 

     xlab = "" 

) 

mtext(text = "Phosphate (ug P / L)", 

      cex = 1.5, 

      side = 1, 

      line = 2) 

#mtext(text = "Acetate Lost (mg C/L)", 

#      cex = 1.95, 

#      side = 2, 

#      line = 2) 

 

 

abline(mod3, lty=2) 

 

 

# plot all points 28 days  

abline(mod4, lty=3) 

 

points(kw_ba2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba2_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba3_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(st_bc1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc1_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc2_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc3_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(ba_aa1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa1_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa2_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa3_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 
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points(jv_sy1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy1_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy2_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy3_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(pk_sc1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc1_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc2_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc3_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(jo_bt1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt1_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt2_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt3_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt4_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt4_7_A3$po4, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

 

points(kw_ba1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba1_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba2_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba3_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(st_bc1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc1_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc2_28_A3$po4, 
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       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc3_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(ba_aa1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa1_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa2_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa3_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(jv_sy1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy1_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy2_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy3_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(pk_sc1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc1_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc2_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc3_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(jo_bt1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt1_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt2_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt3_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt4_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt4_28_A3$po4, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4")  
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####DOC 

plot(kw_ba1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba1_7_A3$doc, 

     # main = "High Acetate (A3) Treatment: Ace Loss vs doc", 

     xlim = c(0,28), 

     ylim = c(0,11), 

     pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

     col = "orangered", 

     ylab = "Acetate Lost (mg C / L)", 

     xlab = "" 

) 

mtext(text = "Dissolved Organic Carbon (mg C / L)", 

      cex = 1.5, 

      side = 1, 

      line = 2) 

#mtext(text = "Acetate Lost (mg C/L)", 

#      cex = 1.95, 

#      side = 2, 

#      line = 2) 

 

abline(mod5, lty=2) 

 

# plot all points 28 days (sites) 

points(kw_ba2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba2_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

 

points(kw_ba3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba3_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

 

points(st_bc1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc1_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

 

points(st_bc2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc2_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

 

points(st_bc3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc3_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 
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points(ba_aa1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa1_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

 

points(ba_aa2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa2_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

 

points(ba_aa3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa3_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

 

points(jv_sy1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy1_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

 

points(jv_sy2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy2_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

 

points(jv_sy3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy3_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

 

points(pk_sc1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc1_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

 

points(pk_sc2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc2_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

 

points(pk_sc3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc3_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

 

points(jo_bt1_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt1_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

 

points(jo_bt2_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt2_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 
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points(jo_bt3_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt3_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

 

points(jo_bt4_7_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt4_7_A3$doc, 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

 

# Plot 28 days 

abline(mod6, lty=3) 

 

points(kw_ba1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba1_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba2_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(kw_ba3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ kw_ba3_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "orangered") 

points(st_bc1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc1_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc2_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(st_bc3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ st_bc3_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "darkorchid3") 

points(ba_aa1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa1_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa2_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(ba_aa3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ ba_aa3_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "steelblue") 

points(jv_sy1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy1_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(jv_sy2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy2_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 
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points(jv_sy3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jv_sy3_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "yellow2") 

points(pk_sc1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc1_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc2_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(pk_sc3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ pk_sc3_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "chartreuse3") 

points(jo_bt1_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt1_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt2_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt2_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt3_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt3_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4") 

points(jo_bt4_28_A3$ave_concace ~ jo_bt4_28_A3$doc, 

       pch = 7, cex = 1.8, 

       col = "goldenrod4")  

 

legend("topleft", xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       bg = "transparent", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = .9, 

       pt.cex = 1.0, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

 

dev.off() 
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Chapter 2 Figures 5, 6, and 7 

 

File Name: Figures_5_6_7_190206.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory: 

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 1 – Permafrost Priming Manuscript\ 

PermafrostPriming_Data(RCode,csv’s,figures)\Rcode_PermafrostPriming 

 

 

############################################ 

######    Priming Incubation DATA      ##### 

######      Boxplots of Ace loss vs.   ##### 

######           Site                  ##### 

######              Region             ##### 

######                  Categories     ##### 

############################################ 

############################### Ethan Wologo 

 

### Requires:   ACETATE.csv 

 

### Packages:   install.packages("multcomp")    <- install if you havn't  

 

### Load Packages: 

library(multcomp) 

 

######## Set working directory where csvs are stored ######### 

setwd("C:\\Users\\Ethan\\Documents\\Alaska DOC 

Investigation\\Wologo_Thesis\\Thesis Chapter 1 _ Permafrost Priming Manuscript 

Drafts\\IncubationData_Arctic\\aceloss_csv") 

 

listOfFiles <- list.files() 

fileNames <- gsub(".csv", "", listOfFiles) 

 

#######read in All csv's in file and modifies datatable####### 

#####converts invalid values to NA 

for(i in 1:length(listOfFiles)){ 

   

  x <- read.csv(listOfFiles[i], stringsAsFactors = TRUE, na.strings = c("n.a.", "#N/A", 

"#VALUE!","NA", "#DIV/0!")) 

   

  #make sure all column names after the first column are all lowercase 

  names(x)[2:length(names(x))] <- tolower(names(x)[2:length(names(x))]) 
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  assign(fileNames[i], x[,1:16]) 

} 

 

ACETATE <- x 

#Some values are very small negative numbers that are created in analytical noise. These 

values 

# are just converted to 0 to make the plot cleaner 

 

ACETATE$ave_propace[ACETATE$ave_propace <0] <- 0 

ACETATE$ave_concace[ACETATE$ave_concace <0] <- 0 

 

 

#######Assign dfs and subset for plotting points ###### 

#For plotting purposes 

a1_7 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "7" & treatment == "A1") 

a2_7 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "7" & treatment == "A2") 

a3_7 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "7" & treatment == "A3") 

a1_28 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "28" & treatment == "A1") 

a2_28 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "28" & treatment == "A2") 

a3_28 <- subset(ACETATE, day == "28" & treatment == "A3") 

#All acetate treatments only 

aceloss <- rbind(a1_7, a2_7, a3_7, a1_28, a2_28, a3_28) 

aceloss7 <- rbind(a1_7, a2_7, a3_7) 

aceloss28 <- rbind(a1_28, a2_28, a3_28) 

 

Ace3 <- rbind(a3_7, a3_28) 

 

#Acetate loss vs treatment 

a1 <- subset(ACETATE, treatment == "A1") 

a2 <- subset(ACETATE, treatment == "A2") 

a3 <- subset(ACETATE, treatment == "A3") 

 

####Subset without AN treatment since 100% acetate is lost in this treatment, 

# due to abundant InorganicNitrogen(TIN) provided. 

ACETATEnoAN <- rbind(a1, a2, a3) 

 

acelosscat_7 <- subset(ACETATEnoAN, day == 7) 

acelosscat_28 <- subset(ACETATEnoAN, day == 28) 

 

 

#####Plot ace loss per site (Figure 5) ###### 

# Create a list to plot sites in desired order 

o <- ordered(acelosscat_7$site, levels=c("IA 1", "IA 2", "IA 3", "NC 1", "NC 2", "NC 3", 

"NS 1", "NS 2", 
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                                         "NS 3", "FN 1", "FN 2", "FN 3", "WA 1", "WA 2", "WA 3", 

"WA 4",  

                                         "NA 1", "NA 2", "NA 3")) 

 

#Create Boxplots 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/Aceloss_boxplot.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 600) 

par(mfrow = c(2,1), cex.axis = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.0, mar=c(1,5,2.5,2), 

    cex = 1, cex.main = 1) 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~o, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per site 7 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        xaxt = "n", 

        las =2, 

        col = c("orangered1", "orangered3", "orangered", 

                "darkorchid4", "darkorchid1", "darkorchid3", 

                "yellow4", "yellow1", "yellow3", 

                "chartreuse4", "chartreuse1", "chartreuse3", 

                "goldenrod4", "burlywood4", "orange4", "saddlebrown", 

                "steelblue4", "steelblue", "steelblue3") 

) 

par(mar=c(4,5,0,2)) 

boxplot(acelosscat_28$ave_propace~o, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per site 28 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        las= 2, 

        col = c("orangered1", "orangered3", "orangered", 

                "darkorchid4", "darkorchid1", "darkorchid3", 

                "yellow4", "yellow1", "yellow3", 

                "chartreuse4", "chartreuse1", "chartreuse3", 

                "goldenrod4", "burlywood4", "orange4", "saddlebrown", 

                "steelblue4", "steelblue", "steelblue3") 

) 

 

 

dev.off() 

 

####Plot ace loss per regions (Figure 6) #### 

# Creat a list to plot regions in desired order 

r <- ordered(acelosscat_7$region, levels=c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", 

                                           "Northern Siberia", "Finland", "Western Alaska", 

                                           "Northern Alaska")) 
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###Create Boxplots 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/AcelossVregion.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 600) 

par(mfrow = c(2,1), cex.axis = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.0, mar=c(.5,5,3.25,2), 

    cex = 1, cex.main = 1) 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~r, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per Nutrient Category at 7 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        xaxt = "n", 

        las= 1, 

        ylim = c(0,1.1)) 

 

text(c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1), 

     c("b","b","ab","a","a","a")) 

 

points(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~r, 

       las= 1, 

       pch = 16, 

       cex = 1.25, 

       col = c("orangered", "orangered", "orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", 

               "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue", "steelblue", "steelblue", 

               "yellow2", "yellow2", "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3") 

) 

 

legend(x= 4.85,y = 1.05, xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       bg = "transparent", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = 1.0, 

       pt.cex = 1.2, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "goldenrod4", 
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               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

 

par(mar=c(3.25,5,.5,2)) 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~r, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per Nutrient Category at 28 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        las= 1, 

        names=c("IA", "NC","NS","FN","WA","NA"), 

        ylim = c(0,1.1)) 

text(c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1), 

     c("b","b","b","a","a","a")) 

 

 

points(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~r, 

       las= 1, 

       pch = 16, 

       cex = 1.25, 

       col = c("orangered", "orangered", "orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", 

               "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue", "steelblue", "steelblue", 

               "yellow2", "yellow2", "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3") 

) 

 

dev.off() 

 

#### Stats data summary Regions #### 

###comparing means 7 days  

means7 <- aggregate(acelosscat_7$ave_propace, by = list(acelosscat_7$region),mean, 

na.rm = TRUE)       

median7 <- aggregate(acelosscat_7$ave_propace, by = list(acelosscat_7$region),median, 

na.rm = TRUE)       

 

aov1 <- lm(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~region) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(region = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

 

###comparing means 28 days 

means28 <- aggregate(acelosscat_28$ave_propace, by = 

list(acelosscat_28$region),mean, na.rm = TRUE)       
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median28 <- aggregate(acelosscat_28$ave_propace, by = 

list(acelosscat_28$region),median, na.rm = TRUE)       

aov3 <- lm(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~region) 

aov4 <- glht(model = aov3, linfct = mcp(region = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov4) 

summary(aov4) 

 

####Plot ace loss per categories (Figure 7) #### 

 

###Creating boxplots 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/AcelossVcat.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 600) 

par(mfrow = c(2,1), cex.axis = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.0, mar=c(.5,5,3.25,2), 

    cex = 1, cex.main = 1) 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~cat, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per Nutrient Category at 7 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        xaxt = "n", 

        las= 1, 

        ylim = c(0,1.1)) 

 

text(c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1), 

     c("b","ab","b","ab","ab","a")) 

 

 

 

points(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~cat, 

       las= 1, 

       pch = 16, 

       cex = 1.25, 

       col = c("orangered", "orangered", "orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", 

               "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue", "steelblue", "steelblue", 

               "yellow2", "yellow2", "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3") 

) 

 

par(mar=c(3.25,5,.5,2)) 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~cat, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per Nutrient Category at 28 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 
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        las= 1, 

        ylim = c(0,1.1), 

        xaxt = "n" 

        ) 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1,2,3,4,5,6),labels = c("NPC","NPc","NpC","nPc","npC","npc")) 

text(c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1), 

     c("b","ab","b","ab","b","a")) 

 

 

points(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~cat, 

       las= 1, 

       pch = 16, 

       cex = 1.25, 

       col = c("orangered", "orangered", "orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", 

               "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue", "steelblue", "steelblue", 

               "yellow2", "yellow2", "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3") 

) 

 

legend("bottomleft", xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       bg = "transparent", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = 1.0, 

       pt.cex = 1.2, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

 

dev.off() 

 

#### Stats data summary Categories #### 

###comparing means 7 days 

means7 <- aggregate(acelosscat_7$ave_propace, by = list(acelosscat_7$cat),mean, na.rm 

= TRUE)       
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median7 <- aggregate(acelosscat_7$ave_propace, by = list(acelosscat_7$cat),median, 

na.rm = TRUE)       

 

aov1 <- lm(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~cat) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(cat = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

 

 

###comparing means 28 days 

means28 <- aggregate(acelosscat_28$ave_propace, by = list(acelosscat_28$cat),mean, 

na.rm = TRUE)       

median28 <- aggregate(acelosscat_28$ave_propace, by = list(acelosscat_28$cat),median, 

na.rm = TRUE)       

aov3 <- lm(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~cat) 

aov4 <- glht(model = aov3, linfct = mcp(cat = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov4) 

########Create Legend only No TP ###### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/SiteLegendNutrients2.png", 

    height = 200, 

    width = 200) 

plot.new() 

legend("center", xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       bg = "transparent", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = 1.2, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

dev.off() 

#### Fraction acetate lost v StreamOrder (Sup Fig 5?) #### 

par(mfrow = c(1,2)) 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~streamorder, 

        main = "7 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        names = c(">40 sq km", "<40 sq km")) 
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boxplot(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~streamorder, 

        main = "28 days", 

        #ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        names = c(">40 sq km", "<40 sq km")) 

 

t.test(data = acelosscat_7, ave_propace~streamorder) 

t.test(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~streamorder) 

###### Plots of TIN v PO4 v DOC for category thresholds (Sup Fig S.2) #### 

 

r <- ordered(ACETATEnoAN$cat, labels = c("NPC","NPc","NpC","nPc","npC","ncp")) 

 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/IncubationData_Arctic/Priming_Plots/Supplemental/DINvDOCvpo4.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 800) 

par(mfrow = c(2,1), cex.axis = 1.3, cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.3, mar=c(4.25,5,.75,2)) 

plot(data=ACETATEnoAN, tin~doc, 

     cex=1.7, 

     pch=16, 

     #main = "Dissolved Inorganic Carbon vs Dissolved Organic Carbon ", 

     xlab= "DOC (mg C/L)", 

     ylab= "DIN (ug N/L)", 

     col = c("orangered1", "orangered3", "orangered",  

             "darkorchid4", "darkorchid1", "darkorchid3", 

             "goldenrod4", "burlywood4", "orange4", "saddlebrown",  

             "steelblue4", "steelblue", "steelblue3", 

             "yellow4", "yellow1", "yellow3",  

             "chartreuse4", "chartreuse1", "chartreuse3") 

) 

text(ACETATEnoAN$tin~ACETATEnoAN$doc, labels=r, 

     pos = 1, cex = .75) 

abline(h=150,  

       v=10, 

       lty=c(3,2), 

       lwd = 1.5) 

 

 

par(mar=c(4.25,5,.75,2), cex.axis = 1.5) 

plot(data=ACETATEnoAN, po4~doc, 

     cex=1.7, 

     pch=16, 

     xlab= "DOC (mg C/L)", 
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     ylab= "PO4 (mg P/L)", 

     col = c("orangered1", "orangered3", "orangered",  

             "darkorchid4", "darkorchid1", "darkorchid3", 

             "goldenrod4", "burlywood4", "orange4", "saddlebrown",  

             "steelblue4", "steelblue", "steelblue3", 

             "yellow4", "yellow1", "yellow3",  

             "chartreuse4", "chartreuse1", "chartreuse3") 

) 

text(ACETATEnoAN$po4~ACETATEnoAN$doc, labels=r, 

     pos = 1, cex = .65) 

 

abline(h=3.5,  

       v=10, 

       lty=c(3,2), 

       lwd = 1.5)  

dev.off() 

 

 

####(Figure 7) only 28 days for powerpoint colloquium #### 

 

###Creating boxplots 

png(file = "C:\\Users\\Ethan\\Documents\\Alaska DOC 

Investigation\\Wologo_Thesis\\Thesis Chapter 1 _ Permafrost Priming Manuscript 

Drafts\\IncubationData_Arctic\\Priming_Plots\\Previous_Archived\\AcelossVcat2.png", 

    width = 600, 

    height = 550) 

par(mfrow = c(1,1), cex.axis = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.5, cex = 1.0,  

    #mar=c(.5,5,3.25,2), 

    mar=c(3.25,5,.5,2), 

    cex = 1, cex.main = 1) 

 

boxplot(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~cat, 

        #main = "Acetate Loss per Nutrient Category at 28 days", 

        ylab = "Fraction Acetate Lost", 

        las= 1, 

        ylim = c(0,1.1), 

        xaxt = "n" 

) 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1,2,3,4,5,6),labels = c("NPC","NPc","NpC","nPc","npC","npc")) 

text(c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1), 

     c("b","ab","b","ab","b","a")) 

 

 

points(data = acelosscat_28, ave_propace~cat, 
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       las= 1, 

       pch = 16, 

       cex = 1.25, 

       col = c("orangered", "orangered", "orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", "darkorchid3", 

               "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue", "steelblue", "steelblue", 

               "yellow2", "yellow2", "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3", "chartreuse3") 

) 

 

legend("bottomleft", xpd = TRUE, 

       c("Interior Alaska", "Northwestern Canada", "Northern Siberia", 

         "Finland", "Western Alaska", "Northern Alaska"),  

       bty = "n", 

       bg = "transparent", 

       lty = 0, 

       x.intersp = .45, 

       cex = 1.0, 

       pt.cex = 1.2, 

       col = c("orangered", 

               "darkorchid3", 

               "yellow2", 

               "chartreuse3", 

               "goldenrod4", 

               "steelblue"),   

       pch = c(16)) 

 

dev.off() 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 

R CODE USED FOR GENERATING FIGURES AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES  

 

PERFORMED IN THESIS CHAPTER 3 
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Chapter 3 Figures 3 and 4 

 

File Name: Wologo_Ch2_Figures3and4_190430.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory: 

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 2 – U\Chapter 2 Manuscript\Chapter 2 R Code 

 

 

 

##################################################### 

######   UAR and DOC BOXPLOTS DATA(2008-2018)  ##### 

######             Watersheds                            ##### 

######                    Streamwater             ##### 

######                             Soilwater      ##### 

#################################################### 

####################  original code by:  Ethan Wologo 

 

### Description: This code uses the csv below to produce figures for Wologo Thesis 

       Chapter 3, U and Sr indicate groundwater. Code for actual figurs indicated 

       in annotations, other code for exploratory figures. 

 

### Requires:   SE_AK_Watersheds.csv 

Klondike.csv <- this has been merged into SE_AK_Watersheds and no longer       

required 

 

### Packages:   install.packages("dplyr")     

              install.packages("multcomp")  

 

### Load Packages:         

library(dplyr) 

library(multcomp) 

 

######## Set working directory where csvs are stored ######### 

setwd("C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/csvs") 

 

listOfFiles <- list.files() 

fileNames <- gsub(".csv", "", listOfFiles) 

 

#######read in All csv's in file and modifies datatable####### 

#####converts invalid values to NA 

for(i in 1:length(listOfFiles)){ 
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  x <- read.csv(listOfFiles[i], stringsAsFactors = TRUE, na.strings = c("n.a.", "#N/A", 

"#VALUE!","NA", "#DIV/0!","","0.000")) 

   

  #make sure all column names after the first column are all lowercase 

  names(x)[2:length(names(x))] <- tolower(names(x)[2:length(names(x))]) 

   

  assign(fileNames[i], x[,]) 

} 

 

 

SE_AK_Watersheds$Ca.Sr <- SE_AK_Watersheds$ca1/SE_AK_Watersheds$sr1 

 

###### Subsetting ###### 

 

##### Subset Watersheds ALL SAMPLE TYPES for SUMMER only!##### 

 

Birchall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Birch" & season =="summer") 

Beaverall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Beaver" & season =="summer") 

Nomeall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Nome" & season 

=="summer") 

Victoriaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Victoria" & season 

=="summer") 

Hessall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Hess" & season =="summer") 

Ericksenall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Ericksen" & season 

=="summer") 

Richardsonall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Richardson" & season 

=="summer") 

Chatanikaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Chatanika" & season 

=="summer") 

Chenaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Chena" & season =="summer") 

Fortymileall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Fortymile" & season 

=="summer") 

Isomall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Isom" & season =="summer") 

Klondikeall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Klondike" & season 

=="summer") 

Porcupineall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Porcupine" & season 

=="summer") 

Yukonall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Yukon"& season =="summer") 

Tananaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Tanana" & season 

=="summer") 

Indianall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Indian River" & season 

=="summer") 
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samples <- rbind(Hessall, Chatanikaall, Beaverall, Birchall, Fortymileall, Klondikeall) 

samples <- droplevels(samples) 

 

samples2 <- rbind(Hessall,Beaverall,Fortymileall) 

samples2 <- droplevels(samples2) 

 

sa <- ordered(samples$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

sa2 <- ordered(samples2$watershed, levels=c("Hess","Beaver","Fortymile")) 

 

samples3 <- rbind(Hessall, Chatanikaall, Beaverall, Birchall, Fortymileall, Klondikeall, 

Isomall) 

samples3 <- droplevels(samples3) 

 

##### Subset Watersheds STREAMWATER (original) only ##### 

 

Birch <- subset(samples, watershed == "Birch" & type == "stream") 

Birch$watershed <- ordered(Birch$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Beaver <- subset(samples, watershed == "Beaver" & type == "stream") 

Beaver$watershed <- ordered(Beaver$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Nome <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Nome" & type == "stream") 

Victoria <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Victoria" & type == "stream") 

Hess <- subset(samples, watershed == "Hess" & type == "stream") 

Hess$watershed <- ordered(Hess$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Ericksen <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Ericksen" & type == "stream") 

Richardson <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Richardson" & type == "stream") 

Chatanika <- subset(samples, watershed == "Chatanika" & type == "stream") 

Chatanika$watershed <- ordered(Chatanika$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Chena <- subset(samples, watershed == "Chena" & type == "stream") 

Fortymile <- subset(samples, watershed == "Fortymile" & type == "stream") 

Fortymile$watershed <- ordered(Fortymile$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Isom <- subset(samples, watershed == "Isom" & type == "stream") 

Klondike <- subset(samples, watershed == "Klondike" & type == "stream") 

Klondike$watershed <- ordered(Klondike$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Indian <- subset(samples, watershed == "Indian River" & type == "stream") 

Porcupine <- subset(samples, watershed == "Porcupine" & type == "river") 

Yukon <- subset(samples, watershed == "Yukon" & type == "river") 

Tanana <- subset(samples, watershed == "Tanana" & type == "river") 
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###Create df of stream waters ONLY! in desired watersheds 

streams <- rbind(Hess, Chatanika, Beaver, Birch, Fortymile, Klondike) 

streams <- droplevels(streams) 

streams$watershed <- ordered(streams$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

 

 

streams2 <- rbind(Hess, Beaver, Fortymile) 

streams2 <- droplevels(streams2) 

 

s <- ordered(streams$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

s2 <- ordered(streams2$watershed, levels=c("Hess","Beaver","Fortymile")) 

s3 <- ordered(streams2$watershed, levels=c("","Hess"," ","Beaver","  ","Fortymile")) 

 

##### Subset Watersheds HEADWATERS for SUMMER only! ##### 

 

BirchHW <- subset(Birch, season =="summer" & headwaters =="yes") 

BeaverHW <- subset(Beaver, season =="summer" & headwaters =="yes") 

HessHW <- subset(Hess, season =="summer" & headwaters =="yes") 

FortymileHW <- subset(Fortymile, season =="summer" & headwaters =="yes") 

ChatanikaHW <- subset(Chatanika, season =="summer" & headwaters =="yes") 

KlondikeHW <- subset(Klondike, season =="summer" & headwaters =="yes") 

 

headwaters <- rbind(HessHW, BeaverHW, FortymileHW) 

headwaters <- droplevels(headwaters) 

 

headwaters2 <- rbind(HessHW, BeaverHW, BirchHW, FortymileHW, ChatanikaHW, 

KlondikeHW) 

headwaters2 <- droplevels(headwaters2) 

 

hw <- ordered(headwaters$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

hw2 <- ordered(headwaters2$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

hw3 <- ordered(headwaters$watershed, levels=c("","Hess"," ","Beaver","   

","Fortymile")) 

 

##### Subset watersheds Mainstems summer only ###### 

Birchms <- subset(Birch, season =="summer" & headwaters =="no" & type !="soil 

water") 

Beaverms <- subset(Beaver, season =="summer" & headwaters =="no" & type !="soil 

water") 
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Hessms <- subset(Hess, season =="summer" & headwaters =="no" & type !="soil 

water") 

Fortymilems <- subset(Fortymileall,  season =="summer" & headwaters =="no" & type 

=="river") 

Fortymilems$watershed <- ordered(Fortymilems$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

Chatanikams <- subset(Chatanika,  season =="summer" & headwaters =="no" & type 

!="soil water") 

Klondikems <- subset(Klondike,  season =="summer" & headwaters =="no" & type 

!="soil water") 

 

mainstems <- rbind(Hessms, Beaverms, Birchms, Fortymilems, Chatanikams, 

Klondikems) 

mainstems <- droplevels(mainstems) 

 

ms <- ordered(mainstems$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

 

##### Subset SOILWATERS by watershed ##### 

 

Birch2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Birch" & type == "soil water") 

Beaver2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Beaver" & type == "soil water") 

Hess2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Hess" & type == "soil water") 

Chatanika2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Chatanika" & type == "soil water") 

Chena2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Chena" & type == "soil water") 

Fortymile2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Fortymile" & type == "soil water") 

Isom2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Isom" & type == "soil water") 

Porcupine2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Porcupine" & type == "soil water") 

Yukon2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Yukon" & type == "soil water") 

Klondike2 <- subset(samples, watershed == "Klondike" & type == "soil water") 

 

###Create df of SOILwaters ONLY! in desired watersheds 

soils <- rbind(Hess2, Chatanika2, Beaver2, Birch2, Fortymile2, Klondike2) 

soils <- droplevels(soils) 

 

soils2 <- rbind(Hess2, Beaver2, Fortymile2) 

soils2 <- droplevels(soils2) 

 

sl <- ordered(soils$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

sl2 <- ordered(soils2$watershed, levels=c("Hess","Beaver","Fortymile")) 

sl3 <- ordered(soils2$watershed, levels=c("Hess","","Beaver"," ","Fortymile","  ")) 

 

### Subset SOILWATERS by watershed 
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Birch3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Birch" & type == "well") 

Beaver3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Beaver" & type == "well") 

Hess3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Hess" & type == "well") 

Chatanika3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Chatanika" & type == "well") 

Chena3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Chena" & type == "well") 

Fortymile3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Fortymile" & type == "well") 

Isom3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Isom" & type == "well") 

Porcupine3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Porcupine" & type == "well") 

Yukon3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Yukon" & type == "well") 

Klondike3 <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Klondike" & type == "well") 

 

###Create df of stream waters ONLY! 

 

wells <- rbind(Hess3, Chatanika3, Beaver3, Birch3, Fortymile3, Klondike3) 

wells <- droplevels(wells) 

 

w <- ordered(wells$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

 

 

### Dual plot UAR and DOC vs watersheds: STREAM WATER ONLY (Figure 3a,b) 

#### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/UAR_DOCvsWatershed_Summer.png", 

    width = 1000, 

    height = 500) 

par(mfrow = c(1,2),mar=c(6.5,5,1,1), cex = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.4, cex.axis = 1.4) 

boxplot(data = streams, uar ~ s, 

        outline = F, 

        #border = c("purple","blue", "black", "chartreuse3"), 

        las = 2, 

        ylab = expression(paste(""^"234","U / "^"238","U")), 

        #ylab = "234U / 238U activity ratios", 

        ylim = c(1,3.6) 

) 

text(c(3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6), 

     c("a","ab","ab","ac","c","bc")) 

 

text(x=.6,y=3.4, c("A")) 

 

points(data = HessHW, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("dodgerblue2"), 
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       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Hessms, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("dodgerblue4"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.4) 

points(data = FortymileHW, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("palegreen3"), 

       pch = c(18), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Fortymilems, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("palegreen4"), 

       pch = c(5), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = BirchHW, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Birchms, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = ChatanikaHW, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Chatanikams, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = BeaverHW, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("lightsalmon3"), 

       pch = c(15), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Beaverms, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("lightsalmon4"), 

       pch = c(0), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = KlondikeHW, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("gold3"), 

       pch = c(17), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Klondikems, uar~watershed, 

       col = c("gold4"), 
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       pch = c(2), 

       cex = 1.3) 

 

legend(x = .5, y = 3, 

       c("Headwaters","Mainstems"), 

       col = c("darkgrey","darkgrey"), 

       pch = c(16,1), 

       pt.cex = c(1.3,1.3), 

       bty = "n") 

 

par(mar=c(6.5,5,1,2)) 

boxplot(data = streams, doc ~ watershed, 

        outline = F, 

        #border = c("purple","blue", "black", "chartreuse3"), 

        las = 2, 

        ylab = "DOC (mg C/L)", 

        ylim = c(0,71) 

        #border = c("dodgerblue3") 

) 

text(c(71,71,71,71,71,71,71), 

     c("c","a","a","ab","b","b")) 

 

text(x=.6,y=66, c("B")) 

 

points(data = HessHW, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("dodgerblue2"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Hessms, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("dodgerblue4"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.4) 

points(data = FortymileHW, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("palegreen3"), 

       pch = c(18), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Fortymilems, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("palegreen4"), 

       pch = c(5), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = BirchHW, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 
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points(data = Birchms, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = ChatanikaHW, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Chatanikams, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = BeaverHW, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("lightsalmon3"), 

       pch = c(15), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Beaverms, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("lightsalmon4"), 

       pch = c(0), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = KlondikeHW, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("gold3"), 

       pch = c(17), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Klondikems, doc~watershed, 

       col = c("gold4"), 

       pch = c(2), 

       cex = 1.3) 

 

dev.off() 

 

### Triple Plot, UAR DOC, SUVA in Soilwater v streamwater: Hess,Beaver,Fortymile 

(Figure 4a,b,c)##### 

 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/UAR_DOC_SUVA_SoilvStream_Summer.png", 

    width = 500, 

    height = 1000) 

par(mfrow = c(3,1),mar=c(1,5,1,1), cex = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.4, cex.axis = 1.4) 

 

### Separate DOC Soilwater v streamwater in Hess, Beaver, Fortymile 

 

boxplot(data = headwaters, uar ~ hw3, 
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        las = 2, 

        border = "dodgerblue3", 

        ylab = expression(paste(""^"234","U / "^"238","U")), 

        ylim = c(.9,3.5), 

        xaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c(""," ","  ")) 

abline(v = c(2.5,4.5), 

       col = "lightgrey") 

text(y= 2.0, x= 3.5, "*") 

text(c(3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5), 

     c("a","","a"," ","a","  "), 

     col = "goldenrod4") 

 

 

#points for soilwater 

boxplot(data = soils2, uar ~ sl3, 

        las = 1, 

        border = "goldenrod4", 

        add = TRUE, 

        xaxt = "n") 

#legend("topleft", 

c("Soil water","Stream water"), 

pch = c(0), 

col = c("goldenrod4","dodgerblue3"), 

bty = "n" 

) 

 

#png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SoilvStream_DOC3.png") 

par(mar=c(1.5,5,.5,1)) 

boxplot(data = soils2, doc ~ sl3, 

        las = 1, 

        border = "goldenrod4", 

        ylim = c(0,65), 

        xaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c(""," ","  ")) 

abline(v = c(2.5,4.5), 

       col = "lightgrey") 

text(y= 50, x= 1.5, "*") 

text(y= 40, x= 3.5, "*") 

text(y= 45, x= 5.5, "*") 

text(c(65,65,65,65,65,65), 

     c("b","","ab"," ","a","  "), 
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     col = "goldenrod4") 

 

boxplot(data = headwaters, doc ~hw3, 

        las = 2, 

        border = "dodgerblue3", 

        ylab = "DOC (mg C /L)", 

        xaxt = "n", 

        add = TRUE) 

 

legend("bottomleft", 

       c("Soil water","Stream water"), 

       pch = c(0), 

       col = c("goldenrod4","dodgerblue3"), 

       bty = "n", 

       cex = .75, 

       pt.cex = 1.4 

) 

 

 

###Plot SUVA 

par(mar=c(2.5,5,0,1)) 

boxplot(data = soils2, suva ~ sl3, 

        las = 1, 

        border = "goldenrod4", 

        ylim = c(2,5.3), 

        xaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c("Hess", "Beaver","Fortymile")) 

abline(v = c(2.5,4.5), 

       col = "lightgrey") 

text(y= 4.0, x= 3.5, "*") 

text(c(5.3,5.3,5.3,5.3,5.3,5.3), 

     c("a","","b"," ","a","  "), 

     col = "goldenrod4") 

 

boxplot(data = headwaters, suva ~hw3, 

        las = 2, 

        border = "dodgerblue3", 

        ylab = expression(paste="SUVA"["254"]), 

        xaxt = "n", 

        add = TRUE) 

 

dev.off() 

 

#### Statistical Summaries (Streams and soils): ANOVA and Tukey HSD ##### 
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####Compute STREAM means UAR by watershed 

group_by(streams, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(uar, na.rm = TRUE), 

    #median = median(uar, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(uar, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

# or this code for means and medians (not table form) 

means_uar <- aggregate(streams$uar, by = list(streams$watershed),mean, na.rm = 

TRUE)       

medians_uar <- aggregate(streams$uar, by = list(streams$watershed),median, na.rm = 

TRUE)  

means_uar 

medians_uar 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = streams, uar ~ watershed) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

summary(aov1) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(uar ~ watershed, data = streams) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

###Compute STREAM means DOC by watershed 

group_by(streams, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(doc, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(doc, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

group_by(streams, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(suva, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

means_doc <- aggregate(streams$doc, by = list(streams$watershed),mean, na.rm = 

TRUE)       
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medians_doc <- aggregate(streams$doc, by = list(streams$watershed),median, na.rm = 

TRUE)       

 

aov3 <- lm(data = streams, doc ~ watershed) 

aov4 <- glht(model = aov3, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov4) 

summary(aov4) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(doc ~ watershed, data = streams) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

###Compute SOIL means DOC by watershed 

group_by(soils, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(doc, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(doc, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(doc, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = soils, doc ~ watershed) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

summary(aov1) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(doc ~ watershed, data = soils) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

###Compute SOIL means UAR by watershed 

group_by(soils, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(uar, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(uar, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(uar, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

aov3 <- lm(data = soils, uar ~ watershed) 

aov4 <- glht(model = aov3, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov4) 

summary(aov4) 
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summary(aov3) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(uar ~ watershed, data = soils) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

###Compute SOIL means SUVA by watershed 

group_by(soils, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(suva, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

aov5 <- lm(data = soils, suva ~ watershed) 

aov6 <- glht(model = aov5, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov6) 

summary(aov6) 

summary(aov5) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(uar ~ watershed, data = soils) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

### Computing significance between soil and stream water in watersheds 

#UARs 

aov1 <- lm(data = Hessall, uar ~ type) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(type = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = Beaverall, uar ~ type) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(type = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = Fortymileall, uar ~ type) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(type = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

 

#DOC 

aov1 <- lm(data = Hessall, doc ~ type) 
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aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(type = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = Beaverall, doc ~ type) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(type = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = Fortymileall, doc ~ type) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(type = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

#### STREAM WATER ONLY: SUVA vs Watershed (Figure S7) ##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SUVAvsWatershed_Summer.png", 

    width = 500, 

    height = 500) 

par(mfrow = c(1,1), mar(6,4,2,1),cex = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.4, cex.axis = 1.4) 

boxplot(data = streams, suva ~ watershed, 

        outline = F, 

        #border = c("purple","blue", "black", "chartreuse3"), 

        las = 2, 

        ylab = expression(paste("SUVA"["254"])), 

        ylim = c(1,5) 

        #border = c("dodgerblue3") 

) 

 

points(data = HessHW, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("dodgerblue2"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Hessms, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("dodgerblue4"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.4) 

points(data = FortymileHW, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("palegreen3"), 

       pch = c(18), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Fortymilems, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("palegreen4"), 

       pch = c(5), 
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       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = BirchHW, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Birchms, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = ChatanikaHW, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(16), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Chatanikams, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("lightblue"), 

       pch = c(1), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = BeaverHW, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("lightsalmon3"), 

       pch = c(15), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Beaverms, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("lightsalmon4"), 

       pch = c(0), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = KlondikeHW, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("gold3"), 

       pch = c(17), 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(data = Klondikems, suva~watershed, 

       col = c("gold4"), 

       pch = c(2), 

       cex = 1.3) 

dev.off() 

 

#png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/DOCvsWatershed_Summer.png") 

#par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,2,2), cex = 1.0, cex.axis = 1.0, cex.lab = 1.2) 

 

 

 

###### Extra exploratory plots ###### 

### UAR Soilwater v streamwater in ALL watersheds##### 
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png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SoilvStream_UAR1.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

boxplot(data = samples, uar ~ sa, 

        las = 2, 

        #col = "white", 

        ylab = "UAR", 

        ylim = c(1,3.6) 

) 

text(c(3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6,3.6), 

     c("a","ab","a","ab","b","ab","ab")) 

 

#points for streamwater 

points(data = streams, uar ~ s, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("dodgerblue3"), 

       pch = c(16)) 

 

#points for headwaters 

points(data = headwaters, uar ~ hw, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("green"), 

       pch = c(16)) 

 

#points for soilwater 

points(data = soils, uar ~ sl, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("goldenrod4"), 

       pch = c(17)) 

 

legend("left", 

       c("Soil water","Mainstems", "Headwaters"), 

       pch = c(17,16,16), 

       col = c("goldenrod4","dodgerblue3", "green"), 

       bty = "n", 

       cex = .75, 

       pt.cex = 1.4 

) 

 

dev.off() 
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### DOC Soilwater v streamwater in ALL watersheds##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SoilvStream_DOC1.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

boxplot(data = samples, doc ~ sa, 

        las = 2, 

        #col = "white", 

        ylab = "DOC (mg C /L)", 

        ylim = c(0,71) 

) 

text(c(71,71,71,71,71,71,71), 

     c("d","ab","b","b","ac","bc","cd")) 

 

#points for streamwater 

points(data = streams, doc ~ s, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("dodgerblue3"), 

       pch = c(16)) 

 

#points for headwaters 

points(data = headwaters, doc ~ hw, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("green"), 

       pch = c(16)) 

 

#points for soilwater 

points(data = soils, doc ~ sl, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("goldenrod4"), 

       pch = c(17)) 

 

dev.off() 

 

### UAR Soilwater v streamwater in Hess,Beaver,Fortymile##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SoilvStream_UAR2.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

boxplot(data = samples2, uar ~ sa2, 

        las = 2, 

        #col = "white", 

        ylab = "UAR", 

        ylim = c(0.9,3.5)) 
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#points for streamwater 

points(data = streams2, uar ~ s2, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("dodgerblue3"), 

       pch = c(16)) 

 

#points for soilwater 

points(data = soils2, uar ~ sl2, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("goldenrod4"), 

       pch = c(17)) 

 

#points for wells 

points(data = wells, doc ~ w, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("green"), 

       pch = c(15)) 

 

legend("topleft", 

       c("Soil water","Stream water", "Well water"), 

       pch = c(17,16,15), 

       col = c("goldenrod4","dodgerblue3","green"), 

       bty = "n" 

) 

dev.off() 

 

### DOC Soilwater v streamwater in Hess, Beaver, Fortymile##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SoilvStream_DOC2.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

boxplot(data = samples2, doc ~ sa2, 

        las = 1, 

        #col = "white", 

        ylab = "DOC (mg C /L)", 

        ylim = c(0,65)) 

 

 

#points for streamwater 

points(data = streams2, doc ~ s2, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("dodgerblue3"), 

       pch = c(16)) 
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#points for soilwater 

points(data = soils2, doc ~ sl2, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("goldenrod4"), 

       pch = c(17)) 

 

#points for wells 

points(data = wells, doc ~ w, 

       las = 1, 

       col = c("green"), 

       pch = c(15)) 

 

legend("topright", 

       c("Soil water","Stream water", "Well water"), 

       pch = c(17,16,15), 

       col = c("goldenrod4","dodgerblue3","green"), 

       bty = "n" 

) 

dev.off() 

 

### Dual Plot, Soils v streams: UAR Soilwater v streamwater in Hess,Beaver,Fortymile 

##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/UAR_DOC_SoilvStream_Summer.png", 

    width = 1000, 

    height = 500) 

par(mfrow = c(1,2),mar=c(6.5,5,1,1), cex = 1.35, cex.lab = 1.4, cex.axis = 1.4) 

boxplot(data = headwaters, uar ~ hw3, 

        las = 2, 

        border = "dodgerblue3", 

        ylab = expression(paste(""^"234","U / "^"238","U")), 

        ylim = c(.9,3.5), 

        xaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c("Hess", "Beaver","Fortymile")) 

#axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c(""," ","  ")) 

abline(v = c(2.5,4.5), 

       col = "lightgrey") 

text(y= 2.0, x= 3.5, "*") 

text(c(3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5,3.5), 

     c("a","","a"," ","a","  "), 

     col = "goldenrod4") 
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#points for soilwater 

boxplot(data = soils2, uar ~ sl3, 

        las = 1, 

        border = "goldenrod4", 

        add = TRUE, 

        xaxt = "n") 

legend(x = .5, 

       y = 3.25, 

       c("Soil water","Stream water"), 

       pch = c(0), 

       col = c("goldenrod4","dodgerblue3"), 

       bty = "n", 

       cex = .75, 

       pt.cex = 1.4 

) 

 

 

 

### Separate DOC Soilwater v streamwater in Hess, Beaver, Fortymile 

#png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC 

Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/SoilvStream_DOC3.png") 

par(mar=c(6.5,5,1,2)) 

boxplot(data = soils2, doc ~ sl3, 

        las = 1, 

        border = "goldenrod4", 

        ylim = c(0,65), 

        xaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c("Hess", "Beaver","Fortymile")) 

#axis(side = 1, at = c(1.5,3.5,5.5), labels = c(""," ","  ")) 

abline(v = c(2.5,4.5), 

       col = "lightgrey") 

text(y= 50, x= 1.5, "*") 

text(y= 40, x= 3.5, "*") 

text(y= 45, x= 5.5, "*") 

text(c(65,65,65,65,65,65), 

     c("b","","ab"," ","a","  "), 

     col = "goldenrod4") 

 

boxplot(data = headwaters, doc ~hw3, 

        las = 2, 

        border = "dodgerblue3", 

        ylab = "DOC (mg C /L)", 
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        xaxt = "n", 

        add = TRUE) 

 

dev.off() 

 

### Additional Statistical summaries (all samples): ANOVA and Tukey HSD for (UAR), 

(SUVA), and (DOC) vs Watershed#### 

###Compute SAMPLE means UAR by watershed 

group_by(samples, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(uar, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(uar, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(uar, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = samples, uar ~ watershed) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

summary(aov1) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(uar ~ watershed, data = samples) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

###Compute SAMPLE means SUVA by watershed 

group_by(samples, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(suva, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

group_by(soils, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(suva, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(suva, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = samples, suva ~ watershed) 
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aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

summary(aov1) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(uar ~ watershed, data = samples) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 

 

###Compute SAMPLE means DOC by watershed 

group_by(samples, watershed) %>% 

  summarise( 

    count = n(), 

    mean = mean(doc, na.rm = TRUE), 

    median = median(doc, na.rm = TRUE), 

    sd = sd(doc, na.rm = TRUE) 

  ) 

 

aov1 <- lm(data = samples, doc ~ watershed) 

aov2 <- glht(model = aov1, linfct = mcp(watershed = "Tukey")) 

cld(aov2) 

summary(aov2) 

summary(aov1) 

 

shed_aov <- aov(doc ~ watershed, data = samples) 

summary(shed_aov) 

TukeyHSD(shed_aov) 
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Chapter 3 Figures 5 and 6 

 

File Name: Wologo_Ch2_Figures5and6_190430.R 

 

MSU BOX Directory: 

 

WologoEwing\Wologo Thesis: Chapter 2 – U\Chapter 2 Manuscript\Chapter 2 R Code 

 

 

#################################################### 

######  Chapter 2 Scatterplots DATA(2008-2018) ##### 

######          Watersheds                     ##### 

######                 Streamwater             ##### 

######                          Soilwater      ##### 

#################################################### 

#################### original code by:  Ethan Wologo 

 

### Description: This code uses the csv below to produce figures for Wologo Thesis 

#                Chapter 3, U and Sr indicate groundwater. Code for actual figurs indicated 

#                in annotations, other code for exploratory figures. 

 

### Requires:   SE_AK_Watersheds.csv 

 

### Packages: n/a   

### Load Packages: n/a      

 

######## Set working directory where csvs are stored ######### 

setwd("C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/csvs") 

 

listOfFiles <- list.files() 

fileNames <- gsub(".csv", "", listOfFiles) 

 

#######read in All csv's in file and modifies datatable####### 

#####converts invalid values to NA 

for(i in 1:length(listOfFiles)){ 

   

  x <- read.csv(listOfFiles[i], stringsAsFactors = TRUE, na.strings = c("n.a.", "#N/A", 

"#VALUE!","NA", "#DIV/0!","","0.000")) 

   

  #make sure all column names after the first column are all lowercase 

  names(x)[2:length(names(x))] <- tolower(names(x)[2:length(names(x))]) 

   

  assign(fileNames[i], x[,]) 
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} 

 

 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$Ca.Sr <- SE_AK_Watersheds2$ca1/SE_AK_Watersheds2$sr1 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$Sr.inv <- 1/SE_AK_Watersheds2$sr1 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$U.inv <- 1/SE_AK_Watersheds2$u_ugl 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$casrmm <- SE_AK_Watersheds2$casrmm/100 

 

###### Subsetting ###### 

##### Subset Watersheds ALL SAMPLE TYPES for SUMMER only!##### 

Birchall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Birch" & season =="summer") 

Beaverall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Beaver" & season =="summer") 

Nomeall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Nome" & season 

=="summer") 

Victoriaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Victoria" & season 

=="summer") 

Michelall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Michel" & season 

=="summer") 

Hessall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Hess" & season =="summer") 

Ericksenall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Ericksen" & season 

=="summer") 

Richardsonall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Richardson" & season 

=="summer") 

Chatanikaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Chatanika" & season 

=="summer") 

Chenaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Chena" & season =="summer") 

Fortymileall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Fortymile" & season 

=="summer") 

Isomall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Isom" & season =="summer") 

Klondikeall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Klondike" & season 

=="summer"& subwatershed != "Indian") 

Porcupineall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Porcupine" & season 

=="summer") 

Yukonall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Yukon"& season =="summer") 

Tananaall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, watershed == "Tanana" & season 

=="summer") 

Indianall <- subset(SE_AK_Watersheds, subwatershed == "Indian" & season 

=="summer") 

 

  

samples <- rbind(Hessall, Chatanikaall, Beaverall, Birchall, Fortymileall, Klondikeall, 

Indianall) 

samples <- droplevels(samples) 
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samples2 <- rbind(Hessall,Beaverall,Fortymileall) 

samples2 <- droplevels(samples2) 

 

sa <- ordered(samples$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

sa2 <- ordered(samples2$watershed, levels=c("Hess","Beaver","Fortymile")) 

 

samples3 <- rbind(Hessall, Chatanikaall, Beaverall, Birchall, Fortymileall, Klondikeall, 

Isomall, Yukonall) 

samples3 <- droplevels(samples3) 

##### Subset Watersheds STREAMWATER only ##### 

Birch <- subset(samples, watershed == "Birch" & type == "stream") 

Beaver <- subset(samples, watershed == "Beaver" & type == "stream") 

Nome <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Nome" & type == "stream") 

Victoria <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Victoria" & type == "stream") 

Michel <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Michel" & type == "stream") 

Hess <- subset(samples, watershed == "Hess" & type == "stream") 

Ericksen <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Ericksen" & type == "stream") 

Richardson <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Richardson" & type == "stream") 

Chatanika <- subset(samples, watershed == "Chatanika" & type == "stream") 

Chena <- subset(samples, watershed == "Chena" & type == "stream") 

Fortymile <- subset(samples, watershed == "Fortymile" & type == "stream" & 

headwaters == "yes") 

Fortymilemain <- subset(samples, watershed == "Fortymile" & type == "river" & 

headwaters == "no") 

Isom <- subset(samples, watershed == "Isom" & type == "stream") 

Klondike <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Klondike" & type == "stream" & 

headwaters == "no") 

Klondikehw <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Mint" & type == "stream" & 

headwaters == "yes") 

Indian <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Indian" & type == "stream" & headwaters 

== "no") 

Indianhw <- subset(samples, subwatershed == "Indian" & type == "stream" & 

headwaters == "yes") 

Porcupine <- subset(samples, watershed == "Porcupine" & type == "river") 

Yukon <- subset(samples, watershed == "Yukon" & type == "river") 

Tanana <- subset(samples, watershed == "Tanana" & type == "river") 

 

###Create df of stream waters ONLY! in desired watersheds 

streams <- rbind(Hess, Chatanika, Beaver, Birch, Fortymile, Klondike) 

streams <- droplevels(streams) 

 

streams2 <- rbind(Hess, Beaver, Fortymile) 

streams2 <- droplevels(streams2) 
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s <- ordered(streams$watershed, 

levels=c("Hess","Chatanika","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Klondike")) 

s2 <- ordered(streams2$watershed, levels=c("Hess","Beaver","Fortymile")) 

s3 <- ordered(streams2$watershed, levels=c("","Hess"," ","Beaver","  ","Fortymile")) 

 

 

#### Dual Sr Plot - Sr v. UAR, Sr v. Ca/Sr, (Figure 5a,b) #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/Sr_2_plot.png", 

    width = 1000, 

    height = 500) 

par(mfrow = c(1,2), 

    fig=c(0.0025,.5,0,1), 

    mar=c(4.5,4.5,.5,.5), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples$x87sr.86sr ~ samples$uar, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = expression(paste(""^"87","Sr / "^"86","Sr")), 

     xlab = expression(paste(""^"234","U / "^"238","U")), 

     pch = 16, 

     col = "white", 

     ylim = c(.707,.715), 

     xlim = c(1.15,2.4)) 

#text(SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$uar, labels = 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$site.symbol,pos = 1) 

points(Hess$x87sr.86sr ~ Hess$uar, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 1, cex = 1.2) 

points(Ericksen$x87sr.86sr ~ Ericksen$uar, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Richardson$x87sr.86sr ~ Richardson$uar, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Beaver$x87sr.86sr ~ Beaver$uar, 

       col = "lightsalmon3", 

       pch = 15, cex = 1.2) 

points(Yukonall$x87sr.86sr ~ Yukonall$uar, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 4, 

       cex =1.3) 

points(Klondike$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondike$uar, 

       col = "gold", 
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       pch = 2, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondikehw$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikehw$uar, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 17, cex = 1.2) 

#text(Klondikehw$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikehw$uar, labels = Klondikehw$site.symbol,pos 

= 1) 

points(Indian$x87sr.86sr ~ Indian$uar, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 6, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indianhw$x87sr.86sr ~ Indianhw$uar, 

       bg = "gold3", 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 25, cex = 1.1) 

#text(AK_Aug2017$x87sr.86sr ~ AK_Aug2017$uar,labels = AK_Aug2017$site, 

#   pos = c(3,4,2,3,1,1,3,3,4,1,1,1), cex = .75) 

 

 

##### Plot CA/Sr ~ 87Sr/86Sr  

par(mar=c(4.5,.5,.5,.5), 

    fig=c(.5,.95,0,1), 

    new = T, cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples$x87sr.86sr ~ samples$casrmm, 

     las=1, 

     xlab = "Ca [umol] / Sr [nmol]", 

     ylab = "", 

     #ylab = expression(paste(""^"87","Sr / "^"86","Sr")), 

     pch = 16, 

     col = "white", 

     ylim = c(.707,.715), 

     xlim = c(2,10), 

     yaxt = "n" 

) 

axis(tick = "y") 

#text(SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$casrmm, labels = 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$site.symbol,pos = 1) 

points(Hess$x87sr.86sr ~ Hess$casrmm, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 1, cex = 1.2) 

points(Ericksen$x87sr.86sr ~ Ericksen$casrmm, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Richardson$x87sr.86sr ~ Richardson$casrmm, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 
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points(Beaver$x87sr.86sr ~ Beaver$casrmm, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Yukonall$x87sr.86sr ~ Yukonall$casrmm, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 4, 

       cex = 1.3) 

points(Klondike$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondike$casrmm, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 2, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondikehw$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikehw$casrmm, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 17, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indian$x87sr.86sr ~ Indian$casrmm, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 6, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indianhw$x87sr.86sr ~ Indianhw$casrmm, 

       bg = "gold3", 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 25, cex = 1.1) 

 

par(new = T) 

plot(samples$del.87.sr ~ samples$Sr.inv, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = expression(paste(""^"87","Sr / "^"86","Sr")), 

     xlab = "", 

     pch = "", 

     xlim = c(1.15,2.4), 

     xaxt = "n", 

     yaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 4, cex.lab = 1.2, las = 1) 

mtext(side = 4, line = 1.5, expression(paste("del "^"87","Sr")), cex = 1.6) 

 

legend("bottomright",  

       #inset = c(-.01,-0.02),  

       xpd = TRUE, 

       col = 

c("dodgerblue4","dodgerblue3","dodgerblue1","gold","gold","gold3","gold3","black"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Klondike","Mint","Indian","lil' 

Blanche","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(1,16,16,2,17,6,25,4), 

       pt.bg = c("gold3"), 

       bty = "n", 

       pt.cex = c(1,1,1,1,1.2,1,1,1.2), 
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       cex = .9) 

 

dev.off() 

 

#### Dual U/DOC Plot - UAR v DOC, SUVA v. DOC (Figure 6a,b) #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/U_Suva_DOC_plot.png", 

    width = 1000, 

    height = 550) 

par(mfrow = c(1,2),mar=c(4.5,4.5,.5,.5), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples3$uar ~ samples3$doc, 

     las=1, 

     xlab = "[DOC] mg C/L", 

     ylab = expression(paste(""^"234","U / "^"238","U")), 

     pch = 1, 

     col = "white", 

     xlim = c(0,40), 

     ylim = c(1,3.5) 

) 

points(Fortymilemain$uar ~ Fortymilemain$doc, 

       col = "palegreen4", 

       pch = 5, cex = 1.3) 

points(Fortymile$uar ~ Fortymile$doc, 

       col = "palegreen4", 

       pch = 18, cex = 1.3) 

points(Nome$uar ~Nome$doc, 

       col = "lightsalmon3", 

       pch = 15, cex = 1.2) 

#text(Nomeall$uar ~Nomeall$doc,labels = Nomeall$site,pos = c(3,4), cex = .75) 

points(Victoria$uar ~Victoria$doc, 

       col = "lightsalmon2", 

       pch = 0, cex = 1.2) 

points(Michel$uar ~Michel$doc, 

       col = "lightsalmon1", 

       pch = 0, cex = 1.2) 

points(Yukonall$uar ~ Yukonall$doc, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 4, 

       cex = 1.75) 

points(Birch$uar ~ Birch$doc, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Chatanika$uar ~ Chatanika$doc, 
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       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Hess$uar ~ Hess$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 1, cex = 1.2) 

#text(Hess$uar ~Hess$doc,labels = Hess$site,pos = c(3), cex = .75) 

points(Ericksen$uar ~ Ericksen$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue2", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Richardson$uar ~Richardson$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Isomall$uar ~ Isomall$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondike$uar ~ Klondike$doc, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 2, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondikehw$uar ~ Klondikehw$doc, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 17, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indian$uar ~ Indian$doc, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 6, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indianhw$uar ~ Indianhw$doc, 

       bg = "gold3", 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 25, cex = 1.1) 

 

 

#Legend 2.1 

legend("topright",  

       inset = c(.01,0.02), xpd = TRUE, 

       col = c("gold","gold","gold3","gold3"), 

       

c("Hunker(main)","Hunker(headwaters)","Indian(mainstems)","Indian(headwaters)"), 

       pch = c(2,17,6,25), 

       pt.cex = c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.2), 

       pt.bg = "gold3", 

       bty = "n", 

       cex = .95) 

 

### Plot suva v doc 

par(mar=c(4.5,4.5,.5,.5), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 
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plot(samples3$suva ~ samples3$doc, xpd = TRUE, 

     las=1, 

     xlab = "[DOC] mg C/L", 

     ylab = expression(paste("SUVA"["254"])), 

     pch = 1, 

     col = "white", 

     ylim = c(1.25,4.55), 

     xlim = c(0,40) 

) 

 

points(Fortymilemain$suva ~ Fortymilemain$doc, 

       col = "palegreen4", 

       pch = 5, cex = 1.3) 

points(Fortymile$suva ~ Fortymile$doc, 

       col = "palegreen4", 

       pch = 18, cex = 1.3) 

points(Nome$suva ~Nome$doc, 

       col = "lightsalmon3", 

       pch = 15, cex = 1.2) 

#text(Nomeall$suva ~Nomeall$doc,labels = Nomeall$site,pos = c(3,4), cex = .75) 

points(Victoria$suva ~Victoria$doc, 

       col = "lightsalmon2", 

       pch = 0, cex = 1.2) 

points(Michel$suva ~Michel$doc, 

       col = "lightsalmon1", 

       pch = 0, cex = 1.2) 

points(Yukonall$suva ~ Yukonall$doc, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 4, 

       cex = 1.75) 

points(Hess$suva ~ Hess$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 1, cex = 1.2) 

#text(Hess$suva~Hess$doc,labels = Hess$site,pos=3, cex = .75) 

points(Ericksen$suva ~ Ericksen$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue2", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Richardson$suva ~Richardson$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Isomall$suva ~ Isomall$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondike$suva ~ Klondike$doc, 
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       col = "gold", 

       pch = 2, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondikehw$suva ~ Klondikehw$doc, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 17, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indian$suva ~ Indian$doc, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 6, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indianhw$suva ~ Indianhw$doc, 

       bg = "gold3", 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 25, cex = 1.1) 

points(Birch$suva ~ Birch$doc, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Chatanika$suva ~ Chatanika$doc, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

 

#Legend 2 

legend("bottomright",  

       inset = c(.01,0.02),  

       xpd = TRUE, 

       col = 

c("lightblue","dodgerblue3","dodgerblue3","lightsalmon3","lightsalmon3","palegreen4","

palegreen4","black"), 

       c("Chatanika and Birch","Hess (mainstem)","Hess (headwaters)","Beaver 

(mainstem)","Beaver (headwaters)", 

         "Fortymile (main)","Fortymile(headwaters)","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(16,1,16,0,15,5,18,4), 

       pt.cex = c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.2,1.2), 

       pt.bg = "gold3", 

       box.lwd = 0, 

       box.col = "white", 

       bg = "white", 

       cex = .95) 

 

#Legend 1 

#legend("bottomright",  

inset = c(-.01,-0.02), xpd = TRUE, 

col = 

c("dodgerblue3","dodgerblue3","lightsalmon3","lightsalmon3","palegreen4","palegreen4

", 

        "gold","gold","gold3","gold3","black"), 
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c("Hess (mainstem)","Hess (headwaters)","Beaver (mainstem)","Beaver (headwaters)", 

  "Fortymile (main)","Fortymile(headwaters)", 

  "Klondike","Mint","Indian","lil' Blanche","Yukon"), 

pch = c(1,16,0,15,5,18,2,17,6,25,4), 

pt.cex = c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.2,1.2), 

pt.bg = "gold3", 

bty = "n", 

cex = .95) 

 

dev.off() 

 

 

#### Sr ratios vs UAR, includes Beaver (Figure S6) ##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/Sr_UAR_Beaver.png", 

    width = 500, 

    height = 500) 

par(mfrow = c(1,1), 

    mar=c(4.5,4.5,.5,.5), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples$x87sr.86sr ~ samples$uar, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = expression(paste(""^"87","Sr / "^"86","Sr")), 

     xlab = expression(paste(""^"234","U / "^"238","U")), 

     pch = 16, 

     col = "white", 

     ylim = c(.707,.75), 

     xlim = c(1.15,2.4)) 

#text(SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$uar, labels = 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$site.symbol,pos = 1) 

points(Hess$x87sr.86sr ~ Hess$uar, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 1, cex = 1.2) 

points(Ericksen$x87sr.86sr ~ Ericksen$uar, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Richardson$x87sr.86sr ~ Richardson$uar, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Beaver$x87sr.86sr ~ Beaver$uar, 

       col = "lightsalmon3", 

       pch = 15, cex = 1.2) 

points(Yukonall$x87sr.86sr ~ Yukonall$uar, 

       col = "black", 
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       pch = 4, 

       cex =1.3) 

points(Klondike$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondike$uar, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 2, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondikehw$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikehw$uar, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 17, cex = 1.2) 

#text(Klondikehw$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikehw$uar, labels = Klondikehw$site.symbol,pos 

= 1) 

points(Indian$x87sr.86sr ~ Indian$uar, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 6, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indianhw$x87sr.86sr ~ Indianhw$uar, 

       bg = "gold3", 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 25, cex = 1.1) 

 

#Legend 1 

legend("topright",  

       inset = c(-.01,-0.02), xpd = TRUE, 

       col = 

c("dodgerblue3","dodgerblue3","lightsalmon3","lightsalmon3","palegreen4","palegreen4

", 

               "gold","gold","gold3","gold3","black"), 

       c("Hess (mainstem)","Hess (headwaters)","Beaver (mainstem)","Beaver 

(headwaters)", 

         "Fortymile (main)","Fortymile(headwaters)", 

         "Klondike","Mint","Indian","lil' Blanche","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(1,16,0,15,5,18,2,17,6,25,4), 

       pt.cex = c(1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.1,1.2,1.2), 

       pt.bg = "gold3", 

       bty = "n", 

       cex = .95) 

 

dev.off() 

###### Extra exploratory plots ###### 

#### Plot Sr v UAR #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/UAR_Sr.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples$uar ~ samples$x87sr.86sr, 

     las=1, 
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     ylab = "87Sr / 86Sr", 

     xlab = "UAR", 

     pch = 16, 

     ylim = c(1.0,2.5)) 

points(Hess$uar ~ Hess$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "blue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Ericksen$uar ~ Ericksen$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "lightgreen", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Richardson$uar ~ Richardson$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "purple", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Beaver$uar ~ Beaver$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Isomall$uar ~ Isomall$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "red", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Klondikeall$uar ~ Klondikeall$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 16) 

#text(AK_Aug2017$x87sr.86sr ~ AK_Aug2017$uar,labels = AK_Aug2017$site, 

  #   pos = c(3,4,2,3,1,1,3,3,4,1,1,1), cex = .75) 

 

legend("topright",  

       col = c("blue","lightgreen","purple","orange","red","black"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","WestTwin","Isom","Klondike"), 

       pch = 16, 

       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot Sr v del O18 #### 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$del18o, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = "87Sr / 86Sr", 

     xlab = "del 18O", 

     pch = 16, 

     col = "white", 

     ylim = c(.707,.716)) 

points(Hess$x87sr.86sr ~ Hess$del18o, 

       col = "blue2", 

       pch = 16) 
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points(Ericksen$x87sr.86sr ~ Ericksen$del18o, 

       col = "darkblue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Richardson$x87sr.86sr ~ Richardson$del18o, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Beaver$x87sr.86sr ~ Beaver$del18o, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Isomall$x87sr.86sr ~ Isomall$del18o, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Klondikeall$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikeall$del18o, 

       col = "grey30", 

       pch = 4) 

points(Indianall$x87sr.86sr ~ Indianall$del18o, 

       col = "grey30", 

       pch = 3) 

points(Yukonall$x87sr.86sr ~ Yukonall$del18o, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 15) 

 

 

 

#### Plot Sr v Ca #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/Sr_ca.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples$srmm ~ samples$camm, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = "[Sr]", 

     xlab = "[Ca]", 

     pch = 16) 

points(samples$sr ~ samples$ca, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 16, 

       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot 1/Sr v 87/86Sr #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/1Sr_srr.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples3$x87sr.86sr ~ samples3$Sr.inv, 
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     las=1, 

     xlab = "1 / [Sr]", 

     ylab = "87Sr / 86Sr", 

     pch = 16, 

     xlim = c(0,50)) 

points(Hess$x87sr.86sr ~ Hess$Sr.inv, 

       col = "blue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Ericksen$x87sr.86sr ~ Ericksen$Sr.inv, 

       col = "lightgreen", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Richardson$x87sr.86sr ~Richardson$Sr.inv, 

       col = "purple", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Beaver$x87sr.86sr ~Beaver$Sr.inv, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Isomall$x87sr.86sr ~ Isomall$Sr.inv, 

       col = "red", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Klondikeall$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikeall$Sr.inv, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Indianall$x87sr.86sr ~ Indianall$Sr.inv, 

       col = "darkblue", 

       pch = 16) 

legend("bottomright",  

       col = c("blue","lightgreen","purple","orange","red"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","WestTwin","Isom"), 

       pch = 16, 

       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot 1/U v UAR #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/1U_UAR.png") 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples3$uar ~ samples3$U.inv, 

     las=1, 

     xlab = "1 / [U]", 

     ylab = "234U / 238U activity ratio", 

     pch = 1, 

     col = "white" 
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     #xlim = c(0,60) 

     ) 

points(Hess$uar ~ Hess$U.inv, 

       col = "blue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Ericksen$uar ~ Ericksen$U.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Richardson$uar ~Richardson$U.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Beaver$uar ~Beaver$U.inv, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Birchall$uar ~ Birchall$U.inv, 

       col = "goldenrod4", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Fortymileall$uar ~ Fortymileall$U.inv, 

       col = "red", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Chatanikaall$uar ~ Chatanikaall$U.inv, 

       col = "green", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Klondikeall$uar ~ Klondikeall$U.inv, 

       col = "darkgrey", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Indianall$uar ~ Indianall$U.inv, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Isomall$uar ~ Isomall$U.inv, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Yukonall$uar ~ Yukonall$U.inv, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 15, 

       cex = 1.25) 

legend("topright",  

       col = 

c("blue","dodgerblue4","dodgerblue","lightblue","orange","goldenrod4","red","green","d

arkgrey","black","black"), 

       

c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Isom","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Chatanika","Kl

ondike","Indian","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,15), 
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       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot 1/U v UAR 2 #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/Uinv_UAR2.png", 

    width =800 , 

    height =800 ) 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples3$uar ~ samples3$U.inv, 

     las=1, 

     xlab = "[U.inv] mg C/L", 

     ylab = "234U / 238U activity ratio", 

     pch = 1, 

     col = "white", 

     xlim = c(0,40), 

     ylim = c(1,2) 

) 

points(Hess$uar ~ Hess$U.inv, 

       col = "blue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#text(Hess$uar ~Hess$U.inv,labels = Hess$site,pos = c(3), cex = .75) 

points(Ericksen$uar ~ Ericksen$U.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Richardson$uar ~Richardson$U.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Nome$uar ~Nome$U.inv, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#text(Nomeall$uar ~Nomeall$U.inv,labels = Nomeall$site,pos = c(3,4), cex = .75) 

points(Victoria$uar ~Victoria$U.inv, 

       col = "darkorange", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Michel$uar ~Michel$U.inv, 

       col = "darkorange4", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Birchall$uar ~ Birchall$U.inv, 

       col = "goldenrod4", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Fortymileall$uar ~ Fortymileall$U.inv, 

       col = "red", 
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       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Chatanikaall$uar ~ Chatanikaall$U.inv, 

       col = "green", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Klondikeall$uar ~ Klondikeall$U.inv, 

       col = "darkgrey", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Indianall$uar ~ Indianall$U.inv, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Isomall$uar ~ Isomall$U.inv, 

       col = "lightblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Yukonall$uar ~ Yukonall$U.inv, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 15, 

       cex = 2.25) 

#legend("topright",  

       col = 

c("blue","dodgerblue4","dodgerblue","lightblue","orange","goldenrod4","red","green","d

arkgrey","black","black"), 

       

c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Isom","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Chatanika","Kl

ondike","Indian","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,15), 

       bty = "n") 

legend("topright",  

       col = 

c("blue","dodgerblue4","dodgerblue","lightblue","gold3","darkorange","darkorange4","bl

ack"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Isom","Nome","Victoria","Michel","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(16,16,16,16,16,16,16,15), 

       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot DOC v UAR #### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/DOC_UAR2.png", 

    width =800 , 

    height =800 ) 

par(mfrow = c(1,1),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples3$uar ~ samples3$doc, 

     las=1, 
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     xlab = "[DOC] mg C/L", 

     ylab = "234U / 238U activity ratio", 

     pch = 1, 

     col = "white", 

     xlim = c(0,40), 

     ylim = c(1,2) 

) 

points(Hess$uar ~ Hess$doc, 

       col = "blue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#text(Hess$uar ~Hess$doc,labels = Hess$site,pos = c(3), cex = .75) 

points(Ericksen$uar ~ Ericksen$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Richardson$uar ~Richardson$doc, 

       col = "dodgerblue", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Nome$uar ~Nome$doc, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#text(Nomeall$uar ~Nomeall$doc,labels = Nomeall$site,pos = c(3,4), cex = .75) 

points(Victoria$uar ~Victoria$doc, 

       col = "darkorange", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Michel$uar ~Michel$doc, 

       col = "darkorange4", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Birchall$uar ~ Birchall$doc, 

col = "goldenrod4", 

pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Fortymileall$uar ~ Fortymileall$doc, 

col = "red", 

pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Chatanikaall$uar ~ Chatanikaall$doc, 

col = "green", 

pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Klondikeall$uar ~ Klondikeall$doc, 

col = "darkgrey", 

pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

#points(Indianall$uar ~ Indianall$doc, 

col = "black", 

pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Isomall$uar ~ Isomall$doc, 

       col = "lightblue", 
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       pch = 16, cex = 1.75) 

points(Yukonall$uar ~ Yukonall$doc, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 15, 

       cex = 2.25) 

#legend("topright",  

col = 

c("blue","dodgerblue4","dodgerblue","lightblue","orange","goldenrod4","red","green","d

arkgrey","black","black"), 

c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Isom","Beaver","Birch","Fortymile","Chatanika","Kl

ondike","Indian","Yukon"), 

pch = c(16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,16,15), 

bty = "n") 

legend("topright",  

       col = 

c("blue","dodgerblue4","dodgerblue","lightblue","gold3","darkorange","darkorange4","bl

ack"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Isom","Nome","Victoria","Michel","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(16,16,16,16,16,16,16,15), 

       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot CA/Sr ~ 87Sr/86Sr ##### 

png(file = "C:/Users/Ethan/Documents/Alaska DOC Investigation/Wologo_Thesis/Thesis 

Chapter 2 _ Permafrost Hydrology U-

Sr/Alaska_Watersheds_Data/figures/Ca.Sr_Srr.png") 

par(mfrow = c(2,2),mar=c(5,5,4,2), cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(SE_AK_Watersheds2$Ca.Sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = "[Ca] / [Sr]", 

     xlab = "87Sr / 86Sr", 

     pch = 16, 

     ylim = c(200,450)) 

#text(SE_AK_Watersheds2$Ca.Sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr, labels = 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$site.symbol,pos = 4) 

points(Hess$Ca.Sr~ Hess$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "blue", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Ericksen$Ca.Sr~ Ericksen$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "lightgreen", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Richardson$Ca.Sr~Richardson$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "purple", 

       pch = 16) 
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points(Beaver$Ca.Sr~Beaver$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16) 

points(Isomall$Ca.Sr~Isomall$x87sr.86sr, 

       col = "red", 

       pch = 16) 

legend("topright",  

       col = c("blue","lightgreen","purple","orange","red","black"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","WestTwin","Isom","Yukon(brennan)"), 

       pch = 16, 

       bty = "n") 

dev.off() 

 

#### Plot 1/Sr v 87/86Sr#### 

par(mar=c(4.5,.5,.5,.5),fig=c(.665,.96,0,1), new = T, cex = 1.4, cex.lab = 1.2) 

plot(samples3$x87sr.86sr ~ samples3$Sr.inv, 

     las=1, 

     col = "white", 

     xlab = "1 / [Sr]", 

     ylab = "", 

     #ylab = expression(paste(""^"87","Sr / "^"86","Sr")), 

     pch = 16, 

     ylim = c(.707,.715), 

     xlim = c(0,35), 

     yaxt = "n") 

points(Yukonall$x87sr.86sr ~ Yukonall$Sr.inv, 

       col = "black", 

       pch = 4, 

       cex = 1.3) 

#text(SE_AK_Watersheds2$x87sr.86sr ~ SE_AK_Watersheds2$Sr.inv, labels = 

SE_AK_Watersheds2$site.symbol,pos = 1) 

points(Hess$x87sr.86sr ~ Hess$Sr.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue4", 

       pch = 21, cex = 1.2) 

points(Ericksen$x87sr.86sr ~ Ericksen$Sr.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue3", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Richardson$x87sr.86sr ~Richardson$Sr.inv, 

       col = "dodgerblue1", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Beaver$x87sr.86sr ~Beaver$Sr.inv, 

       col = "orange", 

       pch = 16, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondike$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondike$Sr.inv, 
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       col = "gold", 

       pch = 2, cex = 1.2) 

points(Klondikehw$x87sr.86sr ~ Klondikehw$Sr.inv, 

       col = "gold", 

       pch = 17, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indian$x87sr.86sr ~ Indian$Sr.inv, 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 6, cex = 1.2) 

points(Indianhw$x87sr.86sr ~ Indianhw$Sr.inv, 

       bg = "gold3", 

       col = "gold3", 

       pch = 25, cex = 1.1) 

par(new = T) 

plot(samples$del.87.sr ~ samples$Sr.inv, 

     las=1, 

     ylab = expression(paste(""^"87","Sr / "^"86","Sr")), 

     xlab = "", 

     pch = "", 

     xlim = c(1.15,2.4), 

     xaxt = "n", 

     yaxt = "n") 

axis(side = 4, cex.lab = 1.2, las = 1) 

mtext(side = 4, line = 1.5, expression(paste("del "^"87","Sr")), cex = 1.6) 

 

legend("bottomright",  

       #inset = c(-.01,-0.02),  

       xpd = TRUE, 

       col = 

c("dodgerblue4","dodgerblue3","dodgerblue1","gold","gold","gold3","gold3","black"), 

       c("Hess","Erickson","Richardson","Klondike","Mint","Indian","lil' 

Blanche","Yukon"), 

       pch = c(1,16,16,2,17,6,25,4), 

       pt.bg = c("gold3"), 

       bty = "n", 

       pt.cex = c(1,1,1,1,1.2,1,1,1.2), 

       cex = .9) 

 

dev.off() 


